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Thesis Scope 
 
The scope of this Ph.D. project was to study and understand the effect of the dopants 
on the properties of Cu-based catalysts for the conversion of ethylene-to-1,2-dichloroethane 
(oxychlorination ), a crucial intermediate reaction in poly-vinyl chloride (PVC) chemistry.  
Selection of an optimal catalyst for heavy industrial processes such as ethylene 
oxychlorination is an important practical problem. Oxychlorination of ethylene is a catalytic 
process performed over a copper chloride based heterogeneous catalyst. The main concerns of 
the catalyst are deactivation and product selectivity. Deactivation of the catalyst and 
production of undesirable chlorinated by-products increase the overall costs of the PVC 
process. It is also desirable, for economic and environmental reasons, for the oxychlorination 
catalyst composition to effect a high conversion of HCl used in the reaction. In commercial 
applications, a combination of high HCl conversion and high ethylene efficiency or selectivity 
of ethylene to EDC is most desirable.  
Despite the commercial usage of oxychlorination catalysts (both base CuCl2/J-Al2O3 
and doped catalysts (MClx+CuCl2/J-Al2O3)) for more than 50 years, the fundamental 
understanding of the catalyst and its mechanism are still under investigation. The available 
literature on catalytic oxidative chlorination reveals considerably uncertainty with respect to 
the actual mechanism of the reaction, the role of each of the components constituted in the 
catalyst and how they play together.  
There is, therefore, a need to understand the system properly and thereby address some 
of the problems persisting in the commercial operation of oxychlorination process. The main 
challenges constrained in the economy and efficiency of the oxychlorination process, thereby 
in PVC industry, are summarized as:  
¾ EDC selectivity  
¾ EDC yield (Ethylene efficiency)  
¾ HCl conversion 
¾ Catalyst’s lifetime. 
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Taking into consideration all of the above, the main aim of the thesis is:- “To gain 
fundamental understanding, at the atomic and molecular level, of the working catalytic 
system, particularly the role played by the additives and the carrier, and there-by optimize 
the performance of the catalyst.” 
As our primary goal is to understand the system at the molecular level, the first part of 
the work was devoted to surface characterization of the various doped catalysts. In order to 
obtain deeper insight on the catalyst’s performance during the reaction, fundamental advanced 
in-situ and operando X-ray absorption spectroscopy techniques were employed along with 
other complimentary-methods. It is wise to remind the reader at this point that doped copper 
chloride catalysts for oxidative chlorination of hydrocarbons are multi-component 
heterogeneous systems that consist of active species with varying compositions and co-
presence of different solid phases/mixtures, beside that its performance is directly linked to 
the state of surface copper species. Hence, high emphasis is given to surface characterisation 
throughout the work. As a secondary goal is to understand the catalyst performance on atomic 
level, the reaction tests were performed by using a home-built test rig. Time and process 
obligations did not permit a full kinetic and mechanistic study on all the catalysts, but 
preliminary results are provided.  
The following chapters will provide a detailed background for the present work with 
an emphasis on the oxychlorination process, technologies, general chemistry of the copper-
chlorides and a detailed overview of the catalyst’s literature up-to-date. The subsequent 
chapter presents the experimental methods employed in this work, and is followed by a 
chapter devoted to a summary of the results. A preliminary report on the XAS experiments 
performed in last July 2012 has been provided. 
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“Chemistry without catalysis, would be a sword without a handle, a light without brilliance, a bell 
without sound”                                                                                               — Alwin Mittasch 
 
1.1. General Catalysis 
Catalysts are the workhorses of the chemical industry. Catalysis changes how a 
chemical reaction happens. This process usually speeds up a reaction as illustrated in a 
simplified way in Figure 1, and can make new reactions possible that allow different starting 
materials to be used. The chemical that causes these changes simply is called a catalyst. A 
general simplified definition of a “Catalyst” is a substance that increases the rate of a 
chemical reaction by reducing the activation energy, but which is left unchanged by the 
reaction. It has been for more than a century at the center of our economy and is clearly one of 
the keys to sustainable development because it involves efficient conversion processes, both 
in terms of energy and atom economy. Approximately 85-90% of the processes of the 
chemical industry are catalytic processes. Development of new catalysts is critical for the 
development of more efficient, economic and greener technologies. It is thus obvious that 
catalysis will still play a central role in our future, and that catalyst development and 
technology will remain a very active research field [1]. 
Kinetically, catalytic reactions are typical chemical reactions; i.e. the reaction rate 
depends on the frequency of contact of the reactants in the rate-determining step. Usually, the 
catalyst participates in this slowest step, and rates are limited by the amount of catalyst and its 
"activity". However, the mechanistic explanation of catalysis is complex. Even more so when 
speaking about heterogeneous catalysts; which have highly complex, inhomogeneous and 
dynamic behaviour, their surfaces constantly changing with temperature and atmospheric 
composition. The active sites are generally integrated with the surface of materials or 
nanoparticles on top of materials or even at the interface between the two. In view of 
improving them, one strategy has been to develop catalysts that are more efficient, in a 
predictive way using molecular approaches without losing the advantages of heterogeneous 
systems.  
One among the well-known and extensively studied complex systems is 
“Oxychlorination Catalyst”. The following sections will outline the evolution of the 
oxychlorination process, the level of knowledge and developments achieved on 
oxychlorination catalysts. It also gives an idea on how multidisciplinary this field has become, 
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where many gaps still remain to be bridged, but where much progress has been achieved in 
the past decades. 
 
Figure 1: General illustration of heterogeneous catalysis - potential energy diagram for catalytic reaction and 
non-catalytic reaction (left); molecular view of catalysis on metal supported catalysts (right). Image adopted 
from “The Basis and Applications of Heterogeneous Catalysis by Michael Bowker” [2]. 
  
1.2. The Origin of Oxychlorination 
1.2.1. Chlorine –potentially harmful yet an essential element 
Chlorine (Cl) is the second most abundant halogen and 21st most 
abundant chemical element in Earth's crust. About 70% of all manufactured chemical 
products involve chlorine in one or more synthesis steps [3].  
Millions of tons of chlorine are consumed annually in reactions that produce such 
everyday goods as plastics, paints, various drugs, insecticides, herbicides, dyestuffs, computer 
hardware, silicon chips, packaging materials and automotive parts etc.,. In the course of these 
reactions, most of the chlorine is incorporated into the products. Nevertheless, some of the 
chlorine frequently combines with hydrogen, becoming hydrogen chloride (HCl) - a corrosive 
and hazardous waste material. Most of these processes involve a saturated or unsaturated 
hydrocarbon, reacted with elemental chlorine. Such reactions can be additions to olefins, 
chlorination of aromatics, or homolytic cleavage of carbon-hydrogen bonds. In many cases, 
the final products constitute the chloride; however, in some processes (addition of an alcohol 
or amine to phosgene to produce, for example, polycarbonate and polyurethane plastics) no 
chloride is present in the final product. In addition, most of the processes produce the 
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hydrogen chloride “HCl” as a co-product, via dehydro halogenations or free radical reactions 
of chlorine with aliphatic hydrogen.  
The amounts of chlorine and toxic hydrogen chloride waste involved are huge. The 
current world production of chlorine is approximately 42 million metric tonnes per year. 
Approximately 50% of the chlorine produced is reduced to HCl or chloride salts, resulting in 
production of HCl estimated at 20 million metric tonnes annually, mt/a, (expressed as 100 wt-
% HCl). Figure 2 shows the compiled processes involving hydrogen chloride as co-product 
and emphasis the need to reuse or purify the waste hydrogen chloride [3]. Handling of this 
chemical poses a great challenge to scientists and engineers from centuries.  In spite of 
numerous achievements made on processes, that can convert hydrogen chloride to Cl2 and 
other useful products, these processes are still hindered by issues such as unbalanced demand 
–supply gap, expensive nature of the process, low yield and low process efficiency.  
 
 
Figure 2: Chemical processes that produce hydrogen chloride (HCl) as a co-product. [3].  
 
 The various possible routes for recovering chlorine from hydrogen chloride or for 
using the latter directly in chlorination reactions are described below. 
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1.2.2. HCl to Cl2 – the Deacon process 
The direct oxidation of HCl to hydrogen and chlorine is thermodynamically 
unfavourable (∆G>0) at all practical temperatures. Therefore, thermo-chemical processing is 
possible only if the oxidation of HCl is coupled with a thermodynamically favourable 
reduction reaction. One of the most studied and successful process is the “Deacon Process”, in 
which chlorine is produced through the reaction between hydrogen chloride and oxygen. 
HCl (g) + ½ O2 (g)   Æ   Cl2 (g) + H2O (g)    ; ∆H = -117 kJ/mol                (1) 
The  process is operated at high temperatures (673-723 K) in the presence of “cupric chloride 
supported on porous carrier” as catalyst and was developed as an efficient technical process 
for the recovery of chlorine by H. Deacon and F. Hurter in 1868 [4, 5]  and further developed 
by Hasenclever in 1883. The overall reaction is exothermic and controlled by equilibrium [6].  
There have been three commercial chlorine recycling processes based on reaction (1) 
but using different catalyst systems. The three commercial processes are Shell-Chlor (Shell 
company, Netherlands) using rare earth metals doped CuCl2 supported on SiO2 as catalyst [7], 
Kel-Chlor (M. W. Kellogg Company, Houston, USA) using nitrogen dioxide as catalyst 
[8]and MT-Chlor (Mitsui Toatsu Company, Tokyo, Japan) using  Cr2O3/SiO2 as catalyst [9]. 
Recently, a process developed by the Sumitomo chemical company (Japan) using RuO2/TiO2 
as catalyst [10] has been commercialised. 
 In spite of numerous improvements, the process has inherent disadvantages: the 
sluggish reaction kinetics of the oxygen reduction reaction, a limit of 60 - 80% single pass 
conversions, low chlorine yield, progressive loss of catalytic activity, volatility of the active 
species, corrosion problems and high energy-costs.  
1.2.3. HCl  to Cl2 – Direct electrolysis process 
Electrochemically, HCl can be directly converted to chlorine and hydrogen. Compared 
to thermo-chemical processing, electrolysis is a low temperature operation (343-363 K) and 
the amount of water associated with the electrochemically produced chlorine is lower. In 
addition, the co-produced hydrogen has commercial value. The most commercialised process 
is the Uhde process [11] patented in 1965. In this process, anhydrous HCl is first absorbed in 
water and the resulting aqueous hydrochloric acid solution is electrolyzed in separated cells to 
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yield chlorine at the anode and hydrogen at the cathode. In later years, Uhde and DeNora 
jointly developed “De Nora Electrolytic Cell System technology”, which performed 
successfully for many years.  Another well-known commercial process is a HCl gas 
electrolysis developed by DuPont using a Nafion ion exchange membrane covered with a 
porous catalyst containing noble metals such as Pt and Ru [12].  
Though, the above electrolytic processes with hydrogen chloride acid as electrolyte 
may prove to be economical if the recovered hydrogen has sufficient value, but this appears 
likely to be the case in only few circumstances. Moreover, these processes suffer huge energy 
costs, due to the large amount of electric power-required. However - these dual processes 
represent a viable option for reuse of the hydrogen chloride, their non-viable economics 
created a renewed interest in direct-use of the waste hydrogen chloride as a reagent. 
1.2.4. HCl to Chlorocarbons –  the Oxychlorination process 
In the quest to fulfil the above requirement, derivatives of the Deacon catalyst paved 
the way for a new process called “Oxychlorination”. Oxychlorination (OXCH- also referred 
to as oxidative chlorination), is the hydrocarbon chlorination reaction occurring with 
participation of an oxidising agent (usually oxygen) and a chlorination agent (as a rule 
hydrogen chloride). Oxychlorination is generally carried out in the gas phase in the presence 
of a heterogeneous catalyst. For example, in the case of C1- hydrocarbons, the overall reaction 
is  
CH4 (g) + HCl (g) + ½ O2 (g)                       CH3Cl (g) + H2O (g)                       (2) 
Many studies have been devoted on the oxidative chlorination of lower hydrocarbons - 
methane, ethane, ethylene, propylene, and their chlorine derivatives [13]. In the early 20th 
century, interest in the process revived with the essential aim being to develop a more active 
catalyst with lower volatility. Roka [14] in 1923 first achieved the oxychlorination of methane 
with chlorine in the presence of oxygen (Eq.2). At about the same time, Ernst and Wahl [15] 
used the Deacon system at 573-923 K to chlorinate methane, ethane, ethylene and benzene; 
Roka and Kraus [16] also pointed out the possibility of chlorinating methane in the Deacon 
reaction. Tizard and co-workers [17] patented a two-step chlorination method in which the 
second stage was the regeneration of the copper chloride mixture in the early 1920 ‘s’-. Both 
Mares and Prahl studied the oxychlorination of benzene in the 1930’s. Mares [18] patented a 
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process using elemental chlorine; the hydrogen chloride formed being converted to chlorine 
for recycling. Prahl [19] examined various Deacon catalytic systems for application to the 
commercially successful Raschig process for the production of phenol, in which benzene was 
chlorinated to chloro-benzene as an intermediate step. The proposed catalyst consisted of co-
precipitated copper and aluminium hydroxides with promoters that allowed the chlorination of 
benzene to mono chloro-benzene at 508-518 K.  
Since 1946, the petrochemical industries have boomed, these industries contributed 
several patents on the modification of the Deacon process using promoters, a decrease in 
volatility by double salt formation [20-22] and fluidized bed techniques [23] for the 
chlorination of aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons. During the same period, the formation of 
1,2–dichloroethane (EDC) from ethylene (Eq.6) [24] and unsaturated higher chlorination 
products from partly chlorinated ethylene by oxychlorination process was examined. It was 
found, that the Deacon catalyst could chlorinate ethylene with a mixture of HCl and air. This 
reaction did not produce molecular chlorine but chlorinated ethylene directly with the chlorine 
species formed on the catalyst surface. 
  Oxychlorination has many advantages compared to the direct chlorination (discussed 
in section 0), such as complete utilization of chlorine atoms, use of cheap abundant reagent 
(oxygen), easy to handle chlorinating agents (HCl) rather than more expensive and toxic ones 
like chlorine. These reactions became especially attractive if di-oxygen, the most abundant 
and cheapest oxidant is used. The prospects of several other processes in recycling waste 
chlorine have been extensively reviewed and the conclusion has been drawn that the 
Deacon/oxychlorination route constitute the preferred approach to the joint problems of the 
unbalanced growth of chlorine demand and the vast availability of excess by-product 
hydrogen chloride. 
Since 1950, the patent literature has been mainly concerned with variations of catalyst 
compositions and process improvements. The detailed aspects of oxychlorination have been 
reviewed [13, 25-29] [6] from the 1950 ’s’ to the - 90’s’. These articles have covered catalysts 
with varied compositions, processes and economics [30]. However, tremendous 
improvements and advances in catalyst characterisation and process development occurred in 
the late 20th century and early 21st century.  
The work presented in this thesis is devoted to giving more insight specifically into the 
“ethylene oxychlorination catalysis and processes”. The following sections will provide a 
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brief overview on the oxychlorination catalysis and of the available technologies, the catalyst 
developments, its complexity, process concerns and improvements made during the last 
century. 
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The main aim of this section is to give a brief overview of the ethylene 
oxychlorination process as a crucial intermediate step in the poly vinyl chloride (PVC) 
industry. It will also provide detailed information about geographical aspects and the 
technologies available for the production of the vinyl chloride monomer (VCM, CH2=CHCl) 
and 1,2-dichloroethane (EDC, C2H4Cl2). 
 
2.1. PVC/ VCM – Global perspective 
The vinyl chain (EDC/VCM/PVC) represents an important part of the petrochemical 
industry. An important monomer within the chain is vinyl chloride, which is used as a 
building block for the production of PVC, a versatile plastic material.  PVC is a thermoplastic 
(it can be melted and frozen into desired shapes repeatedly), with range of applications across 
the construction, household, electronic, pharmaceutical and automotive industries. This makes 
PVC the second largest commodity plastic after polyethylene, growing at nearly 4% annually 
[30].  
During the past few years, the VCM market has been growing annually at about  4-5%  
globally and is expected that the world production to exceed 42 million tons per year by 2020 
[30]. The lower prices of vinyl plastics, combined with their useful properties and wide range 
of applications, helped the markets for PVC to grow in the housing and automobile industries 
and accelerated the growth of VCM production to its present large scale. Presently, VCM is 
among the top twenty largest petrochemicals in world production. However, growth rates in 
the developed world had been slipping as these markets matured while stronger demand 
growth has been seen in Asia, in particular China and India. 
VCM was first prepared by Regnier in 1835 by direct chlorination of ethylene by 
producing 1,2-dichloroethane as an intermediate (Eq.4) [31]. Around 1900, when the industry 
began to take interest in acetylene chemistry, Fritz Klatte produced VCM from acetylene and 
hydrogen chloride in the presence of mercury chloride catalyst [31]. Over the following years, 
the manufacture of acetylene became a very expensive and energy intensive process. As 
demand for VCM increased, more economical feedstocks were sought. After ethylene became 
plentiful in the early 1950’s, commercial processes were developed to produce VCM from 
ethylene via EDC route.  
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Since then, VCM manufacturing technology has been improved from the standpoint of 
safety, the environment, quality and scale of production. Currently, commercial VCM 
capacity can be categorized based on the feedstocks: acetylene and ethylene. Figure 3 below 
illustrates the VCM capacity share between these feed stocks derived from various sources 
and expected increase in the VCM demand over the period from 2000-2020. Ethylene is the 
dominant feedstock comprising an 82.7% share, which is derived from naphtha and natural 
gas.  
 
 
   Source: Global Business Intelligent research 
Figure 3: VCM global capacity by feedstock and production demand, reported by Global Business Intelligent, 
2009 [30]. 
 
2.2. VCM process technologies 
2.2.1. Conventional Technologies 
2.2.1.1. Acetylene-Based VCM 
The oldest and simplest commercial route to VCM is via the vapour phase addition to 
acetylene (C2H2) with anhydrous hydrogen chloride (HCl) over a mercuric chloride (HgCl2) 
catalyst supported on activated carbon. 
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                        (3)   
Acetylene and hydrogen chloride are used in a 1:1 molar ratio. This process little 
commercialised outside China, which has cheaper abundant coal reserves, substantial 
hydroelectric power generation and limited reserves of natural gas and crude oil (the main 
source of ethane from which ethylene is obtained by thermal cracking). The acetylene is 
produced from calcium carbide, itself produced from coked coal. In China, expansion of coal-
based acetylene-based technology proceeded at nearly 20% per year during 2005–2010. 
2.2.1.2. Ethylene-Based VCM  
The majority of VCM processes are based on the so-called “balanced” ethylene 
process with ethylene as the hydrocarbon feedstock reacting with chlorine gas to produce the 
intermediate 1,2-dichloroethane  (Eq. 4) . Hydrochloric acid generated in the EDC cracking 
section (Eq. 5) is completely recycled and used up in an oxychlorination reactor in the 
presence of oxygen (Eq.6). The process scheme is depicted in Figure 4. The main chemical 
steps involved are: 
a) Direct chlorination of ethylene to 1,2- dichloroethane (EDC): 
C2H4 + Cl2 o C2H4Cl2 + 218 kJ/mol  (FeCl3 catalysts)                                       (4) 
b) Thermal cracking (pyrolysis) of EDC to VCM: 
C2H4Cl2 o C2H3Cl + HCl − 71kJ/mol                                                                (5) 
c) Oxychlorination of ethylene to EDC via recycles of HCl: 
C2H4 + 2HCl + ½ O2 o  C2H4Cl2 + H2O + 238 kJ/mol (CuCl2 catalysts)          (6) 
Hence, an ideal balanced process has the overall equation: 
C2H4 + 0.5 Cl2 + 0.25 O2 o C2H3Cl + 0.5 H2O + 192.5 kJ/mol                            (7) 
Therefore, half of the ethylene and all of the chlorine are fed to direct chlorination, 
while the other half of the ethylene goes to oxychlorination. Since the overall reaction is very 
exothermic, the VCM plant should be able to cover a large part of its energy needs. The first 
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oxychlorination plant was built by B.F. Goodrich in 1964 and produced 15000 tons/year of 
vinyl chloride in a fluid bed [32]. At about the same time the Stauffer chemical company built 
a unit using three tube-cooled-oxychlorination reactors in series [32]. This was the beginning 
of the end for routes based on acetylene atleast in the western countries.  
The development and commercialization of oxychlorination technology paved the way 
for the “balanced ethylene process” combining direct chlorination, oxychlorination and EDC 
pyrolysis processes, as the most commercialized and efficient VCM technology. 
 
 
Figure 4: Balanced VCM (Vinyl Chloro Monomer) process flow sheet. (Unpublished figure) 
 This technology development is a prime example of how chemical process research 
and development efforts provided the means to utilize the best available feedstocks and lower 
manufacturing costs for VCM/PVC production. 
2.2.2. Competing technologies 
2.2.2.1. Ethane to VCM 
In spite of the successful journey of the balanced VCM technology, the quest for more 
cost-effective and the advent of new technologies continued. With the incentives of lower 
cost feedstock and a simpler process scheme, the development of ethane-based technology 
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for the production of VCM has been a long identified, albeit difficult to realize, target of 
VCM process research.  A number of companies have been involved in the attempted 
development of an ethane-based process, several have been patented, yet none has been 
commercialized.  
 The EVC Corporation has been very active in this research and demonstrated a 
catalyst derived from Ziegler-Natta chemistry. They reported [33] a copper-based catalyst 
promoted by lanthanum containing compounds with a stabilization package for the ethane-
to-vinyl oxychlorination reaction (7), with a reaction temperature of 450-470 0C.  
2 C2H6 + Cl2 + 3/2 O2 o  C2H3Cl + 3 H2O                                             (8) 
They have operated a 1000 m.t./year pilot plant in Germany with excellent results. Licensing 
efforts are underway. Since the operation temperature is in boundary limits, where the 
corrosion is uncontrollable, this might be the reason hindering for successful 
commercialisation. Another recent development in this process was outlined by Dow 
chemical [34] using copper-containing ZSM-5 catalysts for oxychlorination of ethane to 
VCM at 773 K. Although possible, this process has not progressed beyond the conceptual 
stage. This is because oxychlorination reactor design presents a severe challenge in terms of 
construction materials. The reaction temperature is as high as 773 K. At this temperature, 
chlorine becomes very aggressive to most construction materials.  
 
2.3. Oxychlorination process technologies 
Commercial oxychlorination processes differ with respect to catalysts (composition, 
morphology, and physical properties), catalyst contacting method (fluid or fixed bed reactor), 
and oxygen source (air or pure oxygen feed). Thus, the operating conditions, feed ratios, 
conversions and yields also vary, depending on the particular combination used and on the 
methods employed for secondary recovery of feedstock and products. For any particular 
combination of reactor type and oxygen source, however, good temperature control of this 
highly exothermic reaction is crucial in the choice of oxychlorination technology. The major 
variations offered by various licensors, are combination of these two processes. 
(i) Air or Oxygen based oxychlorination. 
(ii) Fixed bed or fluid bed oxychlorination. 
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A schematic flow diagram of a licensed oxychlorination process [by Vinnolet 
Technology] based on oxygen and fluidized bed oxychlorination technology, is shown in 
Figure 5. 
 
   Adopted from: uhde.eu 
Figure 5 : Schematic representation of a typical oxychlorination process [licensed by Vinnolit technology] [35].  
 
Typical fluid bed reactors are vertical cylindrical vessels supported on a grid, equipped 
with a feed spraying system for adequate feed distribution and fluidization, internal cooling 
coils  for heat removal, and cyclones (either of external or internal) to minimize catalyst 
carry-over [36-38]. A schematic diagram [39] illustrating a typical catalytic fluidized bed 
reactor and the different phases of catalytic particles present during reaction is shown in 
Figure 6. In fluid bed oxychlorination processes, a fluidized catalyst is loaded into the reactor; 
the preheated gas mixture allowed entering at the base of the vessel at an operating 
temperature of 493- 518 K and reactor gauge pressures of 150-500 kPa. Generally, these 
fluidized bed oxychlorination reactors are well behaved and operate predictably, however,  
they can suffer from catalyst stickiness, which is characterized by declining the quality of 
fluidization and, in severe cases, result in a slumped or collapsed bed. 
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Figure 6: Typical illustration of general catalytic fluidized bed reactor system. Image courtesy to “Process 
Systems Enterprise Ltd” [39]. 
 
Oxychlorination catalyst stickiness mainly arises from adverse operating conditions 
that promote the formation of dendrite growths of cupric chloride on the individual catalyst 
particles’ surface. This leads to increasing inter-particle interactions and agglomeration. The 
degree of particle agglomeration and severity of stickiness depends on the operating 
conditions and the catalyst characteristics [37, 38, 40, 41]. 
Fixed bed reactors are generally looking like multi-tube heat exchangers, with catalyst 
packed in vertical tubes held along the reactor with a supporting grid on the top and bottom.  
Figure 7 illustrates the typical catalytic fixed bed reactor and 2D-distribution of catalyst 
composition and temperature [39]. It is essential to pack the catalyst uniformly along the 
tubes, which further ensure a safe operation with uniform pressure drop, flow, and residence 
time throughout the each tube. Though it has many advantages such as easy scale-up, 
flexibility of process conditions, however, main disadvantage is difficulty in the temperature 
control compared to the fluidized bed reactors; because of localized hot spots tend to develop 
in the tubes [42]. This problem can be addressed in several ways: one is to pack the reactor 
tubes with the active catalyst and inert diluents mixtures in proportions that vary along the 
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tubes, so that there is low catalyst concentration at the inlet (where the catalyst activity is high 
due to the high reactant concentration), and steadily increases to maximum at the outlet. 
Another way of minimizing hot spots is to pack the tube with catalysts having progressively 
higher loading of CuCl2 [42]. These methods of grading the catalyst activity tend to flatten the 
temperature profile thus improve the temperature control. Typical oxychlorination reactor 
systems contain multiple fixed bed reactors in either series or parallel.  
 
Figure 7: Cross sectional illustration of typical catalytic fixed bed reactor. Image curtsey to “Process Systems 
Enterprise Ltd” [39]. 
 
In the Air-based oxychlorination process with either fixed or fluidized bed reactor, 
ethylene and air are fed in slight excess of stochiometric requirements to ensure high 
conversion of HCl and to minimize the loss of excess ethylene. In Oxygen-based process, 
pure oxygen is fed insted of air, thus, resulting in a drastic reduction in volume of vent gas 
discharge, which is the main advantage over air-based process. There by avoidance of 
expensive facilities to recover ethylene, EDC, other chemicals from large vent gas stream and 
a reduction in nitrous oxide (NOx) and other nitrogen based by-products [43]. Problems can 
occur, however, if the ethylene / O2 molar ratio approaches the explosion limits. Ethylene’s 
lowest explosion limit is 2.7 vol % in air i.e 12.8 ethylene/O2 molar ratio. However, this risk 
can be minimized/eliminated by operating- parallel reactors with various optimal ethylene/O2 
feed ratios. 
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The use of a liquid - phase oxychlorination process for the production of EDC was 
investigated [44-46] using promoted aqueous copper salt as a catalyst. The inventor’s 
observations on increased selectivity at moderate temperatures (473-623 K) were constrained 
to pilot plant studies, but there is no information about its practical exploitation, which 
indicates difficulties in the industrial application of such processes. 
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This chapter focuses on the general chemistry of the active species: the structure and 
properties of copper chlorides. It also further reviews some recent work done on the effect of 
dopants on the structure, properties and thermodynamics of copper chloride. The final section 
will give brief overview on possible formation of binary and ternary mixtures in doped 
catalyst systems. 
 
3.1 General chemistry of Copper containing chlorides 
Being the central component of an oxychlorination catalyst, a study of the general 
trends observed among relevant cuprous (CuI) and cupric (CuII) compounds may give 
valuable inputs to the understanding of the oxychlorination catalyst in terms of structural 
preferences and correlation to their reactivity.  
Copper forms compounds in the oxidation states of +1 (cuprous) and +2 (cupric); 
trivalent copper survives no more than a few seconds in an aqueous solution. The relatively 
small change in electrochemical potential as shown in below equation (Eq.9) between the 
cuprous and cupric ions in solution leads to the usefulness of copper compounds in chemical 
reactions. 
Cu2+ + e-  Cu+   (EØCu2+/Cu+ = +0.15V)                                 (9) 
 Copper compounds are used as catalysts in reactions, due to their reduction and 
oxidation capabilities.  
3.1.1 Structure and Properties of Cupric Chloride 
Cupric chloride (CuIICl2) is a very hygroscopic yellowish to brown deliquescent 
powder; soluble in water, alcohol, and ammonium chloride. It readily absorbs moisture from 
the air and turns into the greenish blue hydrate, CuCl2∙2H2O. The structure of solid dihydrate 
CuCl2 consists of trans-square planar arrangement so that there is weak intermolecular 
Cu….Cl interactions [47]. Upon heating up to 393-423 K, the water leaves the crystal, 
forming anhydrous CuCl2 [48]. The anhydrous salt can also be prepared by heating the 
dihydrate to a moderate temperature in a stream of hydrogen chloride. The blue cupric 
chloride dihydrate is converted to brown pseudo amorphous needles. The general structure of 
anhydrous CuCl2 contains a polymeric chain formed by planar CuCl4 units sharing opposite 
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edges, the chains are packed so that each Cu has two more chlorines bonded rather with 
longer Cu-Cl distances, forming the well-known octahedral environment around Cu, as 
shown in Figure 8a.   
Divalent copper probably has the richest stereochemistry of all ions. Generally there is 
a tendency for Cu(II) to form structures derived from square planar substructures and exhibit 
distortions from idealized octahedral geometry due to the Jahn-Teller effect. The four bonds 
may also take on the geometry of a flattened tetrahedron; the degree of deviation from planar 
geometry seems to depend on the strength of additional bonds [49]. The structure of 
coordination compounds is a combination of the coordination number (CN) and the possible 
geometries of the attached ligands. For the compounds with CN = 2, the structure is always 
linear; for CN = 4, the geometry can be one of two structures: square planar or tetrahedral 
and for CN = 6, the structure is almost always octahedral. It is suggesting that copper can 
have various structural preferences depending on its coordination number and type of ligand, 
on the fresh catalyst and during the reaction. That means these changes of structural 
preferences during the oxychlorination reaction, may play an important role. 
Since the length of the CuII-Cl bond (2.30 Å) in anhydrous CuCl2 is the same as that of 
PdII-Cl, it was assumed that it follows the same structure as PdCl2 [50]. However, lately it 
was shown to differ significantly [50]. Wells A.F [50] showed that the Cu and Cl atoms 
joined together to form square planar structures which in turn form infinite chains that are 
bonded together by weaker bonds, resulting in a distorted octahedral arrangement around 
Cu(II). In this octahedral geometry, each Cu is surrounded by 4 Cl ions (two at 2.30 Å and 
other two at 2.95r 0.05 Å) and each Cl is attached to two Cu ions as illustrated in Figure 8a . 
The crystallites of CuCl2 were found to take the shape of thin needles or laths, which, by 
applying very little pressure, can be split into a bundle of fibres (Wells, 1947). 
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Figure 8: Schematic representations of the crystal structures of anhydrous: (a) CuCl2, (b) CuCl, and (c) 
Cu2OCl2. (Unpublished figure) 
 
It was also believed that Cu(II) compounds prefer to form mono [CuCl4]2- or bi-nuclear 
complexes [Cu2Cl6]2-. Desjardins et al [51] explained the polarization and electronic 
properties of binuclear Cu(II) complexes. Authors argued that the preferential formation of 
these two complexes depend on the attached ligands. This is vital important, to connect these 
structural preferences to the oxychlorination reaction mechanism, which is not yet resolved. 
For example: in mono layer anhydrous CuCl2, when Cu2+ is coordinated to four Cl ligands in 
a square-planar arrangement, the crystal field will split the 3d-orbitals into the usual t2g triplet 
and an excited eg doublet, which in turn result in an increase in the energy of dx2-y2 orbital 
[52]. This information might explain the specific site adsorption of an alkene molecule. In 
this case, dx2-y2 position is preferable position for stronger adsorption of ethylene molecule.  
And also it was anticipated that, during the reaction, this infinite chain of Cu(II)Cl2 would 
break preferably into one of these complex forms. The general illustration of copper chloride 
complexes formed during the oxychlorination reaction is shown in Figure 9 (representing a 
square planar unit). These phenomena could explain the structural relationship to the reaction 
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mechanism presented in the section 4.5. However, the credential structural knowledge is vital 
for a better understanding of oxychlorination mechanism.  
 
(a) CuCl2 /γ- Al2O3
(b) CuCl+CuCl2 /γ- Al2O3
(c) Cu2OCl2+CuCl2 /γ- Al2O3  
Figure 9: A general representation of three different species of copper formed during the oxychlorination 
reaction. a) Cu2Cl4/J-Al2O3, b)Cu2Cl2/J-Al2O3  and c) Cu2OCl2/J-Al2O3. (Unpublished figure) 
 
The structure of oxychloride Cu2OCl2 (Figure 9c), formed during the oxidation of the 
cuprous chloride (Eq.16), is still in debate. However, pure, unsupported reddish brown 
Cu2OCl2 has an orthorhombic crystal lattice structure, observed from the XRD [53] and NMR 
patterns [54] as shown in Figure 8. The structure is described as cross-linking chains of the 
edges of squares of Cu2OCl2, in which the Cu ions are located at the center of the distorted 
square plane formed by two Cl and two O ions being at the corners. The authors indicated that 
Cu2OCl2 is charge-transfer type materials with no crystal field exist to split 3d orbital, like in 
anhydrous CuCl2.  
Another interesting structure is the hydroxyl chloride Cu2(OH)3Cl, which is formed 
when γ-alumina is impregnated with an aqueous solution of CuCl2 [55-57]. There are two 
crystal modifications atacamite and paratacamite. Atacamite is orthorhombic, in both Cu 
atoms display distorted octahedral geometry, where Cu is bonded to the four OH-groups at a 
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equatorial distance of 2.02 Å. While the chloride ions occupy the axial positions at a distance 
of 2.76 Å, indicating that chlorine is rather weakly bonded. However, paratacamite structure 
still in debate, and argued to be a rhombohedral, in which Cu atoms display three different 
types of octahedral arrangements. These crystal chains cannot break into single chains like 
CuCl2. The Cu-O bonds are 0.07 Å longer than in Cu2OCl2 and CuO (2.02 vs. 1.95 Å), 
indicating that the Cu-O bonds are weaker in the hydroxyl chloride [56]. These copper 
hydroxyl chlorides, especially paratacamite, are observed [57] in the fresh oxychlorination 
catalyst and it has been shown [57] that they disappear upon heating above 473 K.  
It is interesting to note that cupric ions appear to have a stronger affinity to oxygen 
atom than to chlorine: whenever both oxygen and chlorine are present in a structure, oxygen 
will always appear among the shorter equatorial bonds, displacing the chloride to the weaker 
bonds in the axial positions. This may be of importance for the mechanism of the 
oxychlorination process.  
In a simple conclusion, copper chloride changes its structural preferences depending 
on its surrounding environment, coordination number and temperature. 
3.1.2 Structure and Properties of Cuprous Chloride 
Copper(I) chloride was first prepared by  Robert Boyle in the mid-seventeenth 
century from mercury(II) chloride ("Venetian sublimate") and copper metal: 
HgCl2 + 2 Cu → 2 CuCl + Hg                                                       (10) 
 Monovalent or so-called cuprous chloride often forms four bonds in a tetrahedral 
arrangement, as shown in Figure 8b. Compounds with three coplanar bonds are also common. 
Of interest in our case is the tendency to form infinite chains or rings with unsaturated 
hydrocarbons. 
 A well-known property of cuprous chloride is its high volatility, which causes 
problems for the lifetime of oxychlorination catalysts. The vapor pressures in the temperature 
range 503 - 673 K were determined from diffusion experiments done by Hammar and 
Gregory et al [6] and tri-meric structure, Cu3Cl3 has been reported to fit the below equation  
  log PCuCl (mm Hg) = -7574 T-1 +10.29                                            (11) 
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The composition of CuxClx in the gas phase has been determined by mass spectrometry, 
which revealed Cu3Cl3 molecules, Cu4Cl4 molecules have also been reported to exist (Well 
1984). The exact structures of the gas phase species are not known, but ring structures are 
assumed. Such ring structures will probably have a tendency to bind unsaturated 
hydrocarbons present in the gas phase. Therefore, it is possible that an atmosphere containing 
unsaturated hydrocarbons will increase the evaporation of cuprous chloride, although this 
merely a hypothesis.  
3.1.3 Structure and Properties of mixed chlorides 
Generally Cu(I) and Cu(II) chlorides have a strong tendency to form mixed chlorides 
when they interact with other metal chlorides especially those of alkali- metals. Binary and 
ternary systems containing copper (II) halides are of interest in many fields of application. 
The catalytic activity of the solid halocuprates is strongly influenced by their compositions 
and structure and varies significantly for compounds formed with the different alkali metal 
cations. Investigation by Skripkin et al [58] of the solid-solution phase equilibrium in the 
systems CuX2- MX-H2O (X = Cl-, Br-: M =  Li+, K+ and Cs+) at 298 K showed that in the 
presence of excess halide ions, solid halocuprate (II) compounds formed in most systems, 
often with coordinated water. The compositions of the halocuprates (II) (double salts or mixed 
salts) were of the forms MnCuXn+2 and MnCuXn+2•yH2O. Since, most of the commercialized 
oxychlorination catalysts contain one or more alkali metal cations, knowledge of the structure 
and bonding in the coordination compounds is needed in order to understand and control the 
catalytic properties [59].  
The most commonly found double salts containing KCl and CuCl2•2H2O are bluish 
K2CuCl4•2H2O and red brownish KCuCl3 compounds. The octahedral arrangement repeats 
itself in these both mixed chlorides, contains features from both anhydrous and hydrous 
CuCl2. The crystal structure of K2CuCl4 is only known in the hydrated form, since the 
anhydrous form is too unstable. Even the hydrated compound seems to be unstable, and is 
reported to decompose at 365-397 K by one of the following reactions: 
K2CuCl4•2H2O Æ KCl+ KCuCl3                                                                   (12) 
K2CuCl4•2H2O Æ 2KCl+ CuCl2•2H2O                (13) 
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However, in controlled atmosphere KCuCl3 can exist, of further note, it readily hydrolyzes in 
the moist air:  
2 KCuCl3(s) + 4 H2O(g) Æ CuCl2•2H2O(s) + K2CuCl4•2H2O(s)                 (14) 
Both these compounds contain discrete, planar, [Cu2Cl6]2- ions forming an octahedral 
arrangement around Cu(II) ion and forms a double chain of octahedral [Cu2Cl6]2- held 
together by the positive K+. These dimers are very similar to the dimers found in 
LiCuCl3•2H2O. In CsCuCl3 there are infinite chains of [CuCl3]nn-, the chain anions are held 
together longitudinally by Cs+ ions. The length of the Cu-Cl bond in CsCuCl3, K2CuCl4•2H2O  
is same (2.3Å) as that in anhydrous cupric chloride CuCl. 
 Several authors [60-63] presented the detailed structures and properties of several 
double salts. Our aim here is not to provide discrete analysis of the crystal structures of these 
double salts, however, a brief knowledge on the structure and properties of these salts will 
give further inputs to our understanding on the doped oxychlorination catalyst. 
 
3.2. Thermodynamics of mixed chlorides  
The thermodynamics of mixtures of CuCl, CuCl2 and potassium chlorides have been 
studied by only a few authors [20, 21, 46, 63-67]. Table 1 shows the melting points of some 
relevant solids. It is clearly seen from these numbers that the double salts have significantly 
lower melting points than CuCl and CuCl2, and this is believed to be an important feature 
affecting the oxychlorination catalysts. 
Fontana [21] proposed a phase diagram for the ternary mixture of CuCl-KCl-CuCl2 
system using freezing point-solubility determination method as shown in Figure 10. The 
detailed experimental method was illustrated in the respective reference. It showed the clear 
evidence of the formation of double salts. In the case of cuprous chloride, K2CuCl3 was 
formed, whereas for cupric chloride, the two double salts formed were KCuCl3 and K2CuCl4. 
The phase diagram showed that KCuCl3 only was formed on a sample containing KCl+CuCl2 
compounds with 50 mol% KCl corresponding to K:Cu= 1 molar ratio. However, with 
increasing amounts of KCl, K2CuCl4, K2CuCl3 appeared, lowering the melting point of the 
mixtures further [63], which is of course the eutectic behaviour.  
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Table 1: Summary of compositions and melting points of various binary and ternary eutectic mixtures (depicted 
from [21]).  
Type of 
points 
Solid Phases Melt composition, 
Mole % 
Melting 
Point 
° C KCl CuCl CuCl2 
Compounds CuCl 
CuCl2 
KCl 
KCuCl3 
K2CuCl4 
K2CuCl3 
0 
0 
100 
50 
66.7 
66.7 
100 
0 
0 
0 
0 
33.3 
0 
100 
0 
50 
33.3 
0 
422 
622 
760 
364 
380 
Binary 
         eutectics 
 
 
 
CuCl-CuCl2 
CuCl-K2CuCl4 
CuCl2-KCuCl3 
KCuCl3-K2CuCl4 
K2CuCl4-KCl 
0 
34 
46 
60 
70 
87 
66 
0 
0 
0 
13 
0 
54 
38 
30 
 
378 
150 
360 
320 
325 
Binary  
       transition     
K2CuCl4-KCl 47 53 0 245 
Ternary 
       transition 
CuCl-CuCl3-KCuCl3 
K2CuCl4-KCl-KCuCl3 
K2CuCl4-KCl-KCuCl3 
24 
51 
56 
59.5 
38.5 
22 
16.5 
10.5 
22 
250 
225 
267 
 
Further, Fontana [21]  proposed that all the chlorine ion available from the potassium 
chloride was associated either with cuprous chloride to form [Cu2Cl3]- or with cupric chloride 
to form [Cu2Cl6]2-, which is interesting in structural point of view to its connection to the 
reaction. Ruthven and Kenny [66] argued that Gibb’s free energy (∆G) for the reduction of 
CuCl2 reaction (Eq. 18) decreased with increasing KCl content. The changes appears to be 
associated with the entropy term i.e the entropy change associated with the release of Cl2 from 
CuCl2 decreases significantly with increasing KCl content, thus shifting the equilibrium to the 
left side of eq.18. They further argued that weak copper-potassium interaction resulted in an 
increase in the partial entropy of CuCl2. It was postulated that the reason for this increase in 
entropy, might be due to breakdown of long chains of [CuCl2]n into complex copper species 
for example: [CuCl4]2- or [Cu2Cl6]2-. Also, Sachtler and Helle [67] suggested that increasing 
the KCl content will decreases the ∆G of the reduction reaction. They explained that it might 
be due to an increased complexation of cuprous species, reducing entropy of cuprous chloride 
in the melt. The effect of KCl presence on thermodynamics of the reaction involved CuCl2 
explained by the previous papers were quite analogy to each other, emphasizing the complex 
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behaviour of the present system. Though, the results of experiments conducted at high 
temperatures (673 - 973 K) with release of Cl2, are perfect analogues for the oxychlorination 
reaction. The key data on the effect of KCl on the structural change around copper and 
influence (decrease/increase) on the entropy of copper chloride are very relevant. 
 
Figure 10: Ternary phase diagram for CuCl-CuCl2-KCl system proposed by Fontana  et al. [21] 
Zurowski [68] has studied extensively the phase changes of the CuCl2-KCl systems 
(molar ratio of Cu:K = 0.2 to 2.0) by differential thermal analysis (DTA). The author 
suggested that the fresh sample (unsupported) contains the double salt in the form of 
K2CuCl4•2H2O which transforms into KCuCl3 [68] at 365 – 398 K. This was the last phase 
change of the mixtures observed before melting. The later phase changes were observed at 
573 - 583 K  and 603 - 618 K, which were attributed to the formation of the Cu2+, [CuCl4]-, 
[Cu2Cl6]2- ions from [CuCl3]- ions (ions form the KCuCl3 compound) or simply with the 
establishment of an equilibrium between them. The observations made by Zurowski were in 
agreement with the previous authors [21, 22, 65].  
Unfortunately, the results so far reported do not say much about the nature of species 
of the double salts on ”the supported systems”. The only thing that is evident is that KCl has a 
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significant impact on the structure and properties of CuCl-CuCl2 mixtures at oxychlorination 
temperatures. Very few [49, 63] studies were reported on other ternary systems containing, 
LaCl3 or LiCl as co-dopant along with KCl. La is known to form strong chloride complexes 
[49, 69, 70] which further increased the rate of sublimation of CuCl by favouring the 
formation neutral CuCl species. Addition of LaCl3 to CuCl2-KCl-CuCl system was reported to 
have no effect on activation energy of the oxychlorination reaction [71, 72].  
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An important goal in catalytic research is the identification of the sites controlling 
activity and selectivity for a given reaction; elucidating the local structure of the active sites as 
well as their dispersion and oxidation state during operation. Various studies have been 
devoted to the search for improved or new catalysts for the oxychlorination reaction [6, 13, 
25, 27, 48, 56, 57, 73-80]. The goal of these studies has been to develop less volatile, more 
active and selective catalytic compositions - by varying the supports, promoters and/or 
preparation methods. This chapter will provide a detailed review on the oxychlorination 
catalysis literature published so far. 
 
4.1 Oxychlorination catalytic cycle 
Oxychlorination of ethylene [48, 56, 78, 80-88] (Eq.6) is catalyzed by a highly 
dispersed CuCl2 phase and follows a three- step redox mechanism: a) chlorination of ethylene  
by the reduction of CuCl2 to CuCl [Eq.15], b) oxidation of CuCl to an oxychloride [Eq. (16)], 
and c) re-chlorination of this oxychloride with HCl to CuCl2 [closure of the catalytic cycle, 
Eq.(17)]. The reaction steps are highlighted below and illustrated in a schematic triangle 
diagram in Figure 11. 
Step1:   2CuCl2 + C2H4  o  C2H4Cl2 + 2CuCl                                          (15) 
  ∆G298K =-89.4 kJ/mol ; ∆H298K = -112 kJ/mol 
Step 2:  2CuCl + ½ O2  o  Cu2OCl2                                                          (16) 
  ∆G298K =-88.6 kJ/mol ; ∆H298K = -83 kJ/mol 
Step 3:  Cu2OCl2 + 2HCl  o  2CuCl2 + H2O                                            (17) 
  ∆G298K = -4 kJ/mol ; ∆H298K = +25 kJ/mol 
The above mechanism is an illustration of classical catalysis. The mechanism involves 
the formation of intermediate compounds that are then converted into reaction products with 
regeneration of the initial catalyst state. This red-ox mechanism illustrates that the relative 
rate of the different steps will determine the relative amounts of the different species that are 
present on the surface, thereby the reaction rate, the selectivity and the stability of the 
catalysts. 
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Figure 11 : Schematic diagram representing the reaction mechanism of ethylene oxychlorination on a CuCl2/γ-
Al2O3 catalyst at 473-573 K. (Unpublished figure) 
 
4.2 Why is copper chloride a superior oxychlorination catalyst? 
Copper (II) chloride, was identified as a superior catalyst for hydrogen chloride 
oxidation and – for oxychlorination of hydrocarbons as early as the 19th century. Despite of 
advances, it still remains the main constituent of the industrial catalysts for the 
oxychlorination of several hydrocarbons for example: methane, ethylene, benzene, alkyl 
benzenes, propene and butane and also of a non-hydrocarbon “CO” [6, 13, 27, 30, 74, 89-92]. 
 Allen [6] presented an interesting hypothesis why this is so: i.e., that a good Deacon 
catalyst must have the property that the standard free energy changes associated with the 
individual reactions of the Deacon reaction (illustrated for copper chloride in Eq (19) and (20) 
below) must be small: 
2CuCl2 (S) ↔ 2CuCl (s) +Cl2                      ; ∆G 298-900 K = +142 to 60 kJ/mol      (18) 
Adding Eqs (16) and Eqs (18) 
2CuCl2 (s)+1/2 O2(g) Æ CuO.CuCl2(s)+Cl2 (g)   ;  ∆G298 - 900K = +57 to +6 kJ/mol       (19) 
CuO.CuCl2(s)+ 2HCl Æ 2CuCl2 (s) +H2O(g)      ; ∆G298 - 900K  = -84,4 to -5,4 kJ/mol    (20) 
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The author calculated [6] the standard free energies (∆G°T) as a function of 
temperatures (298-900 K) for Eqs (19) and (20) using Eq (21) from the recorded standard 
enthalpy (∆H°298K) and entropy data (∆S°298K) for copper chloride catalysts along with a range 
of other monovalent, divalent, trivalent oxides/chloride pairs. 
∆G°T = ∆H°298K  - T ∆S°298K                                                            (21) 
This property of having smallest ∆G°T for each step followed in the order (shown:  
Mg<Cu<Sn(II)<Ni<Zn<Rh<Fe(II)<V(II)<Mn<Co<Pd<Cd<Hg<Pb<Ca<Sr<Ba 
It appears from this series that metals to the right of copper in above order are likely to be 
progressively less effective catalysts and that the only one more favourable than copper is 
magnesium. However, magnesium exists only in +2-oxidation state and has no red-ox 
properties, and therefore cannot perform the reaction of Eq. (18). Another group of elements 
fulfilling the intention of low Gibbs energy for the reaction steps (19) and (20) are rare earth 
elements [6]. However, like Mg, most lanthanides are not red-ox active. Therefore, the author 
merely evaluated the catalysts as Deacon catalysts. Their favourable properties for catalysing 
Eq. (19) and (20) may explain why rare earths and magnesium (Mg) have a promoting effect 
in combination with cupric chloride. Although oxychlorination catalysts are derivatives of the 
Deacon catalyst, Allen’s model is not sufficient for making a prediction for oxychlorination 
catalysts, as the ethylene chlorination step is not included.  
Palladium, Platinum and other noble metal chlorides were also reported [27] as 
catalyst ingredients for the ethylene oxychlorination. However, it is not possible to draw any 
conclusions regarding their effect on product distribution from his review. The author 
reported that vinyl chloride (VCM) was formed in most cases. Treger et al [74] reported in his 
review that palladium  containing catalyst was more selective to VCM in the temperature 
range of 473-573 K and the remaining followed the order: PdCl2 > RhCl2 > PtCl2 > RuCl2. A 
disadvantage of these catalysts reported was the limited conversion of ethylene. 
 Todo, Kurita and Hagiwara [13] examined the relative catalytic activity of various 
metal chlorides for the ethylene oxychlorination reaction and found the following order:   
  CrCl3 > CuCl2 > FeCl3 > MnCl2 > NiCl2 
Further, they reported that CuCl2 was more selective for formation of 1,2-dichloroethane than 
CrCl3.  
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The above conclusions were further supported by Hall et al [93] with his experimental 
observations, who performed kinetics and simultaneous adsorption studies of ethylene in the 
temperature range 423-623 K using a micro-reactor coupled with gas adsorption 
chromatography (g.a.c). The authors examined various transition metal chloride systems: 
VCl3, CrCl3, CrCl2, MnCl2, FeCl2, CoCl2, NiCl2, CuCl2, CuCl, PtCl2, PtCl4 and PdCl2. They 
reported that the reaction proceeded on PtCl2, PtCl4 and PdCl2 - and HCl, Vinyl chloride, 
dichloroethane and polymers were identified as products. Among the remaining systems:  
i. VCl3 showed activity to vinyl chloride, but showed very rapid deactivation due to high 
volatility at 423 K, 
ii.  CrCl3 formed VC, EDC and also other chlorinated ethanes and polymers at 423 K, 
iii. NiCl2 showed the chemisorption of  C2H4 but no reaction at > 523 K,  
iv. Physically adsorbed C2H4 with no activity on CuCl, CrCl2, MnCl2 and  CoCl2,  
v. Only CuCl2 system was selective for EDC with strong C2H4 chemisorption.  
 All reviews of the data [6, 13, 25, 27, 74] indicated that no catalyst rivals to CuCl2 in 
the selective formation of 1,2-dichloroethane. 
The results described above were further compared and correlated with the strengths 
of M-C2H4 bonds (M= Transition metal chloride) expressed as isosteric heats of adsorption 
versus the metal’s electronic configuration (Figure 12a). Their correlation with d-electrons 
and ion-polarising effect in terms of the ratio of ionic charge/ (ionic radius)2, is shown in 
Figure 12b. Figure 12a shows that bonding of C2H4 is not favoured by d4, d5 and d10 
configurations, this can be explained by the molecular-orbital bonding approach. These 
configurations have no ᴫ-back bonding effect for d4, d5 and no V-bonding for d10 
configurations (though this configuration has complete ᴫ-back bonding). The C2H4 is strongly 
adsorbed on d8 and d9 configurations. Their ion-polarising effects can further help to 
understand the above explanation. Figure 12b shows that even though  Mn2+, Co2+ , Fe2+, Ni2+ 
and Cu2+ have more or less same ion-polarization effect, for FeCl2, NiCl2 and CuCl2 electron 
configurations are the one factor altering the qo  value for these compounds. Hall [93] further 
observed that PdCl2, PtCl2 and PtCl4 gave higher adsorption strengths for C2H4 but were less 
active and selective in C2H4 oxychlorination reaction. These chlorides are known to have 
different crystal structures than copper chlorides, thus may have high adsorption strengths, so 
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that reaction/desorption becomes the rate-limiting steps, which suggest that structure may be a 
major factor here. 
 
Figure 12: Isosteric heats of adsorption of C2H4 on transition metal chlorides: a) effect of d-electron 
configuration. (∆lgH is the heat of liquefaction of C2H4), b) effect of charge/(radius)2. Adopted from Hall et al. 
Publication [93]. 
 
 Linear relations between the activation energies and heats of adsorption have long 
been assumed to be valid, such relations are called Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi relations [94]. 
Although no comparison between activation energies for each metal chloride and their 
adsorption energies of ethylene (provided by the authors), it is tempting to suggest that the 
activity and selectivity of ethylene oxychlorination somehow depend on the M-C2H4 
adsorption strength. Which in turn, depend on the metal chloride’s electron configuration, ion-
polarising effect and its structure (i.e.: “Cu”structure preference Ù gas molecule adsorption 
strength and position Ù activity Ù selectivity). The main objective of explaining the above 
relationship in detail here is to emphasize the importance  of copper chloride besides other 
metal chlorides [6, 13, 25, 74, 93] and their electronic configuration and structural preferences 
as the determining factors on the activity and selectivity for ethylene oxychlorination reaction.  
There remain, however, some disadvantages in using the cupric chloride catalyst:- 
volatility of the active ingredient at the operating temperatures, non-negligible formation of 
side products, notably from the oxidation of hydrocarbon, progressive loss of the catalytic 
activity with time on stream. Since the high exothermicity of the reaction contributes to an 
acceleration of side reactions [6, 13, 74, 95-98] involving possible combustion of ethylene  
and the further conversion of EDC to produce higher poly hydrocarbon chlorides, dioxins and 
COx. The detailed by-product formation will be discussed in later section (4.5). Since then, 
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many authors investigated other options such as adding stabilizers, activity promoters, 
improving the process parameters and technologies.  
The side reactions are believed to be a catalytic process [99] [100] and it was 
suggested that both the carrier surface free of salt melt and the different phases of copper 
chlorides are responsible. The experimental observations on the by-product formation will be 
discussed in a later section (4.5.2).  Here, we will only mention that attempts have been made 
to bind copper in spinel structures’ (CuAlO4, CuCrO4 etc.,) and, furthermore, suggested that 
copper could be used in the form of oxide, sulphate, nitrate, phosphate, stannate, plumbate, 
chromate, molybdate, vanadate etc., in mixture with the copper chlorides. However all these 
attempts were unsuccessful, since, under oxychlorination conditions, with an excess of 
hydrogen chloride and at elevated temperatures, all these compounds gradually converted into 
copper chlorides. In the end, the real system was not much different than traditional copper 
chloride based system [13, 74]. 
4.3 Catalyst Supports 
The choice of support is very important for the activity of a catalyst. Porous materials 
with a wide range of specific surfaces (0.5-1 to 150-1000 m2 g-1) are generally used as 
supports. Among them,  γ-Al2O3 is the most commonly used support in petroleum refining, 
petrochemical industries and oxidation–reduction reactions. In the present case as well, γ-
Al2O3 is the most studied and commercialised support for ethylene oxychlorination reaction 
[13, 27, 48, 73, 74, 85, 101]. A reasonable explanation might be its high specific surface area, 
porous structure, high thermal stability, high mechanical strength and acidity [102]. The 
surface acidity of γ-Al2O3 controls the dispersion and activity of supported catalysts [103-
105]. Various natural and synthetic materials that differ in chemical nature and structural 
characteristics can also be used as supports such as activated charcoal, silica gel, alumina 
silicate, zeolites, and other carriers [13, 27, 74].  
Allen et al [13] and Mallikarjuan et al [27] reviewed the available literature studies 
and patents on several variations of catalyst compositions for oxychlorination of ethylene, and 
depicted them generally in the following Table 2. However, the authors did not draw any 
conclusions on the effect of support on the reaction in terms of activity and selectivity. A few 
authors [85, 101, 106, 107] studied the influence of support explicitly on the reaction activity 
and selectivity and those studies will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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Zipelli et al [106] investigated the nature of copper species on J-Al2O3, SiO2 and α- 
Al2O3 impregnated with CuCl2 aqueous  solution and subjected to various treatments, by X-
ray diffraction (XRD) and near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy (IR). They suggested that 
CuCl2 was highly dispersed on J-Al2O3 compared to the other supports and observed a strong 
metal-support interaction in case of J-Al2O3 compared to other supports. Rouco et al [85] 
studied the mobility of copper on potassium and lanthanum doped copper catalysts supported 
on J-Al2O3, SiO2 and α-Al2O3 using XRD, temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) and 
solubility tests, and reported that a strong salt-support interaction occurs in J-Al2O3-, 
compared to α-Al2O3- and SiO2-supported copper chloride. The author observed that volatility 
of copper chloride was less on J-Al2O3 support compared to other two. Allen and other 
authors [13, 27, 74] reported in their reviews that silica gel was eventually suggested by Engel 
et al and Fleurke et al, while Todo et al studied various supports with 15wt% of copper 
(II)chloride for the oxychlorination of ethylene and reported the preferred order 
    J-Al2O3 >> SiO2 >> Celite 
Several reviews [13, 27, 74] have been written about the support influence on 
oxychlorination catalysts. Particularly one review [27] gave an overview of the support/metal 
combinations tested and depicted in Table 2. It concluded that γ- alumina support was the 
most commercialised support. It was further suggested that silica and α-Al2O3, used in 
combination with γ- alumina, led to increase the EDC selectivity considerably, but also led to 
a small change in stability of the catalyst. For further information, please refer to the 
mentioned review and refs given there in- [27]. 
Table 2 –  Overview of catalysts for Oxychlorination of Ethylene [27] 
Catalyst Carriers Promoters 
  
Stabilizers Activators 
Oxides, Chlorides, 
Silicates of Cu, Fe, Cr, 
Mg, Mn, Ag, Au, Ni, 
Ca, V, Pd, Pt and W 
Aluminas, bentonite, 
silica gel, activated 
carbon, zeolites, 
magnesia, zirconia, 
titania, celite, pumice 
and alundum 
Chlorides, bisuplhates 
of Li, K, Na, NH4, Zn, 
Cd, B, I, P, Ca, Sr 
Oxides and Chlorides 
of La, Pt, Zr, U, Ce, 
Th, Ti, Ta, Rh, Mo, Ru 
and W. 
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Based on the analysis of available literature data so far, it has been concluded [13, 27, 
48, 73, 74, 85, 101, 106, 108] that the best efficiency of the catalyst in the temperature range 
473 - 533 K  was shown by the copper chloride catalysts supported on J-Alumina.  
Treger et al [74] reported in their review article that the activity and selectivity of 
catalysts supported on J-alumina depend to a great extent on the phase composition of the 
alumina. The use of n- or α-Al2O3 leads to almost 100% yield of 1,2-dichloroethane at 473-
513 K. It was suggested that content of theta-phase of alumina plays as a major role, since, the 
copper chloride reacts with it to form copper aluminates with spinel structures. Since the cited 
article is from the 1980’s and written in Russian, the supporting information for the above 
claims is not provided here.  
The processes taking place during impregnation of J-Al2O3 with CuCl2 in aqueous 
solution have been studied by Fricke et al [55]. The authors observed that exposing J-Al2O3 to 
an aqueous solution of CuCl2 for a longer period, led to complete dissolution of the alumina, 
thus basic copper hydroxyl chloride (Cu2(OH)3Cl) was formed. If the process was allowed to 
continue for shorter periods, only partial formation of this compound could be observed, but 
in addition, another phase richer in chlorine was formed. Blanco et al [109, 110] first reported 
the co-existence of different compounds of copper chloride on J-Al2O3 support. Author 
performed IR, EPR and XRD studies on CuCl2/J-Al2O3 catalysts containing increasing 
amounts of Cu, and concluded that CuCl2 forms two different kinds of active complexes on 
the surface. The author attributed these active complexes to two square planar copper chloride 
complexes formed on the surface by bonding with oxygen from the alumina support as shown 
in Figure 13. 
 
Figure 13 : Square planar complexes of copper chloride supported on gamma alumina support proposed by 
Blanco et al. [110] 
 
A few authors, in papers devoted to aspects of this topic, such as effect of different 
carriers, have discussed briefly the nature of Cu-interacting species in a CuCl2/J-Al2O3: 
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(i) the two different complexes  hypothesized as shown in Figure 13 by Blanco and Avila, 
[101, 109, 110] tentatively supported by Arcoya and Baiker [73, 81, 111],  
(ii)  a mono dispersed positive oxidation state of Cu suggested by Sermon et al [82],  
(iii) the monolayer of interacting species proposed by Sai Prasad et al [83],  
(iv) highly dispersed species interacting with support via oxygen bonds (Cu-O-Al  surface 
species) as reported by Bond et al [112] and supported by other authors [84, 108], 
(v) an attached bi-dimensional phase and strongly interacting with the support [85].  
They investigated this system using techniques such as TPR, EPR, XRD, XPS and ESR. 
As far as species are concerned on the freshly prepared catalyst, with low Cu content: CuO, 
CuAl2O4 and with high Cu content: CuAl2O4, CuCl2 and Cu2(OH)3Cl (paratacamite) were 
hypothesised to be formed.  
Recent studies by Leofanti and co-workers [56, 57, 76, 79, 80, 88], reported a clear 
picture about different compounds of Cu and its formation on variably Cu loaded CuCl2/J-
Al2O3 catalysts (J-Al2O3 specific area, 168 m2/g; pore volume, 0.50 cm3). They also 
investigated the stability of the catalyst upon aging and subjected to thermal treatments using 
several complementary characterisation techniques such as XRD, UV-vis-NIR DRS, FTIR, 
EPR XANES, EXAFS and solubility tests. It was shown [56, 88] that the copper formed two 
different kinds of species on the alumina surface during impregnation. For copper contents 
lower than 0.95 wt% Cu/100 m2 of support, the formation of a surface aluminates species took 
place: copper occupied octahedral vacancies of the alumina surface and was surrounded 
(within experimental error) by five oxygen ligands at about 1.92 A°. This species were 
inactive during the oxychlorination reaction. The chlorine released by CuCl2 during its 
interaction with alumina reacted with the support giving rise to >Al–Cl species as 
documented by the constant Cl/Cu ratio = 2, which was found by elemental analysis. After 
adsorptive capacity of the surface alumina is exhausted, up-on increasing the Cu loading, 
copper chloride starts to precipitate directly from the solution during drying. This leads to the 
formation of highly dispersed amorphous CuCl2, on top of the surface aluminates, and gives 
the rise to active sites [79, 88] for the oxychlorination reaction. A contemporary slow 
hydrolysis reaction gives traces of insoluble copper hydro-oxychloride (paratacamite). Under 
heating, the alumina partially releases the chlorine fixed to the surface with the slow 
transformation of paratacamite into copper chloride. During a 6 month aging process, most of 
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the CuCl2 is transformed in to the paratacamite phase and it was accelerated when the sample 
was exposed to air for more than an hour [57]. However, low-copper-concentration samples 
(0.25-1.4 wt %) are not involved in this process, reflecting high stability of the surface copper 
aluminates [79, 88]. But for high-copper content samples (2.3-9.0 wt %), the percentage of 
paratacamite increases with increasing copper content [57]. The CuCl2.2H2O/Cu2(OH)3Cl 
ratio decreases with increasing aging time. This phenomenon of forming strong surface 
interacted copper complexes may also explain the copper chloride supported on alumina is 
highly active compared to other supports and less volatile during the reaction, compared to the 
bare CuCl2 species or CuCl2 supported on less acidic supports [73].  
 You-Chang Xie et al [113] observed the monolayer dispersion of copper chloride salt 
impregnated on J-Al2O3 support by XRD and CO-chemisorption studies. They reported that 
monolayer dispersion is a spontaneous process. In the case of an ionic compound such as 
oxide or salt dispersed on the surface of porous oxides, the surface bond between the 
monolayer and the surface of support is usually strong enough to make the entropy effect a 
determining factor. This accounts for the widespread occurrence of monolayer or sub 
monolayer dispersion in these systems. They suggested that the threshold value for formation 
of monolayer is 0.13 g CuCl2/g J-Al2O3, corresponding to a dispersion capacity of 0.077 g 
CuCl2/100 m2.g-1 J-Al2O3 surface, which suggest that CuCl2 forms a monolayer covering 
about 77% of the J-Al2O3 surface [113]. Other authors [114-116] also reported  a similar 
threshold value for CuCl2 to form a monolayer, on around 18-98 % of the surface, depending 
on the surface area of alumina and drying procedure after impregnation. 
 
4.4 Aspects of the active sites and their reactivity 
Summarizing the earlier section, CuCl2/J-Al2O3 catalysts have two or more different 
kind of species: Cu-aluminate, highly dispersed dihydrated CuCl2, and paratacamite 
(depending on hydration process). Among these three, it has been shown that Cu-aluminate is 
inert during the oxychlorination of ethylene and paratacamite might be turned into 
CuCl2/CuCl during the thermal activation process. As quoted in sections 4.1-4.3, it has been 
shown [17, 25, 74, 78, 80-82, 93, 95, 97, 106, 108, 117, 118] that highly dispersed anhydrous 
CuCl2 is the active species for the oxychlorination of ethylene. The generally accepted model 
proposed [48, 56, 57, 79, 84, 101, 113-115, 119] as the active complex involves CuIICl2 fixed 
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to the support via oxygen bridge sites on the Al2O3 surface. The nearby hydroxyl groups, 
oxygen and/or chlorine atoms that anchor the CuxCly clusters to the Al2O3 support, were 
thought to control the copper’s activity. A generally accepted schematic structure model for 
alumina based copper chloride catalyst is illustrated in Figure 14. 
 
 
Figure 14 : Model structure of the proposed active CuxCly phase supported on γ-Al2O3 on a freshly prepared 
catalyst. (Unpublished figure) 
  
4.4.1 Adsorption behaviour of the oxychlorination reactants 
 Hall et al and Xiaohai et al [120-122] studied the adsorption of oxychlorination 
reagents (C2H4, HCl and oxygen) on CuCl2/J-Al2O3 using gas-adsorption chromatography and 
surface area measurements (BET - Brunauer, Emmett and Teller). Hall et al [121] studied the 
unsupported Cu(I)Cl and Cu(II)Cl2, and J-alumina supported CuCl2 systems in the temperature 
range 298–421 K and measured isosteric heats of adsorption for several surface 
concentrations..The results obtained on the unsupported Cu(II)Cl2 for the reactants of 
oxychlorination are reported in Table 3 [150]. It was observed that isosteric heat of adsorption 
(q0) at zero coverage (*=0) of ethylene is ca.65r5 kJ mol-1, the magnitude suggests a 
chemisorption. A general trend of decreasing heat with increasing coverage was reported, as 
expected for a heterogeneous surface. Corresponding q0 values for O2 and HCl were 16r3 and 
22r4 kJ mol-1 respectively. It is clearly indicated that C2H4 has the strongest interaction with 
CuCl2 (unsupported). It was observed that in the presence of a mixture O2 and HCl, neither of 
these reagents affected the adsorption of the other (when HCl was not in excess). However, an 
excess of HCl appeared to decrease the adsorption energy of C2H4. Comparing these values 
with reactants’ q0 values (q0 C2H4 =13 kJ mol-1, q0 O2 = 7 kJ mol-1) on unsupported copper (I) 
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chloride, it was showed that ethylene and oxygen are only physically adsorbed on CuCl. The 
adsorption behaviour of HCl was not studied further, owing to its corrosive behaviour. Hall et 
al also reported the adsorption behaviour of the products 1,2-dichloroethane (EDC) and H2O 
on these samples. Experimental observations suggested that the EDC (q0 DCE  = 39.75 kJ mol-1) 
[121] was physically adsorbed and water (similar heat of adsorption to that of ethylene) was 
more strongly adsorbed on both unsupported Cu(I)Cl and Cu(II)Cl2. However, on unsupported 
Cu(I)Cl samples, water was physically adsorbed owing to its value q0 H2O =30r3 kJ mol-1 and 
therefore the Cu+- H2O interactions are unlikely to be of great importance. More importantly, 
J-alumina supported Cu(II)Cl2 showed the same isosteric heat of adsorption (q0) for ethylene 
(ca.65r5 kJ mol-1). The same value was obtained for unsupported copper (II) chloride.   
Hall and co-workers [93, 121], made another effort to elucidate the importance of 
presence of small amount of Cu+ on the copper surface for adsorption of ethylene. All 
adsorbents were heated to 523 K for 1h before using them for ethylene adsorption. The 
authors compared the observed values with the ones measured on pure samples (discussed in 
earlier paragraph), and concluded that CuCl2 adsorbent contains some Cu+ upon heating 
above 423 K, and that is important for adsorption. The author suggested that, ethylene first 
physically adsorb on CuICl  with  the heat of adsorption of 10 kJ mol-1  and  provide enough 
time to diffuse on to the preferred chemisorption sites i.e CuIICl2 sites with a heat 
chemisorption of 43 kJ mol-1 (< 65 kJ mol-1 for pure CuCl2). If oxygen or hydrogen chloride 
interfered with this Cu+/Cu2+ matrix then the adsorption of C2H4 could be hindered. Oxygen 
was not observed to affect adversely the adsorption of C2H4, whereas hydrogen chloride when 
present in excess reduced it. The authors concluded that neither the additives to CuCl2 nor the 
bonding of CuCl2 to the alumina surface affected the ethylene adsorption mechanism and the 
interaction strength between copper (II) chloride and ethylene. It was postulated that ethylene 
adsorbed preferentially on Cu2+ rather than Al2O3. The Isosteric heats of adsorption of 
ethylene and other gases on copper chloride based systems were summarised from the 
available literature [121] and depicted in Table 3.  
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Table 3 - The Isosteric heat of adsorption (q0) of ethylene, ethylene* and the other gases on copper-based 
systems [121]. (* = notation for co-presence of other gases with ethylene in adsorbate mixture). 
 
Adsorbate 
isosteric heats of adsorption; q0 / kJ/mol 
at zero coverage 
CuCl2 CuCl KCl+ CuCl2 / 
γ-Al2O3 
γ-Al2O3 
C2H4 65 ± 5 13 65 26 
O2 16 ± 3 7 - - 
HCl 22 ± 4 - - - 
1,2- C2H4Cl2 ~40 49 - - 
H2O ~64 ~30 - - 
CO2 6  - - 
C2H4* (+ O2) ~55 ~69 - - 
C2H4 *(+ HCl) ~59 ~ 58 - - 
C2H4 *(+ O2+ HCl) ~58 ~67 - - 
C2H4 * (CuCl2+CuCl) 43 10 - - 
 
Recently Neurock et al [52] examined ethylene chemisorptions on model copper 
chloride (CuxCly, CuxCly(OH)z) and supported copper chloride (CuxCly(OH)z/J-Al2O3) 
clusters using spin-polarized gradient corrected density functional theory (DFT). The DFT 
calculations indicated that hydroxyl ligands at the Cu centre act as trans-directing agents for 
ethylene adsorption. They increase the binding energy of ethylene if they sit trans- to 
ethylene; otherwise, they weaken the interaction. The most favourable adsorption site, with its 
C=C bond oriented perpendicular to the CuxCly plane with an energy of -79 kJ/mol, is 
consistent with the value reported by Hall et al [121]. The interaction between ethylene and 
copper (II) follows the classic Dewer-Chatt donation/back-donation model (Figure 15), where 
an alkene donates electrons from its filled π molecular orbital between the carbon atoms to 
unoccupied valence d orbitals of the metal (in other way metal V-bonding to C2H4 by 
accepting of its S electrons). While, the metal donates electrons back from a (different) filled 
d-orbital into the empty π*- antibonding orbital of the adsorbate double bond as illustrated in 
Figure 15. The π-donation and π* back-donation tend to reduce the carbon-carbon bond order, 
leading to an elongated C-C distance. The very important conclusion they postulated was that 
the alumina support increases the negative charge on the bridging oxygen species, which in 
turn increases the positive charge on the Cu center. This leads to a stronger interaction with 
ethylene by 12-20 kJ.mol-1. However, this speculation was slightly at odds with Hall et al. , 
the reason might be that Hall treated the CuCl2 system as single entity particle dispersed on 
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support, however Neurock treated CuCl2 as cluster or complex model. Nevertheless, the 
phenomenon of ethylene adsorption on Cu2+ was a main conclusion from both works. 
 
 
Figure 15 : Schematic representation of ethylene molecular orbital interaction with a transition metal illustrated 
by Dewar –Chatt –Duncanson model. (Unpublished figure) 
 To understand the mechanism of adsorption further, Hall and co-workers studied 
similar adsorbates such as ethane, acetylene, propene, buta-1,3-diene and 1,2-dichloroethane. 
The results are summarised in Table 3 [121]. The authors found that the importance of the 
double bond is very high and the conclusion is that a S–bond is essential for chemisorption on 
CuCl2 based catalysts [123], further the presence of a G-bond along with π* back-donation as 
well is probably an important factor for increased reactivity. Studies have been carried out for 
a series of chloroalkenes on supported catalysts, with the conclusion that chlorine substitution 
decreases the strength of the CuCl2- C2H4 bond [124]. Finocchio et al [114] also confirmed 
the above finding on the basis of an FTIR  study of the oxychlorination reaction on the 
alumina supported catalyst and  postulated the formation of surface copper chloride - ethylene 
pi-complex intermediates (which lead eventually to form EDC) and weakly adsorbed HCl 
during oxychlorination.  
 The adsorption studies performed by Xiaohai and co-workers [122] on J-alumina-
supported catalysts were in agreement with the above conclusions, except in the case of HCl. 
They reported that HCl strongly adsorbed on copper (II) chloride supported on J-alumina and 
the adsorption amount decreased with increasing Cu content. It was postulated by comparing 
with Hall et al works, that adsorption sites for HCl on the catalyst might be the acid sites of J-
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Al2O3 support. The adsorption amount of C2H4 depended on Cu content, dryness of catalyst, 
and the adsorption ratio (mol C2H4/mol Cu) declined with the increase of Cu content on the 
catalyst. Several other authors [52, 78, 115, 123, 125-127] are in agreement with the above 
observations. 
4.4.2 Desorption behaviour of oxychlorination reactants and products 
Hall and co-workers extended their previous studies [93, 120, 121, 128-130] to 
desorption of the reactant and product species using temperature programmed desorption 
(TPD) and gas-adsorption chromatography on J-alumina supported CuCl2 catalysts. The 
authors concluded [130] that ethylene has two adsorption sites besides physisorbed site 
(postulated as Cu+ site) [121] with activation energies for desorption (Ed) of 60 and 73 kJ mol-
1 respectively. The former one is consistent with the value (65 kJ mol-1) reported in adsorption 
experiments. The later high energy could be due to Cu sites at edges, dislocations and other 
surface defects. The desorption behaviour of O2 showed that it was physically adsorbed [121]: 
no peaks were found in TPD.  However, the authors did not attempt to study the adsorption or 
desorption behaviour of HCl, since it attacked the tungsten filament of the detector and was 
strongly adsorbed on tube walls in the process stream, left with difficulty to draw any firm 
conclusions on its behaviour. Concerning products, EDC was the only one physically 
adsorbed and it desorbed readily. Carbon dioxide (CO2) had a high activation energy (ca 100 
kJ.mol-1) for desorption when pre-adsorbed on CuCl2 below its sublimation temperature. 
When dosed at higher temperatures it readily desorbed [130].  
4.4.3 Effect of Cu co-ordination number 
Newrock et al [52] studied the influence of the number and type of ligands around the 
copper atom  on its adsorption strength by DFT modelling. He observed that the coordination 
number of the cupric ion had a strong influence on the chemisorption of ethylene. It was 
found that the interaction strength between C=C or C-C or C-Cl or C-H/copper was dependant 
on the number of ligands [52, 124]. Newrock et al [52] observed that the mode and energy of 
ethylene adsorption are affected by the oxidation state, the coordination number (CN) and the 
ligand field at the Cu center. The authors reported that the degree of back-donation decreased 
as the number of ligands increased; this weakens the ethylene/copper interaction. The author 
concluded that the same trend observed for monomeric, dimeric and trimeric CuxCly 
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complexes, while only small perturbations in the chemisorption energies were observed as the 
size of complex increased from monomer to trimer. The results indicated that the active cupric 
reaction centres must have at least one vacancy at one of the four square-planar sites in order 
to chemisorb ethylene, Furthermore, ethylene chemisorption was favoured for “in-plane” sites 
over the “atop” sites for the square-planar sites. The difference in binding energy between the 
“atop” and in-plane” sites was a factor of two, which can be evident from the values reported 
in Figure 16b (in-plane adsorption) and Figure 16c (atop adsorption). The author reported a 
schematic diagram (Figure 16) illustrating the mode of ethylene chemisorption and energies 
on dimeric Cu2Cly clusters. It can be seen from the below Figure 16 that ethylene 
chemisorption energies systematically decreased from -105 kJ/mol for dimeric Cu2Cly cluster 
with  CN= 1 to -18 kJ/mol (physisorption state) for CN=4; and decreased from -120 kJ/mol 
for monomeric cluster to -8 kJ/mol for trimeric Cu3Clyclusters. From these values, it can be 
seen that that degree of back-donation decreased as the number of ligands increased, resulting 
in weak ethylene/cu interaction. 
 
Figure 16 : Ethylene chemisorption energies on dimeric Cu2Cly clusters. Part (A) and (B): Illustrate the effect of 
coordination number of Cu with Cl-ligands on the ethylene chemisorption energies (in-plane adsorption). Part 
(C) and (D): Illustrate the effect of coordination number of Cu on the ethylene chemisorption energies (atop 
adsorption). All the bond lengths are given in angstroms (Å). [52]  
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4.5 Reaction mechanisms and kinetics 
CuCl2 was widely recognized as the active chlorinating agent. However, there were 
speculation: 1) that the ethylene adsorption site was either Cu(I)Cl or Cu(II)Cl2, and 2) whether 
the ethene chlorination reaction proceeds according to the ethylene oxychlorination cycle 
(Eq.s 15-17) or whether it proceeds via gas phase chlorination, where Cl2 is formed via the 
Deacon cycle. Nevertheless, it was concluded [48, 78, 79, 81-85, 88, 131] that Cu(II)Cl2 is the 
active site and the whole reaction follows according to the cycle mentioned in Eq.s 15-17.  
It was noticed [93] that ethylene was physically adsorbed on the freshly prepared 
copper (I) chloride and gave no detectable yield of any product with ethylene in the 
temperature range 423-523 K. Later, it was reported [48, 78, 79, 81-85, 88, 131] by feeding 
the three reagents separately that the oxychlorination reaction (Eq. 8) is catalyzed by a highly 
dispersed CuCl2 species and follows a three- step redox mechanism as discussed in section 
4.1. 
Ruoco [85] refuted the above-proposed mechanism (Figure 11). The author studied the 
alumina and silica supported CuCl2 catalysts by using TPR, XPS and EPR techniques to 
follow up the phase changes in copper chloride during sequential treatments with C2H4, air 
and HCl. He observed that the cycle CuCl2-CuCl-Cu2OCl2-CuCl2 did not occur with either 
support because HCl reduced the oxychloride to CuCl (as proposed in Deacon system). 
Author reported that TPR results showed the reduction of CuII to CuI occurred in the region 
473-623 K dependent on the support; whereas the reduction of CuI to Cu0 occurred at 
temperatures higher than 623 K. However, the detailed mechanism of this behaviour was not 
discussed further.  
The studies referred to above were based on ex-situ catalyst characterisation. Later, 
several in-situ characterisation studies have been published.  Loos et al [131] [132] reported 
in-situ EXAFS studies which supported the mechanism described in Figure 11, but the author 
studied a non-standard catalyst: CuCl2 supported on ƞ- alumina. More recently, Lamberti et al 
[80, 88] provided an in situ, time resolved, XANES study of CuCl2/J-Al2O3 in ethylene 
oxychlorination environment (three reagents were co-fed) in the 373–623 K range. The 
results/spectra confirmed the presence of three different copper species following the 
reactions of Eq. (15) - (17). The XAS data, together with the simultaneous measurement of 
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the catalyst activity, led the authors to propose that CuCl2 is the active site for the ethylene 
oxychlorination reaction and the rate-determining step is the oxidation of CuCl i.e Eq (16) 
under the reaction conditions employed. The use of synchrotron radiation facilities thus 
enabled Lamberti et al to confirm the generally accepted reaction mechanism as presented in 
section 4.1 (Figure 11).  
4.5.1 Reaction kinetics 
Coming to the detailed kinetics and mechanistic details, extensive studies on methane 
oxychlorination [6, 13, 20-22, 25, 28, 29, 64-66, 74] gave a starting point for the kinetic 
studies of ethylene oxychlorination, since the catalytic mechanism are similar. Fontana and 
co-workers [20] reported experimental evidence that chlorine was evolved from the cupric 
chloride (Eq.18) and chlorinated methane directly in the gas phase at temperatures of 673- 
873 K in the methane oxychlorination reaction. Other authors [28, 64] have also suggested 
that cupric chloride reacted directly with oxygen (Eq19), and produced Cl2 in the similar 
temperature range. Allen [6] provided detailed thermo dynamical calculations, which 
supported the above observation. It was established that oxidation of  HCl to Cl2 by copper 
chloride catalysts requires temperatures higher than 623 K [20, 22, 64, 66] (well above 
ethylene oxychlorination temperatures) both thermodynamically and kinetically (Allen 1962, 
Table 1)[6] as indicated by Eq.(18) – (20). 
In most of ethylene oxychlorination studies, a modified Deacon catalyst has been 
employed. A marked difference between the oxychlorination of ethylene and the Deacon 
process is the considerably lower reaction temperature (473-573 K) for the former reaction. 
Other process parameters such as partial pressures of reagents, contacting methods, reactor 
type can also have a great influence over the kinetics of the reaction. It was found [73] that 
below 573 K the evolution of free chlorine from the catalysts was almost negligible as 
compared with the rate of oxychlorination of ethylene, which was further support by XAS 
studies by Loos et al, [132] who did not observe any Cl-Cl peak contributions on the 
catalysts. In conclusion, there is now general consensus that the ethylene chlorination step 
proceeds on the catalyst surface, not in the gas phase, in the temperature range 473 – 573 K.  
 The first kinetic study [133] of the oxychlorination of ethylene was carried out on 
CuCl2/J-Al2O3 catalyst at 473 - 573 K. The authors observed that the rate of the ethylene 
conversion (Eq.15) is independent of partial pressure of the ethylene (pC2H4) but does depend 
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on partial pressures of oxygen (pO2) and also that the reaction is inhibited by 1,2-
dichloroethane and HCl. In subsequent investigations, some of these conclusions were 
refuted. It was found [13, 27, 74, 95, 134] that the overall reaction rate depended in a complex 
manner on the partial pressures of the ethylene, HCl and oxygen and was described by a 
power equation of the type used to describe fixed bed reactor studies in the temperature range 
473- 573K. 
    r = k pC2H4 m pHCl n pO2 l pH2Ox                               (22) 
In the presence of a CuCl2-KCl/silica gel catalyst [13, 27, 74] in the region of limited 
ethylene conversion (<30%), the following parameters for Eq. (21) were reported: m = 0.6, n 
= 0.2, l = 0.5 and x = 0. For an activated charcoal based catalyst [74] in the temperature range 
403-453 K the parameter values are: m = 1, n = 0.2, l = 0 and x = 0. For a CuCl2/J-Al2O3 
catalyst at 503 K [13, 74], the parameters are: m = 1, n = 0.3, l = 1 and x = 0. In the region of 
low oxygen pressures with an overall activation energy of 63 kJ/mol were found; when pO2  
10 kPa, l = 0 was reported. However, an analogous picture was observed by Carrubba et al 
[134] on an alumina (not specified which type) supported catalyst. The Authors carried out 
the experiments in a differential fixed bed reactor in the temperature range of 454 – 469 K 
with limited ethylene conversion (<30%) , and suggested that the rate of reaction depend 
mainly on pC2H4, pO2 and somewhat on pH2O, but it was independent (or at most weakly 
dependent) on pHCl, following the power law equation:  
Rate = 2.49 x 10-6 (C2H4)0.73 (O2)0.34 (H2O)-0.18                       (23) 
Increasing partial pressure of HCl decreased the side reactions to the other chlorocarbons; 
rather different interpretation of the reaction model was made based on the surface reaction of 
ethylene and oxygen to form an ethylene oxide as intermediate. Eichhron et al [96] studied 
kinetics of γ- alumina supported copper chloride catalysts (with and without of KCl dopant). 
The experiments were performed in a differential recycle reactor in the temperature range of 
473-553K with a gas-hour-space-velocity (GHSV) of 670-4000 m3.m3.h-1. The kinetics for 
1,2-dichloroethane formation and well as for formation of other by-products were derived 
over a range of partial pressures of the reagents (pC2H4 = 0.05-0.25 bar; pHCl = 0.10-0.50 bar 
and pO2 = 0.008-0.08 bar) with the molar composition of the feed was C2H4:HCl:O2 = 1: 2: 
0.5. The following kinetic equation was reported for the formation of EDC:  
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rate = k. E(-Ea/R∆T) pC2H4 0.67    ;  ∆T = (1/T+573)-(1/515)                        (24) 
Fengqiu et al [135] studied the γ-alumina supported catalysts in the temperature range 
484-524 K and proposed that reaction proceeds though a coordination-reduction-oxidation 
catalytic mechanism [95]. They reported an activation energy of 95 kJ/mol with a power – 
law equation fitted to the observed experimental results for the formation of EDC: r’ = 
1.21*109*e (-94671/RT). The reported results and the experimental observations were in 
agreement with other works [95, 134, 136], that the reaction rate increased with an increase in 
partial pressures of ethylene and oxygen and was independent of HCl. They further reported 
that an excess of HCl would inhibit the side reactions including combustion reactions, and the 
rate was further depend on space velocity. A different rate expression was provided by Benhui 
et al [137] on the similar catalyst for the formation of EDC in the temperature range 483-
523K and a pressure of 1.3 atm: r = 1.21*105*e (-12300/RT)* pC2H4 1.61. 
The majority of the kinetic studies [95, 97, 134, 135, 137, 138] on this catalytic system 
reported analogous results, especially on the reaction rate expression and its dependence on 
partial pressure of HCl. There is also a general agreement among the published works, that the 
reaction rate is, to a great extent dependent on partial pressure of ethylene and follows the 
first-order kinetics.  
 Later, Wachi et al [97] studied the kinetics of oxychlorination of ethylene over 
CuCl2/Al2O3 catalysts in a fixed bed reactor in the temperature range of 423-523 K. The 
experiments and kinetic studies show that the reaction was first order in the concentration of 
unreacted cupric chloride and that the dependency on ethylene concentration obeyed 
Langmuir – Hinshelwood – kinetics. This was in line with the assumptions made by other 
authors [13, 93, 108]. However, it was firmly shown [80] that the oxychlorination of ethylene 
proceeds via chlorination of ethylene by cupric chloride (Eq.15), then oxygen and HCl 
regenerate the copper salt (Eq. 16+17). From the reported experimental data, the rate equation 
for the earlier step (Eq.15) has the following form:  
                     r = kr Ka CC2H4 CCuClx / (1+ Ka CC2H4)                                                      (25) 
Where, kr = 269*e(-37.8/RT), 1/s and Ka = 0.63, m3/mol. 
The authors reported activation energy of 37.8 kJ/mol for the C2H4 chlorination (to 
EDC) and suggested that it is a fast process with the first-order kinetics. This was in good 
agreement with the values reported by Hall et al (1984) and Kitamura et al (1986). Allen and 
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other authors[13, 135, 139], however, reported a different values in the range of 67 to 125 
kJ/mol but as the over-all activation energies, which may mean that these values are combined 
activation energy for all three steps (Eq 15- 17). While the equilibrium constant of ethylene 
adsorption Ka (in Eq.24) is independent of temperature, the activity of the adsorption sites was 
enhanced by an increase in temperature. Wachi et al examined the reaction kinetics for the 
catalysts with varied amounts of cupric chloride and the reported results were shown in Figure 
17. It was found that optimal performance in terms of both the rate constant and the yield of 
1,2-dichloroethane was achieved at  5 wt% of copper impregnated on J- alumina support.  
 
Figure 17 : Effect of copper concentration on the formation of 1,2-dichloro ethane (C2H4Cl2). Rate constants, k 
(1/s) (y-axis on the right hand side), and concentration of C2H4Cl2/CuCl2 (y-axis on the left hand side) plotted vs 
copper concentration (wt%) on the catalyst surface (x-axis). [97] 
 
Summarizing the above findings, one can conclude that the chlorinating agent is 
copper (II) chloride, and the rate of the reaction depends largely on the ethylene partial 
pressure irrespective of conditions applied. It was observed [140] that only 16% of the 
reaction proceeds by stereo specific trans-addition, while 84% was random. The authors noted 
that the rate of removal of chlorine from the copper (II) chloride was much less than that of 
formation of 1,2-dichloroethane. The ethylene chlorination reaction (Eq.15) follows the first-
order kinetics [72, 78, 88, 98] with an activation energy of around 35 kJ.mol-1 [93] and an 
over-all activation energy is around 65-125 kJ.mol-1 [13, 27, 52, 74, 75, 134] depending on 
the catalyst compositions and process conditions. The rate dependency on oxygen and 
hydrogen chloride partial pressures was less clear [73, 74, 95] and discrepancy may be 
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attributed to their dependence on the employed reaction conditions and measuring routes [95]. 
There were no clear experimental observations consistent with the hypothesis that adsorption 
of the ethylene is the rate–determining step. The activity of the catalyst and rate of the 
reaction were very much dependent on temperature, partial pressures of the reactants, 
composition of the reaction mixture and of the catalysts.  
4.5.2 By-product mechanism 
The industrial oxychlorination of ethylene in a fixed bed reactor is usually carried out 
in the temperature range 453- 573 K. At these temperatures, however, a number of 
undesirable by-products are formed at rates that are dependent upon various factors such as 
temperature, the state of the catalyst surface, feed composition, and so on. Literature studies 
[13, 73, 74, 96, 115] suggested that the subsequent reactions proceed via a series of 
parallel/consecutive chlorination, dehydrochlorination, hydrodechlorination stages and 
accompanied by the oxidation of the starting materials to CO and CO2. These reactions are 
believed to be catalytic [73, 95, 96, 141-143], since, the non-catalytic (gas-phase) 
dehalogenation or oxidation reactions of haloalkanes demand high temperatures and have 
high activation energies [144]. Allen et al [6] presented brief thermodynamical calculations 
and provided the standard Gibbs free energy changes data for the possible side reactions over 
copper chloride catalysts in the temperature range 450 - 900K. 
The product distribution changes as temperature increases from high yields of 1,2-
dichloroethane to a mixture of more highly chlorinated hydrocarbons such as vinyl chloride 
(C2H3Cl), 1,1,2-trichloroethane (C2H3Cl3), ethylchloride (C2H5Cl), trichloroethylene 
(C2HCl3), 1,1-dichloroethane, 1,2-dichloroethylene, carbon tetrachloride (CCl4), methyl 
chloride (CH3Cl), 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane (C2H2Cl4) and COx.  
Eichhorn et al [96] studied copper chloride catalysts promoted with KCl supported on 
J-Al2O3 in the temperature range 493-553 K in fixed bed reactor. They observed that at lower 
temperatures and low HCl conversions, the principal side reaction is the addition of HCl to 
ethylene to yield ethyl chloride (EC). As the temperature increases, HCl and ethylene 
conversion increases, but the selectivity of ethyl chloride formation decreased. He observed 
that the combustion of ethylene to CO and CO2 become appreciable from 513 K, at the same 
time perchlorination reactions start to occur, principally the formation of 1,1,2-trichloroethane 
together with traces of CHCl3, CCl4 and other breakdown products. They also found that the 
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concentration of the active component influence the rate of side reactions and their selectivity. 
From the experimental observations, the authors concluded that the rate of combustion 
reactions fell and the rate of ethyl chloride formation increased with decrease in the copper 
levels, however, the rate of formation of 1,1,2-trichloroethane is not dependent on the copper 
content. They indicated from the experimental observations that the centers on the surface of 
the support might be responsible for ethyl chloride formation.  
Mile et al [100] studied isotope labelled 1,2-dichloroethane conversion on copper 
chloride catalysts supported on alumina in the temperature range 473-623 K using a micro 
reactor, and reported that the conversion of EDC increased with increase in temperature and 
decreased with an increase in residence time from 0.2 s to1.0 s. From the experimental 
observations, the authors concluded that the primary dehydrochlorination reaction of EDC is a 
first order with a rate constant, kEDC = 0.168 s-1 and an activation energy of 103 kJ/mol at 558 
K.  From isotope labelled experiments, a primary kinetic isotope ratio kEDC/kdeutero-EDC of 1.87 
at 558 K was observed for per deutero 1,2-dichloroethane on the catalyst and suggesting that 
the C-H bond breaking occurs as the rate determining step. 
Feijen et al [145] studied the mechanisms of C2 -chlorinated hydrocarbons conversion 
on alumina and various metal oxide catalysts using FTIR spectroscopy and micro reactor 
studies. The FTIR experiments showed that conversion of 1,2-dichloroethane occurs on 
alumina via HCl elimination to vinyl chloride in the temperature range 423-723 K, attained 
almost complete conversion at 523 K, besides a small amounts of CO and CO2. However, no 
activity in conversion of 1,1,2-trichloroethane was observed on alumina until 623 K, then they 
observed very little conversion to CO and CO2 with rapid deactivation in the presence of O2 
and water. Youchang et al [95] extended his kinetics studies as discussed in earlier section 
4.5.1 on CuCl2/J-Al2O3 base catalysts to evaluate the mechanisms in the by-product formation 
on the support, as well on the catalyst. They observed that CO2 formation increased by an 
increase in the partial pressure of C2H4 and observed no activity on the support at 498K [146]. 
They concluded from the experimental observations that C2H4 oxidation to COx is a parallel 
reaction, which was catalyzed by CuCl2, not by alumina. HCl reportedly inhibited this side 
reaction [95, 100, 115, 146, 147]. Their observations about VCM formation were in 
agreement with the observation of Feiejn et al.  
Several other authors [73, 74, 124, 148] also studied the mechanisms in conversion of 
1,2-dichloroethane and by-product mechanisms in oxychlorination of ethylene on copper 
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chloride catalysts and on alumina supports. Their findings were in agreement with Xie, 
Eichhorn and Feijen’s observations. Their common argument is that at the oxychlorination 
temperature ranges, these side reactions are catalysed by either of the CuClx, surface acid sites 
of alumina or both together and their observations were reported in the general schematic 
diagram  shown in Figure 18 below by Schirmerister et al [148].  
 
Figure 18: EDC cracking model (measured compounds from large-scale plant with a significant increase or 
decrease shown in bold) reported by Schirmerister et al [148]. 
 
 However, the specific sites responsible for the side reactions illustrated in Figure 18 
are still not clear. Some of the reactions contain more than one path making it a complex task 
to draw specific conclusions on active sites and mechanistic details. In the oxychlorination of 
hydrocarbons of the ethane-ethylene series, extensive formation of carbon oxides takes place. 
It has been reported that introduction of one chlorine atom into ethylene increases the 
observed COx formation rate constant by a factor of 7-8, while further increase in chlorine 
content in the molecule diminishes the degree of combustion of chloroalkenes [74]. 
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To sum up, although numerous studies have targeted kinetic and mechanistic insight in 
the ethylene oxychlorination reaction over CuClx-based catalysts, many possible correlations 
remain open and have yet to be studied.  
 
4.6 Role of the Dopants / Additives / Promoters 
Despite its commercial use, copper chloride on alumina has disadvantages especially 
in stability, catalyst lifetime, long-term activity and selectivity. In order to address such 
problems, catalysts were modified with a variety of stabilizers and activators, simply known 
as “dopants/additives/promoters”. They are usually oxides or chlorides of alkali metals and 
rare earth elements. These active ingredients are generally impregnated along with the copper 
chloride solution or pre impregnated on the porous support.  
The most used and studied dopants in oxychlorination are chlorides of potassium (K), 
lanthanum (La), magnesium (Mg), lithium (Li),  and caesium (Cs). Other dopants such as 
oxides and chlorides of for example: platinum, zirconium, silver, yttrium, cerium, neodymium 
and praseodymium which favourably influenced the pure Deacon reaction have been tested in 
a hope that they would influence ethylene oxychlorination in same way [13, 71]. However, 
the Deacon catalyst was in molten state [20, 22] upon dopants addition, especially potassium 
chloride (KCl). The catalyst state in low temperature oxychlorination of ethylene, however, is 
believed to be solid, which means the effect of dopants on catalyst properties will be different.  
4.6.1 Influence on the support 
Sergio R. de Miguel et al [149] studied the influence of alkali metals (Li+ and K+) on 
the Lewis acid sites of gamma-alumina with NMR and IR of adsorbed CO. The authors 
observed from the surface area measurements that the physical properties such as surface area 
and pore volume of the alumina are slightly changed by the addition of low alkali metal 
concentrations. NMR and IR results showed that Li+ and K+ adsorbed selectively on 
tetrahedral Lewis A13+ sites of the alumina surface. These effects on the tetrahedral cations 
are more marked with increasing molar concentration and ionic radius of the alkali metal 
added to alumina. Observed NMR results and shifts in the frequency of CO band in IR spectra 
indicated that the influence of the alkali metals was not only due to steric factors but also to 
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possible electronic modifications. Wang et al [150], who studied La2O3 doped J-alumina 
using STEM and EXAFS concluded that La atoms anchor the bulk and adsorb strongly on γ-
Al2O3 surfaces as isolated atoms, strongly pinning the surface and impeding sintering and 
phase transformation to avoid getting trapped in the bulk of γ-Al2O3. Burtin et al [151] 
reported kinetic data on the influence of additives on the surface area and thermal stability of 
the alumina support using differential thermal analysis (DTA) techniques and measured rate 
of transformation using X-ray diffraction (XRD) in the temperature range of 373 - 973 K. The 
author showed that Mg2+ acts as an accelerator for the transformation of alumina phase from J 
(through ɵ) Æ α-Alumina, while La3+ acts as an inhibitor. 
Summarising the above results, Li+ and  K+ adsorbed selectively on tetrahedral Lewis 
sites, while La3+ adsorbed selectively on octahedral Lewis sites (>Al3+) of the alumina 
surface. This effect became more pronounced with the increasing concentration and ionic 
radius of the metal. It is evident that either of the additives (single valence, di-, tri-valence 
dopants) will have an influence on the physical properties of the γ-Al2O3 and their occupied 
position were also determinable factors, that will be discussed later in the presented results 
section (paper III). 
However, from the available literature (accessible so far), very few authors [27, 73, 
152] devoted to the influence of additives on supports in the low temperature ethylene 
oxychlorination reaction. One exception is Arcoya et al [73] who examined the Li- , Na- and 
K-chloride doped copper catalysts supported on α-Alumina, J- alumina and SiO2 for the 
oxychlorination of ethylene in a fixed bed reactor at 573 K. They reported a substantial 
increase in ethylene conversion level and selectivity to EDC for the α-Alumina and SiO2 
series, due to the presence of KCl , NaCl and LiCl, while less pronounced effect was observed 
on J- alumina. Marsella et al [152] studied the K- and Mg-chloride doped catalysts and γ-
alumina supports for oxychlorination of ethylene using IR spectroscopy and the results 
suggested that both dopants efficiently killed most of alumina nucleophilic sites (exposed 
oxide anions) and observed a reduction in the activity for the dehydrochlorination of 1,2-
dichloroethane.  
4.6.2 Influence on the base catalyst 
Potassium chloride (KCl) is the most commercialised [37, 59, 153-166] and most 
extensively studied [27, 59, 94, 114, 127, 145] additive for the oxychlorination catalyst 
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(especially for fixed bed operations). Previous studies on K doped catalyst for methane/ethane 
oxychlorination [74, 127] showed that doping improved the catalysts performance. The KCl 
doped catalysts were in molten state and facilitated the release of chlorine from CuCl2 at the 
reaction temperature. The promoting effect of KCl for the low-temperature oxychlorination of 
ethylene, where the catalyst should be in solid state, has been subjected to further studies. So 
far all publications [21, 22, 46, 73, 83, 96, 98, 132] reported that the addition of KCl to the 
copper chloride catalyst had a positive impact on the process by increasing the efficiency of 
the catalyst and also decreasing the loss of the copper chloride under reaction conditions.  
The introduction of alkali metal chlorides into copper chloride catalysts reduces the 
melting point of the salt mixture and results in formation of complexes or mixed salts with 
different chemical compositions [20, 21, 59, 75, 167, 168]– KCuCl3, K2CuCl4, K2CuCl3 and 
K2CuCl6. The detailed chemistry and thermodynamics behind this phenomenon was discussed 
in earlier sections 3.1.3 and 3.2. It was even hypothesized that mixed double salt KCuCl3 
itself act as the active phase [59] and observed that ethylene burning was reduced on this 
catalyst by following reduction in COx formation. The author proposed that the burning of 
ethylene might be due to higher levels of free copper on the catalyst, though the author, even 
in later studies, did not provide a clear mechanism for the reaction.  
Many authors reported quite analogous results concerning the activity versus K:Cu 
ratio. Prasad et al [75] reported that addition of KCl resulted in a decrease of ethylene uptake 
from 50 to 20 μmol/g. cat with K:Cu =0.5. The role of the  KCl appears to be as a moderator, 
it increased the activation energy to 92 kJ/mol from 63 kJ/mol (in case of undoped catalyst) 
[13, 73] and also reduced the extent of dispersion by forming a double salt. This caused an 
increase in activation energy presumably due to changes in the reaction mechanism. Garcia 
and Resaco [84, 169] studied the doped catalyst at 523 K and concluded that undoped catalyst 
supported on J-Al2O3 was more active than KCl containing one corresponding to K : Cu = 1.  
In contrary to Garcia et al [84, 169], Rouco [85] studied a CuCl2/SiO2 catalyst at 498 
K, and found that  KCl enhanced the redox activity of copper. Arocya [73] studied KCl doped 
catalyst supported on SiO2, α-Al2O3 and J-Al2O3 at 573 K. A positive effect of KCl on the 
conversion and selectivity of ethylene was observed on all supports with the following order 
of improvement: SiO2 > α-Al2O3 > J-Al2O3. The author measured an increase in the weight on 
both KCl doped and undoped catalysts supported on α-alumina, during the oxidation step (i.e 
during the Eq.16, step2). He found that the rate of oxidation increased by a factor of “2” upon 
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addition of KCl, thus suggested that there was a change in the oxychlorination rate-limiting 
step, from the oxidation of the reduced catalyst to the chlorination of the hydrocarbon, hence, 
KCl working as an electron promoter. Please note that this observation was made on a α-
Al2O3 supported catalyst, the author did not report any effect of KCl on rate limiting step in 
the case of J-Al2O3 supported catalysts. The Author also studied the influence of co-dopants 
especially cerium (Ce), neodymium (Nd) and praseodymium (Pr) chlorides on the KCl doped 
catalysts and reported that there was an extra increase in conversion, particularly for the case 
of Pr, with highest selectivity to 1,2-dichloroethane among other studied catalysts 
  To summarise the observations [13, 20, 21, 59, 73-75, 84, 85, 167-169] made so far:  
x KCl forms a double salt (KCuCl3) with copper chloride and its corresponding 
amount depends on potassium loading, support and preparation method. 
x KCl may act as a promoter at temperature above 525 K and as a de-promoter at 
lower temperatures; this may depend on the KCl loading. 
x The addition of KCl increases the activity and selectivity, but upon high 
loading, the activity deceases with no effect on selectivity. 
x KCl reduces the volatility of CuCl and CuCl2, thereby decreasing the 
deactivation rate. 
x KCl affects the redox properties and it may change the rate-determining step 
from the oxidation of the catalyst to the chlorination of hydrocarbon. 
The second most studied group of dopants are chlorides of rare earth metals, in 
particular lanthanum chloride LaCl3. LaCl3 is used in fluid–bed processes [161, 165, 170] in 
order to prevent agglomeration of catalyst particles. It has been suggested that La, because of 
its strong complex-forming tendency, removes chloride ions from copper chloride system, and 
increased the volatility of copper chloride. Xueju et al [171] studied the LaCl3 doped catalyst 
for ethane oxychlorination at 498 K in fixed bed reactor, and the results suggested that the 
LaCl3 acted as a promoter, made copper chloride more highly dispersed and prevented the 
catalyst effectively from sintering and agglomeration, which was observed by transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) measurements. It was observed [71] that LaCl3 promoted the 
activity of the catalyst (based only on an increase in the pre-exponential frequency factor in 
the Arrhenius equation), with no effect on  the apparent activation energy, since it accelerated 
the rate-determining step in the undoped catalyst i.e re-oxidation of  the Cu(I) species. Rouco 
[72] studied KCl and LaCl3 co-doped catalysts supported on SiO2, α-Al2O3 and J-Al2O3 for 
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ethylene oxychlorination in the temperature range 458 - 513 K in a fluidized bed reactor. The 
reported results were in agreement with the Xueju’s observations that were discussed in 
earlier paragraph. Author also made an effort on mobility studies on these catalysts using a 
micro reactor. The fraction of each element on the sieved spent particles was determined 
using acetone extraction method. The results suggested that copper chloride and KCl were 
mobile under reaction conditions, but not LaCl3 [84] on J-Al2O3 supported catalysts, while, 
this phenomenon was not observed on either of the supports observed on SiO2, α-Al2O3. It 
was suggested that both dopants negatively influenced the salt-support interaction in case of 
J-Al2O3 supported catalysts.  
Chen Zhitao et al [172] reported that the addition of Ce in the form of CeCl3 to copper 
chloride catalysts increased the activity by promoting the adsorption of oxygen on the surface. 
Little et al [46] reported that CeCl3 promoter decreased agglomeration of copper chloride 
species supported on γ-alumina and TiO2. Chao Li et al [173] recently studied the copper 
chloride based catalyst for ethane oxychlorination promoted by La2O3 and CeO2 and 
supported on MgO-J-Al2O3. They suggested [174] that a modified alumina support 
impregnated with La2O3 precursor enhanced the dispersion and the interaction strength of 
copper chloride and CeO2 on the support. All of these authors observed that addition of Ce 
increased the activity of the catalyst. The promotional effects may originate from the surface 
capping oxygen species; these species further accelerate the oxidation of Cu+ to Cu2+, which 
was assumed as the rate- determining step in the Deacon process and the ethylene 
oxychlorination processes (see section 4.5.1). However, the deactivation of the catalyst is 
rapid compared to the undoped catalyst due to formation of inert phase CeAlO3 and CeOCl. 
These also promoted side reactions. 
 There are patents on commercialised catalysts [155, 156, 159, 160, 162, 163, 165, 
166] that mentioned other dopants such as MgCl2, LiCl or CsCl, alone or mixed with KCl. 
However, the characteristics of the respective dopant’s influence appeared to depend more on 
the preparation method, the support they used and temperature studied. 
4.6.3 Influence of Ternary mixtures 
Several patents [37, 160, 170, 175-179] reported the use of ternary or binary mixture 
of copper with other chlorides of Lithium, calcium, rubidium, caesium, magnesium, sodium, 
and potassium for oxychlorination of ethylene in fluidized bed reactors. All the above patents 
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suggested that ethylene and HCl conversions were greatly influenced by the addition of these 
dopant chlorides. The active phase is thought to be composed of binary and ternary mixtures 
of these mixed chlorides along with cupric chloride. Reported observations covered the 
existence of the binary mixtures of K + Cu, Cs + Cu and also the ternary mixtures of Cu + Mg 
+ Li chlorides; Cu + Na + Mg chlorides; Cu + K + Mg chlorides on the oxychlorination 
catalyst, though no experimental evidence was provided to support their existence. 
 US patent 3624170 [179] reported the formation of a ternary mixture based on Cu + Na 
+ Mg chlorides. Such catalysts seem to prevent the deactivation which could be caused by 
contamination due to FeCl3. EP-A-0255156 [178] also reported a ternary system based on Cu 
+ Mg + Na or Li chlorides. Such systems are reported to achieve high EDC yields in fluidized 
bed operations, simultaneously reducing reactor corrosion, sticking and clumping of the 
catalyst particles. This patent suggested that the Na containing systems are more corrosive 
than Li containing systems. US 4849393 [177] also reported a ternary system composed of 
copper chloride with KCl or LiCl and MgCl2. They reported > 99 % selectivity and > 98.6 % 
HCl conversion, high ethylene efficiency and low stickiness.  
4.6.4 Summary of  the dopant’s effect 
Most of the literature studies and patents [13, 27, 37, 46, 72-75, 83, 96, 127, 154, 155, 
157, 158, 166, 170, 172-174, 180-182] agree that the addition of dopant meal chlorides 
influenced positively on the stability and the efficiency of the copper chloride based catalysts 
for the oxychlorination of ethylene. Different dopants had different effects on the activity, 
selectivity and thermal stability of the catalyst. Most of the dopants (K, Cs, Li) interacted with 
copper chloride and formed binary or ternary mixtures. In a summary, from the available 
literature data:  
(i) KCl, enhanced the stability and the selectivity of catalysts.  
(ii) LaCl3, enhanced the dispersion on the catalysts, thereby, activity.  
(iii) MgCl2, increased the catalysts effectiveness on activity and fluidization capacity, 
thus suitable for fluid bed reactors.  
(iv) Other dopants influences were in-between of those reported in (i)- (iii): LiCl had a 
moderate effect on activity and selectivity, CsCl had great effect on stabilising, but 
not on the activity, CeCl3 influence seemed to be moderate as well.  
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However, the mechanisms behind the dopant’s influence on metal supported catalysts are still 
unclear, thus needs further investigation. This is motivating not only for the oxychlorination 
process, but for other processes as well.  
 
4.7 Starting point for thesis work 
 
It is clear from the above review that many aspects of the oxy chlorination mechanism 
and oxychlorination catalysts are not fully understood at a molecular level.  
In the present study, our aim was to progress further in the molecular understanding of 
the CuClx/γ-Al2O3 and doped catalyst systems for ethylene oxychlorination reaction. In 
particular, the effect of promoters was targeted. Our aim was quite ambitious because the 
effect of additives is potentially extremely complex, and can be summarized in the following 
five main points:  
(i) Additive cations can compete with Cu2+ cations in the saturation of cationic vacancies 
at the alumina surface, thus altering the fraction of Cu2+ cations present in the 
active phase compared to that established for the bare CuCl2/γ-Al2O3 system. 
(ii) Additive cations can modify the Cu dispersion, favouring or inhibiting the clustering 
of the particles of the active phase on the support.   
(iii) Additive cations can modify the acidity of the support, which are of both Lewis 
(surface Al3+ species) and Brønsted (surface Al–OH species) nature. 
(iv) CuCl2 could form a mixed chloride with the chloride of the corresponding additive 
cation, thus modifying (on the chemical ground) the active phase of the catalyst. 
(v) Considering all the above- mentioned influences, hence thereby, result in an overall 
influence on the catalytic activity, selectivity and thus on kinetics and mechanisms 
involved. 
In order to study and understand the above-mentioned possible phenomena and their 
influence on the efficiency of the catalyst, a “multi-technique characterization” strategy has 
been adopted as illustrated in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: Illustration of the proposed “multi - technique characterization” approach used to study the 
catalyst both as prepared and during reaction. 
 
As a final comment, it is important not only to give qualitative information on the catalyst 
characteristics but also quantitative information on the prospects of the proposed catalytic 
system for large-scale operations.  
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5.1  Catalyst preparation 
All samples have been prepared by impregnation of a J-alumina (Condea Puralox SCCa 
30/170, surface area: 168 m2g-1, pore volume: 0.50 cm3g-1) with the aqueous solution of the 
corresponding chlorides following the incipient wetness impregnation method. After 
impregnation, the samples were dried at 373 K under the air flow for 3 h and then kept at RT. 
Owing to its air sensitiveness as discussed in earlier section 4.3; all samples were stored in 
airtight containers. Regarding the nomenclature, samples were labelled according to weight 
(wt%) content of the different metals (Cu and additive). As an example, sample Cu5.0 
represents a 5.0 wt% Cu loaded sample without additives, while sample K3.6Cu5.0 represents 
a catalyst prepared with 5.0 wt% Cu plus 3.6 wt% K co-impregnated. In all catalysts used for 
the present studies the amount of copper has been fixed to 5 wt%, while for the doped 
samples, an atomic ratio of Cu to dopant metal equal to 1 : 1 has been adopted, resulting to 
K3.6Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0, Cs10.4Cu5.0, Li0.5Cu5.0, La10.9Cu5.0, Ce11.0Cu5.0, 
Ce5.5La5.45Cu5.0 and K1.55La5.45Cu5.0 catalysts. While, in the catalysts used for catalytic 
tests in pulse reactor the amount of copper was always 5 wt% but the atomic ratio of Cu to 
dopant metal was equal to 2:1, resulting in K1.55Cu5.0, Mg0.95Cu5.0, Li0.26Cu5.0 and 
Cs5.21Cu5.0 samples. 
Another set of chlorinated J-alumina samples have been prepared by impregnating the J- 
Al2O3 support with aqueous solution of HCl following the incipient wetness method with 1.4 
and 2.8 Cl wt%, here after the samples were labelled as Cl1.4 and Cl2.8 respectively. The 
higher concentration (2.8 wt%) corresponding to the amount of Cl- ions available for the 
Cu5.0 sample. The combined effect of dopant cations (M+) and Cl- anions on the support has 
been investigated by preparing samples, again with the incipient wetness method on J-
alumina, with LiCl, KCl, CsCl, MgCl2, CaCl2, and LaCl3 chlorides characterized by the same 
dopant atomic concentration used for the preparation of the catalysts (Dn+:Cu2+ = 1:1). Such 
samples were be labelled in the following as Li0.5, K3.1, Cs10.4, Mg1.9, Ca3.2, La10.9 and 
K1.55La5.45, with obvious nomenclature. 
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5.2  Characterisation Methods 
5.2.1  Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy 
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy undoubtedly represents one of the most important tools in 
characterization of the surface species on the oxychlorination catalyst [183, 184]. IR 
spectroscopy is used here to investigate the influence of dopants on the nature, population and 
strength of the acid sites on the support, as well as on the active copper species.  
Simply speaking, an IR spectrum measures the fraction of photos absorbed by the 
sample as a function of the wavenumber in the MID-IR region (typically 8004000 cm-1 
range). The absorptions occur at well-defined wavenumbers that corresponds to the transition 
from the fundamental to the first excited vibrational state of the chemical groups present in 
the sample that can so be detected. The fundamental requirement for infrared activity, leading 
to absorption of infrared radiation, is a change in dipole moment of the molecule during its 
vibrational transitions within the molecule. As an example, when IR light is hit on the alumina 
surface, >OH groups on the surface are active for IR adsorption and rise their vibrational 
bands in the stretching region of Q(O-H) i.e 3750-3600 cm-1 range able to provide information 
about their presence, nature and population.   
In addition, the technique can be more informative and identify the surface accessible 
species (which are not active to IR, or which are not directly detected as result of absorption 
in the far-IR region). This occurs by dosing on the sample an ad hoc chosen probe molecules 
(like e.g. CO, CO2, NO, NH3, pyridine and so on), and by analyzing the vibrational region of 
probe molecule. The perturbations undergone by the vibrational modes of the probe upon 
adsorption are informative on the adsorption site [183, 185, 186]. In present work CO was 
used owing to its advantages: 1) it is very simple molecule with only one vibration (at 2143 
cm-1 for the unperturbed molecule), ii) it interacts with most surface sites with well 
measurable shift of the vibrational frequency and iii) it has been used since long time and its 
interaction with different surfaces are rather known. 
The interaction between CO and surface sites can be separated into an electrostatic, a 
covalent V-dative and a S-back donation contributions, the first two causing a blue shift of the 
Q(CO), while the last causes a red shift [187-190], with respect to the unperturbed molecule: 
Q0(CO) = 2143 cm-1. CO interacts strongly with Brønsted acid sites, Lewis acid sites of the 
alumina surface and with the Cu+ acid sites on the catalyst surface. Thus, the molecular 
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approach of using CO as probe to investigate the surface of the catalyst support can be highly 
informative on the species formed, or covered, or leaving the surface during the catalyst 
preparation steps represented by the impregnation of the active phase or the dopant phase and 
the thermal activation. 
FTIR spectra measurements performed at University of Turin, Italy. The spectra have 
been recorded at 2 cm-1 resolution on a BRUKER FTIR 66 spectrometer equipped with a 
mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) cryo detector. For FTIR measurements, performed at 
liquid nitrogen temperature (Publication IV) as well as at room temperature (Publication I & 
II), a thin self-supporting wafer of the catalyst has been  prepared and activated under 
dynamic vacuum at 503 K for 1 h inside an IR cell designed to allow in situ temperature 
treatments, reagents dosage and evacuation, and CO dosage. For the experiments presented in 
publications II, and I before CO dosage, the sample was reduced in ethylene at 503 K and 
then cooled down to RT. More precisely, once the catalyst has been activated in vacuum at 
503 K, a C2H4-equilibrium pressure of 200 Torr Torr (1 Torr = 133.3 Pa) has been dosed on 
the sample. The ethylene/catalyst interaction was kept under static condition for 5 min, 
C2H4Cl2 products and unreacted C2H4 molecules were evacuated down to 10-3 Torr and a 
second dose of 200 Torr of C2H4 was send with the same procedure. After 5 min of contact 
the pressure inside the cell was decreased down to 10-3 Torr, the sample was cooled down to 
RT.  
In all the presented set of experiments, a CO equilibrium pressure of PCO = 40 is 
dosed, representing the maximum surface covering; successive expansions down to PCO = 10-3 
Torr are then performed to investigate the lower coverage. This allows us to discriminate 
among species characterized by different adsorption enthalpies. All spectra reported in the 
present work were background subtracted, using the spectrum obtained before CO dosage as 
background. The intensity of the reported spectra has been normalized by the pellet weight.  
 
5.2.2 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) 
The aim of this section is to provide the reader with a concise review of the basic 
physical principles on which the interpretation XAS data is based. For a more detailed 
description of the theoretical background and experimental aspects of XAS, the reader was 
advised to refer the extensive specialized literature (e.g. [191-196]). 
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 XAS theoretical background. XAS measures the variations of the X-ray absorption 
coefficient μ as a function of the incident X-ray energy E. According to the Fermi Golden 
Rule, the XAS signal is proportional to the electron transition probability from the core-state 
|i> of energy Ei to the unoccupied state |f> of energy Ef, as expressed by Eq. (26), where the 
product e·r indicates the electronic transition dipole operator[197], where Ui (occ) and Uf (unocc) 
are the densities of initial occupied and final unoccupied states, respectively, and where δ(Ef-
Ei-E) is a Dirac delta function [197]. 
            (26)   
The behavior of the μ(E) function is represented in Figure 20b. A general decrease of 
the absorption with increasing incident energy can be noticed, following approximately the 
law: 
                       P(E)/U | Z4/AE3,                                                        (27) 
where U is the sample density, Z the atomic number and A the atomic mass. This 
equation holds for a sample containing a unique chemical species like a metal foil, but can be 
easily generalized for any sample of known composition. In Figure 20b also evident is the 
presence of the characteristic saw-tooth like edges, whose energy position is a distinctive 
features of each kind of absorbing atom. These absorption edges correspond to transitions 
where a core-orbital electron is excited to (i) the free continuum (i.e. when the incident energy 
is above the ionization energy of the absorber atom) or (ii) unoccupied bond states lying just 
below the ionization energy. The nomenclature adopted for the edges recalls the atomic 
orbital from which the electron is extracted, as shown in Figure 20a: K-edges are related to 
transitions from orbitals with the principal quantum number n = 1 (1s1/2), L-edges refers to 
electron from the n = 2 orbitals (LI to 2s1/2, LII to 2p1/2, and LIII to 2p3/2orbital), and so on for 
M, N, … edges.  
When the energy of the X-ray photon exceeds the ionization limit (case (i) mentioned 
above), the excited electron (generally named “photoelectron”) has a kinetic energy EK given 
by EK = hυ – EB, where EB indicates the electron binding energy, that is typical of the 
absorption edge (K, LI, LII or LIII) of the selected atomic species [196]. Once ejected, the 
photoelectron propagates thorough the sample as a spherical wave diffusing from the absorber 
atom, with a wave vector of modulus k defined by Eq.(28) [196]: 
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(28) 
A close zoom on the energy region in proximity of an absorption edge shows a well-
defined fine-structure. In particular, only when the absorber is surrounded by neighboring 
atoms (molecules or crystals) a structure of oscillatory nature modulates the smooth μ(E) 
profile at energies above the edge. Figure 20c provides an example for a Cr containing 
material. Such modulation in the absorption coefficient derives from the interference between 
the outgoing photoelectron wave diffusing from the absorber and the wavefronts back-
scattered by the neighboring atoms [198]. In a typical XAS experiment, the energy range 
probed around the edge is conventionally divided into two different regions (Figure 20c): 
(i) X-Ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) region: portions of the XAS 
spectrum just below and above the edge energy; 
(ii) Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) region: portion at higher energies 
in respect to the edge (from tens to hundreds of eV), characterized by the 
oscillatory modulation in the absorption coefficient. 
Hereby, we will briefly discuss the main information that can be extracted from the 
analysis of each of the two regions listed above. 
The XANES region. XANES spectroscopies promote into unoccupied states core 
electrons. According to the Fermi Golden rule, see Eq. (26), K- and L1-edge XANES, 
promoting an s-electron, probes mainly unoccupied p states. Consequently, L2- and L3-edge 
XANES, promoting a p-electron, probe mainly unoccupied s and d states. So, the XANES 
part of the XAS spectrum reflects the unoccupied electronic levels of the selected atomic 
species. The investigation of these levels provides information on oxidation and coordination 
state of the absorber atom. 
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Figure 20: Part (a): X-ray absorption edges nomenclature and representation of their relation with the atomic 
orbitals from which the electron is excited. Part (b): General behaviour of the X-ray absorption coefficient μ/U, 
see Eq. (27), as a function of the incident X-ray energy E for O (Z = 8), typically contained in MOFs organic 
ligands, and for some selected metals present in the MOFs cornerstones, i.e.Al (Z = 13), Cr (Z = 24), Cu (Z = 
29), Pd (Z=46), and Pt (Z=78). Data obtained from NIST web site 
http://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/XrayMassCoef/tab3.html. Part (c): Cr K-edge XAFS of activated Cr3(BTC)2 
MOF [199] (data collected at BM01B beamline of the ESRF). The conventional division between XANES and 
EXAFS region and the schematic models of full multiple and single scattering processes, dominating 
respectively the XANES and EXAFS region, are indicated (color code: absorber atom in magenta; neighbor 
atoms that back-scatter the photoelectron wave outgoing from the absorber in green). (Unpublished figure) 
 
The EXAFS region. The EXAFS region of the spectrum is located at higher energies 
and is characterized by the modulation of the absorption coefficient μ(E). Such feature is 
caused by the interference between the X-ray waves diffused by the absorber atom and back-
scattered by its neighbors. Hence, EXAFS oscillations can be related via Fourier transform to 
a specific spatial arrangement of the atoms in the local environment of the absorber, bridging 
the energy space to the real distances r-space.  
The higher photoelectron kinetic energy in the EXAFS region implies that the 
phenomenon is no more dominated by the full multiple scattering regime, that instead 
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dominate in the XANES region [200]; consequently data analysis can be performed using the 
simpler Fourier transform operation[198]. 
The EXAFS signal χ(E) is generally expressed as the oscillatory part of the μ(E) 
function, normalized to the edge-jump, i.e. χ(E) = [μ(E) – μ0(E)]/Δμ0(E), where μ0(E) is the 
atomic-like background absorption and Δμ0(E) the normalization factor. Above the absorption 
edge, the energy E can be substituted with the photoelectron wave-vector k using Eq.(28), 
therefore obtaining the EXAFS function χ(k). The relation between the modulation of the χ(k) 
signal and the structural parameters is provided by the EXAFS formula that, in the single 
scattering approximation, is reported in Eq. (29). 
             (29)   
S02 is the overall amplitude reduction factor; the index i runs over all the different 
shells of neighboring atoms around the absorber, Fi(k) is the back-scattering amplitude as a 
function of k for each shell, in Ni is the coordination number (number of equivalent 
scatterers), σi is the Debye-Waller factor accounting for thermal and static disorder. The 
parameter ri indicates the interatomic distance of the i-th shell from the central absorber. The 
phase shift of the photoelectron is distinguished in two contributions, related to the absorber 
(2δl) and to the scatterer (θi).  
In Eq. (29) the electron back-scattering amplitude Fi(k) is measured in Å [197], 
because the cross section, that’s is an area, is the modulus squared of the back-scattering 
amplitude. As it is the case for XRD, EXAFS will be less efficient in the detection of low Z 
neighbors and the discrimination among neighbors having similar Z will be critical. When the 
difference in Z is sufficiently large, then both back-scattering amplitude Fi(k) and phase shift 
functions are markedly different to allow an easy discrimination between the different 
neighbors. 
The term λ(k) is the energy-dependent photoelectron mean free path, typically few Å, 
determining the local nature of the technique that can investigate only up to | 58 Å around 
the photo-excited atom. The standard EXAFS formula, Eq. (29), provides a convenient 
parameterization for fitting the local atomic structure around the absorbing atom to the 
experimental EXAFS data [197]. The dependence of the oscillatory structure of the EXAFS 
signal on interatomic distance and energy is clearly reflected in the sin(2kri) term. The 
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strength of the interfering waves depends on the type and number of neighboring atoms 
through the backscattering amplitude Fi(k) and the coordination number Ni, and hence is 
primarily responsible of the magnitude of the EXAFS signal. Once the phase and amplitude 
functions have been independently measured on model compounds or ab initio computed, the 
structural parameters Ni, ri, and V2i, can be determined in a least square approach where the 
difference between the experimental and the modeled knF(kj) function is minimized along all 
the sampled experimental points kj. The minimization routine can be done either in k-space, 
directly on the measured knF(kj) function, or in r-space, working on the Fourier-transformed 
functions. So, for each coordination shell, the coordination number, the atomic distance and 
the thermal factor can be extracted from an accurate EXAFS study. 
Since, oxychlorination is a red-ox reaction, thus the key factors influence the reaction: 
are the relative fraction of copper with different oxidation states, their local geometry and 
structures, of course by careful analysis and using reliable reference materials. Besides, 
addition of the dopant may influence on some of these factors.  So, valuable information (on 
both qualitative and quantitative grounds) on these microscopic factors can be obtained from 
the XAS experiments. Therefore, a great emphasize was given to the XAS spectroscopy in 
this thesis. Below, detailed experimental procedures and adopted methods were given. 
Operando XANES (Publication I & Publication IV): Time resolved X-ray absorption near 
edge spectroscopy (XANES) in operando conditions have been performed in transmission 
mode at the ID24 dispersive EXAFS beamline [80] of the ESRF facility by the Carlo 
Lamberti’s group. For each experiment, the dispersive set-up allows the collection of a large 
number of XANES spectra. The experiments have been performed by feeding a cell [80] 
containing a self-supported thin pellet of the catalyst with a diluted mixture of the three 
reagents (C2H4 : HCl :O2:N2 = 100 : 36.1 : 7.6 : 180), representative of the fixed bed process. 
In the course of the experiment, the temperature was increased from 373 to 623 K, was kept 
constant at 623 K for 10 min, and then decreased again to 373 K. In both ramps, a heating 
(cooling) speed of 12 K min-1 has been adopted, while each XANES spectrum has been 
obtained by integrating for 30 s. Both values resulted in a good compromise between 
signal/noise ratio of the spectra and temperature resolution of the experiment: one spectrum 
each 6 K. The gas output was analyzed by a Balzers Quadstar 422 quadrupole mass 
spectrometer. Details on the X-ray absorption cell allowing measurements in operando 
conditions to be made have been reported elsewhere [80]. 
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In situ X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (Publication II & IV): X-ray absorption 
measurements were carried out using synchrotron radiation of the EXAFS13 station at LURE 
(Orsay, France) by Carlo Lamberti’s group. Both Extended X-ray absorption fine structure 
(EXAFS) and X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) measurements were carried 
out in transmission mode using air filled ionization chambers for both incident and 
transmitted beams, the pressure inside the second ionization chamber was ad hoc optimized 
for each sample. The beam was monochromatized using a Si(111) or a Si(331) channel-cut 
monochromator for EXAFS and XANES spectra respectively. Four EXAFS spectra have 
been collected in the same experimental conditions with a sampling step of 2.0 eV/point and 
an integration time of 2 s/point. A single XANES spectrum was acquired for each sample, 
with a sampling step of 0.5 eV/point and an integration time of 2 s/point. EXAFS data 
analysis has been performed using the Artemis software [201]. Catalyst preparation for in situ 
X-ray absorption experiments has been performed by introducing a self-supported pellet of 
the sample with optimized thickness inside an ad hoc conceived cell [202]allowing activation 
in vacuum at the desired temperature (503 K) and successive interaction with C2H4, again at 
503 K, performed as described for IR spectroscopy of adsorbed CO. 
 
Operando X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (Preliminary report): Operando X-ray 
absorption measurements were carried out using synchrotron radiation of the BM01B station 
at ESRF facility (Grenoble, France).  Both Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) 
and X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) measurements were carried out in 
transmission mode, for Cu K (8979 eV), using air-filled ionization chambers for both incident 
and transmitted beams. The beam was monochromatized using a water –cooled 
monochromator equipped with a double-crystal (a flat Si(111) pair) for both EXAFS and 
XANES spectra.  
The same experimental set up has been used as explained in section 5.3.2, except by 
replacing the quartz reactor with an insitu-cell [80] equipped with provision to hold the self-
supported thin pellet of the catalyst and continuous feeding of the reaction mixture. In these 
present experiments, feed and effluent gas composition was analysed with an on-line 
Quadruple Mass Spectrometer (MS). The gas stream passed through a water bath and was 
further diluted with Ar before reaching the MS, in order to keep the HCl concentration below 
2 %. The experiments have been performed in the temperature range 293-563 K with variable 
feed mixture concentrations reagents (C2H4: HCl : O2: He = 1: 2: 0.6: 16.4 and 1: 0.38: 0.08: 
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11.04 molar ratio). Quick XANES spectra have been collected with a sampling step of 0.2 
eV/point over the 8900-9500 eV energy range in an overall integration time of 300 s per 
spectra. Once the catalyst reached the steady state under the same reaction mixture at constant 
temperature, four EXAFS spectra have been collected under the He gas purging with a 
sampling step of 0.2 eV/point over the  8700 – 10400 eV energy range in an integration time 
of 200 ms/point. XANES data analysis has been performed using the Athena software [201]. 
The detailed experimental procedure was explained in the preliminary report provided in the 
chapter 6.  
 
5.2.3 UV- Vis-NIR Spectroscopy 
UV-Vis-NIR spectra have been performed in diffuse reflectance mode on a Cary 5 
spectrophotometer equipped with a reflectance sphere, available at the University of Turin. 
The UV-Vis technique had been used due to its high sensitivity towards d-d transitions and 
charge transitions. It has been suggested that the oxychlorination catalyst contains more than 
one type of copper chloride phases. UV-Vis in diffuse reflectance mode can selectively 
identify Cu(II) ions in octahedral complexes, due to its characteristic d–d 2Eg Æ 2T2g 
transitions. Hence, UV-Vis technique can distinguish between these different types of copper 
species and their structural geometry, especially Cu(II) compounds vs paratacamite or other 
mixed compounds. Before UV-Vis-NIR experiments, samples were activated under a 
dynamic vacuum at 500 K for 2 h. 
 
5.2.4 CO – Chemisorption 
Static-volumetric CO adsorption measurements were acquired on a Micromeritics ASAP 
2010C device equipped with a turbo molecular pump. Experiments were performed by 
Andrea Marsella’s group at European Vinyls Corporation, Inovyl technology centre, Porto 
Marghera (Italy). CO was chosen as the best probe molecule to calculate the number of sites, 
their dispersion and surface area of the dispersed species. Because, CO adsorb strongly with 
only Cu+ sites, characterized by an adsorption enthalpy in the 120 kJ mol-1 < ∆Hads < 80 kJ 
mol-1 range [184]. This fact justify the use of CO as a probe molecule to detect the number of 
surface Cu(I) sites by usual static volumetric adsorption measurements. Since, the fresh 
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catalysts will contain mostly Cu(II)Cl2 sites, all the catalysts were reduced to Cu(I)Cl sites by 
interaction with ethylene. Thus, CO can act as the excellent probe molecule for the objective 
of this work. All the treatments, including adsorption were performed with sufficient time to 
reach equilibrium. The pre-treatment consisted in an evacuation at 308 K for 5 min, an 
evacuation at 503K for 0.5 h, five cycles of reduction with ethylene at 200 Torr at 503K for 
15 min followed by evacuation at the same temperature for 15 min and, at last, an evacuation 
at 308 K for 30 min. The adsorption measurements were made with CO at 308 K. They 
consisted of the determination of the isotherms in the 10-4–600 Torr range (about 20 min per 
point). The volume of adsorbed CO correspondent to the full coverage has been evaluated by 
linearizing the adsorption isotherm with the Langmuir equation in the 100–600 Torr range. 
The knowledge of Vm allows to calculate the number of Cu(I) ions exposed to the surface 
(Cu(I)s). Further, the dispersion (D) and the surface area of dispersed CuCl (SCuCl) are 
estimated by using Eqs (30):  
D= Cu(I)s / Cu(I)total  and   SCuCl = Cu(I)s *aCuCl,                              (30) 
where aCuCl (11.64 Å2 as estimated from the density (ρCuCl) of CuCl) is the average area per 
Cu(I) at the surface of CuCl [78].   
 
5.3 Catalytic tests and Experimental set-up 
From the reactor catalytic testing and gas chromatograph (GC) and gas chromatograph 
coupled with mass spectrometer (GC-MS) analysis of the effluent stream, detailed 
information about the average properties of the catalysts can be gained. The gas 
chromatograph utilizes a capillary column to separate the molecules. The difference in the 
vapour pressures between different molecules in a mixture will separate the molecules as the 
sample travels the length of the column. The molecules are retained by the column and then 
elute from the column at different times (called the retention time), which further can be 
identified by a detector at the downstream of GC. However, these separation and retention 
times were depend on the column dimensions and choice of the column i.e. property of the 
column phase. The ethylene conversion and the selectivities towards the main product and 
other by-products that are formed on the catalysts surface can be quantified from GC-data. 
Relevant changes in the selectivities, product distribution and the conversion levels on various 
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catalysts (doped and undoped), can also give a valuable information on the mechanistic 
details of the reaction and the each dopant’s influence.  
However, drawbacks of the method are that the GC analyses are not taken in 
continuously, but in certain intervals.  In addition, information of the conversion of HCl was 
not obtained, owing to its corrosive nature to the electronic equipments and to the sensors. 
Owing to the wide range of product distribution and some of them having very close 
proximity in their nearer boiling points i.e. have the same retention times in GC column, 
hence GC alone cannot differentiate between them. However, GC coupled with MS allows the 
mass spectrometer downstream to capture, ionize, accelerate, deflect, and detect the ionized 
molecules separately. The mass spectrometer does this by breaking each molecule 
into ionized fragments and detecting these fragments using their mass to charge ratio. Though 
some of the products have similar pattern of ionized fragments in mass spectrum, however, 
combining these two processes reduces the possibility of the error.  
5.3.1 Pulse reactor tests 
Activity tests of the oxychlorination reaction have been made by using a conventional 
pulse reactor with the following procedure. The activity of the catalyst in conversion of C2H4 
to C2H4Cl2 has been determined by a gas chromatograph (Carlo Erba Fractovap 4200). The 
outlet of the reactor is directly fed to a gas chromatograph equipped with a column, packed 
with 1% SP-1000-carbopack 60/80; the column is maintained at 423 K. A flame-ionization 
detector (T = 493 K) and an integrator (Shimadzu C-R3A Chromatopac) is used to determine 
the concentration of unconverted ethylene and of produced 1,2-DCE.  Two methods adopted 
in the this reaction tests procedure according to the objective. One is “Non- Depletive mode” 
and other one is “Depletive mode”.  
Non-Depletive mode (Publication II) consists in alternating a pulse of air (0.25 cm3), 
with one of HCl (0.20 cm3) and one of ethylene (0.10 cm3) (corresponding to the 
stoichiometric ratio for ethylene oxychlorination to dichloroethane), and repeating the 
sequence until a constant ethylene conversion is asymptotically obtained, which corresponds 
to a pseudo steady-state situation. At these conditions, the catalyst can be considered as 
representative of the steady state reached under flow conditions, with the exception of a lower 
surface coverage by adsorbed reactants. Once the steady state conditions have been reached, 
the experiment continues under depletive mode dosing ethylene pulses until the consumption 
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of half of the total chlorine available on the sample, as predicted by eqn (15) is reached. In 
order to better evidence variations of catalytic performance with pulse number, a high catalyst 
volume/gas volume was used: 0.30 g catalyst, was pre-activated at 493K under carrier gas 
flow (N2) 30 cm3 min-1. 
In Depletive mode (Publication I), in order to ensure a complete and stable re-
chlorination of the catalyst, the sample was then treated with alternate pulses of air (0.75 cm3) 
and HCl (0.60 cm3) for five times; a series of C2H4 pulses (0.30 cm3) was then sent to the 
sample. In this tests, the reactor loaded with 0.15 g of sample employed, was pre-activated at 
500 K in nitrogen stream (30 cm3 min-1), corresponding to a contact time of 1 s. 
5.3.2 Fixed bed reactor tests 
Experimental Set-up:  
 
 A second focus of this PhD work has been to study the effect of dopants on the 
kinetics and mechanisms of the oxychlorination reaction. The experimental set-up in the 
presented publications and in the unpublished work were quite different, especially in the case 
of pulse reactor experiments (Publication I and II), and slightly different in case of publication 
IV and unpublished work which were performed by using a fixed bed reactor. In this section, 
the experimental  set-up and the description for catalytic tests performed on a fixed bed 
reactor was provided. After several modifications, respective to the object of the work, the 
final form of the experimental set –up was presented here.   
The schematic representation of detailed experimental set-up is shown in Figure 21. 
The reactor was made up of quartz with an inner diameter of 10 mm. The reaction 
temperature was measured by a thermocouple (K-type)  placed in a quartz thermocouple well 
with outer diameter 3 mm, which was centred axially in the reactor and temperature of the 
oven was controlled by a temperature controller (Eurotherm 3100). All feed lines were made 
of Teflon. The reactor was loaded with a mixture of the catalyst (250-450 μm) and graphite 
granules (250-450 μm). Dilutant (graphite) was added in order to keep control the temperature 
of the catalyst bed within the error of ±1 °C. The effluent stream (after the reactor) was 
further divided in two streams. One stream diluted with helium, in order to avoid the 
corrosion and condensation problems in the downstream analytical equipments. Other stream 
was let pass through the separation units, where first diluted the effluent stream with water in 
the water bath and then pass though caustic bath to absorb all chlorinated and COx 
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compounds, before escape to ventilation system. The chlorinated products in the helium 
diluted effluent stream were analyzed using on-line GC-MS (Agilent HP 6950) and online 
MS. 
 
 
 
Figure 21: Schematic diagram of experimental-set up for 1,2-dichloroethane conversion tests. 
  
Catalytic Tests (Publication III and Unpublished work): Catalytic testing was performed 
in a fixed bed quartz reactor with inner diameter of 10 mm in the temperature range 503 to 
623 K. In order to avoid temperature run-off, the ethylene conversion was kept low, not 
exceeding 40% at 623 K. The catalyst (200 mg, 250–450 μm) was diluted with graphite (400 
mg, 250–450 μm). The feed gas composition was C2H4:HCl:O2:He = 1:1.10:0.38:14.4 M ratio 
with total feed rate of 45 N ml/min. The effluent gas was analyzed by offline GC–MS 
(Agilent HP 5973 equipped with Gaspro column). GC–MS analysis was made after 60 min of 
isotherm at each temperature under reaction mixture. Reaction selectivity toward chlorinated 
by-products was estimated by dividing the sum of by-product areas by the EDC (ethylene 
dichloride) area at each temperature. 
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Catalytic Tests (Unpublished work): 
The catalytic activity in conversion of ethylene dichloride (EDC) was measured in a 
fixed-bed reactor in the temperature range 503-543 K at WHSV of 1.5 g of EDC *g.cat-1 * h-1. 
The reactor was loaded with 0.4g of catalyst and 0.2 g of graphite granules (170-450 μm). 
The catalyst were pre activated at 503 K for 1h under argon (Ar) gas flow, before exposing to 
reactant mixtures. In mean time, Ar gas flow was let pass through EDC saturator bath, and 
kept by-pass to ventilation, to ensure a stable EDC/Ar mole ratio in the feed stream (EDC + 
Ar) to the reactor. The reaction of EDC was studied in the kinetic regime with low 
conversions ranging from 0-5%. The effluent stream was analyzed with an on-line Quadruple 
mass spectrometer (MS) and with a GC-MS (Agilent HP 6950). The responses of reactants 
and products were directly measured by MS with a selected ion mode. However, MS alone 
cannot able to differentiate between certain products (e.g. EDC vs vinyl chloride). Hence, the 
chlorinated products in effluent stream were analyzed using on-line GC-MS equipped with 
DB-1 column and a quadrupole mass spectrometer. HCl and Cl2 were not analyzed.  
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Publication I: “Quantification of copper phases, their reducibility and dispersion in 
doped-CuCl2/Al2O3 catalysts for ethylene oxychlorination” 
 
Scope of the study 
The present contribution aimed to study and understand the role of the dopants have at 
molecular level on: (i) the nature, (ii) the relative fraction, (iii) the reducibility and (iv) the 
dispersion of the CuCl2 active phase, addressing the first two points and partially the last point 
listed in the objectives of the present work.  
Materials studied and methods used 
In the present work Cu5.0, K3.1Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0, Cs10.4Cu5.0, Li0.5Cu5.0, 
La10.9Cu5.0, and Ce11.0Cu5.0 catalytic systems were studied. The multi-technique approach 
as explained in section 4.7 was used to study these catalytic systems. Combined in situ 
XANES/EXAFS, FTIR, CO chemisorption techniques were used to characterize the catalytic 
systems. Along with these techniques, catalytic tests performed using a pulse reactor in 
depletive mode.  
Main findings and conclusions 
  The k3-weighted, phase uncorrected FT (Fourier Transform) of the different catalysts 
activated in vacuum at 503 K are reported in Figure 22a. The two model compounds i.e. 
Cu1.4 and anhydrous CuCl2 samples were used. These model compounds exhibit a markedly 
different first coordination shell: the Cu-aluminate phase (sample Cu1.4, dashed gray curve) 
exhibits a first Cu-O shell contribution at 1.5 Å while the CuCl2 shows a much more intense 
Cu-Cl signal at 1.87 Å (both phase uncorrected values). It has been proved [56, 126] that two 
different copper species are present on the activated Cu5.0 catalyst (dried at 500 K in N2 
flux): a surface aluminate where the copper ions are hosted in the octahedral vacancies of γ-
Al2O3, and a highly dispersed copper chloride on the surface. While studying parent and 
doped CuCl2 catalysts, it was observed from Figure 22a, that Cu-Cl peak intensity increased, 
and that intensity rise is linked to the dopant added. EXAFS and XANES results presented in 
this work confirmed that all the dopant ions compete with Cu2+ ions in occupying the vacancy 
sites of γ-Al2O3 support. La and Mg metals were very efficient in doing that so, preferentially 
occupy octahedral vacancies, thereby allowing all the available copper to form surface copper 
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chloride species of 100% by fraction. While the alkali metal cations are able to react with both 
cationic vacancies, thus being less competitive for the occupation of octahedral ones. 
By using a linear combination method and accurate analysis of XANES spectra, we 
were successfully able to quantify the fraction of Cu-aluminate and copper chloride species 
presented on the doped catalysts, The CuCl2 fraction is shown in Table 4, 5th column. A 
successful investigation of the doped catalysts using an in-situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy 
enables us to highlight that all dopants contributed more or less efficiently in increasing the 
fraction of the active copper species on the surface.  The following trend in the ability of the 
dopant cation to compete with Cu2+ in the aluminate phase formation has been found: Cs+ d 
K+ << Li+ ! Mg2+ << La3+.  
EXAFS directly (Figure 23a), and IR indirectly, proved that the addition of KCl or 
CsCl (and less efficiently of LiCl) results in the formation of mixed CuKxCl2+x or CuCsxCl2+x 
phases. To the best of our knowledge, the signal observed for the Cs10.4Cu5.0 catalyst (cyan 
curve)in Figure 23a is the first direct structural evidence of the presence of Cs+ cations in the 
second coordination shell of copper, thus proving the formation of a mixed CuCsxCl2+x salt. 
The cases of Li0.5Cu5.0, and K3.1Cu5.0 are less straightforward to be assigned because of 
the significantly smaller scattering power of Li (Z=3) and K (Z=19) with respect to Cs 
(Z=55), the presence of mixed CuLixCl2+x and CuKxCl2+x salts can only be hypothesized but 
not proven at this point.  
 
Figure 22: Part (a) EXAFS spectra , k3-weighted, phase uncorrected |FT| of the different catalysts activated in 
vacuum at 503 K;  Part (b) Normalized XANES spectra of the whole set of catalysts after interaction with C2H4 
at 503 K.  
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   The effect of the additives on the reactivity of the catalysts towards ethylene at 503 
K, was examined by an in situ EXAFS/XANES spectroscopy under static conditions and by 
catalytic activity measured in a depletive mode by a pulse reactor. The results obtained by in 
situ EXAFS/XANES experiments (Figure 22b), showed that K3.1Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0 
catalysts, show a negligible reduction fraction at 500 K, suggesting that these two dopants K+ 
and Cs+ dopants influence the reduction step (Eq.15). The fact that the thermodynamic 
properties of the active phase have been changed is proven by the fact that when ethylene is 
dosed on K3.1Cu5.0 catalyst at 650 K, the catalyst exhibits a significant reduction.  
To understand the dispersion of the active phase with different additives presence, 
measured by CO chemisorptions (Table 4): it has been found that addition of LiCl increases 
enormously the dispersion of the active phase, LaCl3 significantly and MgCl2 barely, while 
addition of both KCl and CsCl results in a decrease of the surface area of the active phase.  
Being the pulse reactor experiments (Figure 23b) performed in a depletive mode that 
the C2H4 can be converted to C2H4Cl2 only at the expense of the Cl coming from the reduction 
of CuCl2 to CuCl, so the determination of C2H4 conversion allow the direct determination of 
Cu available for reduction. For the same reason the conversion per pulse is higher at the 
beginning and decreases progressively as the source of Cl is consumed. These results gave 
more detailed picture of dopants effect on catalysts, reactivity towards ethylene resulted in the 
following order:  
La10.9Cu5.0 > Mg1.9Cu5.0 > Li0.9Cu5.0 > Cu5.0 > K3.1Cu5.0 ≈ Cs10.4Cu5.0.  
Summarizing the use of a multidisciplinary approach has been the unavoidable to 
understand the complex role that the different additives have on the active phase of the CuCl2/ 
γ -Al2O3 catalysts for ethylene oxychlorination.  
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Figure 23: Part (a) reports moduli of the FT in the first and second shell region; Part (b) Fraction of reduced 
Cu(II) vs. the number of ethylene pulses dosed on all catalysts as obtained from the measured ethylene 
conversion to 1,2-dichloroethane by depletive mode catalytic tests. 
 
 
Table 4: Raw results of static-volumetric measurements of CO adsorption (columns 2–4): Volume of adsorbed 
CO (Vm), ratio between adsorbed CO molecules and total number of Cu atoms (D’), and estimation of the surface 
area of CuCl (S’CuCl). Average fraction of the active CuCl2 phase, in % from XANES and EXAFS analyses 
(<xcl> Column 5). Dispersion corrected by <xcl> and referred to the active CuCl2 phase (D, Column 6). Raw and 
renormalized data from the catalytic experiments in pulse reactor (Fig. 1): % of the total Cu reduced after 20 
ethylene pluses (R’, Column 7);% of Cu reduced in the active phase (R = R’/<xcl> , Column 8); % of reduction 
of the first monolayer of the active phase (R/D Column 9). 
Technique CO chemisorption raw data  EXAFS/XANES    Activity in pulse reactor 
Sample Vm  
(cm3g-1) 
D’ SCuCl  
(m2g-1) 
 100 <xcl>  D = 
D’/<xcl> 
 R’ R= 
R’/<xcl> 
R/D 
Cu5.0 8.3 0.45 25.1  66  0.68  28 42 62 
K3.1Cu5.0 8.4 0.46 25.4  78  0.59  15 24 41 
Cs10.4Cu5.0 8.3 0.45 25.1  82  0.55  5 7 12 
Li0.5Cu5.0 14.2 0.78 43.0  82  0.94  37 54 58 
Mg1.9Cu5.0 12.6 0.69 38.1  94  0.74  50 56 76 
La10.9Cu5.0 14.4 0.79 43.6  98  0.80  79 82 102 
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Publication II: “Influence of additives in defining the active phase of the ethylene 
oxychlorination catalyst” 
 
Scope of the study 
Present work focused on the influence of promoters on the active sites presented on 
CuCl2/ γ -Al2O3 catalyst system, improved our knowledge of the role that dopants addition 
has on the chemistry and red-ox behaviour of the active phase. The effect that these chemical 
modifications have on the increase or decrease of catalytic activity at pseudo steady state 
observed as a consequence of catalyst doping, addressing the (iv) and (v) points of the 
objective list. The results from this publication gave comprehended evidence on the 
characteristic influence of each dopant on the catalyst, first of its kind. 
Materials studied and method used 
In this work, we studied undoped and doped CuCl2/γ -Al2O3 catalysts with varied 
loadings: Cu5.0, K3.6Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0, Cs10.4Cu5.0, Li0.5Cu5.0, La10.9Cu5.0, and 
Ce11.0Cu5.0 catalyst systems by using complimentary characterization techniques such as 
operando XANES, FTIR and UV- Vis spectroscopy. And the catalytic activity at pseudo 
steady state was measured on K1.55Cu5.0, Mg0.95Cu5.0, Li0.26Cu5.0 and Cs5.21Cu5.0 
samples by testing them in pulse reactor. 
Main findings and conclusions 
 Among the most used additives for both fluid and fixed beds technologies (LiCl, KCl, 
CsCl, MgCl2, LaCl3, CeCl4), most highlighted result is that we have been able to show that 
KCl, and CsCl, are able to displace the rate determining step from the CuCl oxidation 
(undoped catalyst) to the CuCl2 reduction (Figure 24B&D). For all remaining additives the 
rate determining step remains the CuCl oxidation, as for the undoped catalyst [80]. In the 
presence of reagent flux, the stable form of the active phase observed on Cu5.0 catalyst is 
CuCl (Figure 24A), while for K3.1Cu5.0, it was mixture of CuCl2 and CuCl phases (Figure 
24C). These results have been obtained coupling the catalyst activity monitored with a pulse 
reactor working in both non-depletive and depletive modes with time resolved XANES 
spectroscopy performed under in operando conditions. Present operando XANES results 
showed that for La10.9Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0 and Ce11.0Cu5.0 samples the Cu(II) reduction 
and O2 conversion started at the same temperature (≈ 480 K) as observed for Cu5.0 sample 
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and was able to reduce CuII species completely at the end of ramp up temperature. While for 
K3.1Cu5.0, Li0.9Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0 samples, the reduction and oxidation started at 
much higher temperatures, and at the end of ramp up, partial reduction has been observed 
(Table 5). Summarizing the XANES results, Cu5.0, La10.9Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0 and 
Li0.9Cu5.0 samples behaves similarly to what is observed for highly dispersed CuCl 
nanoparticles, where surface Cu+ sites are separated just by one Cl- anion. While a much 
larger distance must be inferred for copper species hosted on K3.1Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0 
samples because Cu+ sites are separated also by dopant cations and by unreduced Cu2+ 
cations. Formation of  CuKxCl2+x and CuCsxCl2+x mixed phases [21, 75] has been proved by 
monitoring the Cu(II) d–d transitions with UV-Vis spectrometer and the CO stretching 
frequency of carbon monoxide adsorbed on reduced catalyst by in situ IR spectroscopy 
(Figure 25 b & c). These results were in good agreement with the observations and giving 
further the support to the hypothesis made in earlier contribution i.e. formation of mixed 
phase. 
 
 
Figure 24: Part (A&C): XANES spectra and its derivative of Cu5.0 and K3.1Cu5.0 catalysts during the heating 
part of the experiment: from 373 (red curve) up to 623 K (blue curve) by 12 K min-1. Part (B&D) : Summary of 
the XANES experiments of Cu5.0 and K3.1Cu5.0 catalysts in operando conditions. O2 conversion (scattered 
dots right axis: z) and Cu(II) fraction (left axis: y). 
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Table 5: Summary of the main results obtained from the analysis of the operando XANES spectra. For the ramp 
up experiments we report the starting (at 373 K) and the final (at 623 K) fraction of Cu(II) and the temperature 
when a valuable fraction of Cu(I) and a valuable amount of O2 consumption have been detected. For the ramp 
down experiments we just report the starting (at 623 K) and the final (at 373 K) fraction of Cu(II).  
Catalyst ramp up  ramp down 
 Cu(II) [%] T start [K]  Cu(II) [%] 
 initial final Cu(II) 
reduction 
O2 
conversion 
 initial final 
Cu5.0 100 0 480 480  0 0-20 
Li0.5Cu5.0 95 25 550 500  0 0-10 
K3.1Cu5.0 100 35 520 480  30 70 
Cs10.4Cu5.0 90 45 580 560  35 100 
Mg1.9Cu5.0 95 0 490 480  0 10 
La10.9Cu5.0 100 0-10 510 520  0-10 0-10 
Ce11.0Cu5.0 100 0-10 475 470  0-10 0-10 
Cu/α-Al2O3 100 50 505 525  30 30 
 
Pulse tests (Figure 25a) demonstrate that the average oxidation state of Cu at the 
pseudo steady state is affected by the presence of the promoters. Finally, of high relevance is 
the observation that the fully oxidized catalyst is inactive. This unexpected evidence highlight 
the role of coordinative unsaturated Cu(I) species in adsorbing ethylene on the catalyst surface 
indicating that copper, in the working catalyst, exhibits a (I)/(II) mixed valence state. This 
implies that, for all samples, the active phase is a valence mixed CuCl2/CuCl phase, in 
agreement with XANES measurements in operando conditions.  
 
Figure 25: Part(a) Percentage of ethylene conversion per pulse in non-depletive  mode at the temperature of 493 
K. Pulse number  refer to the subsequent dosage of three different pulses of air, HCl and ethylene. Part (b) UV-
Vis DRS spectra, in the d–d transitions region for the different catalysts. Part (c) Evolution of the C–O stretching 
frequency, QCO, as a function of the CO equilibrium pressure (logarithmic scale) in IR experiments of CO dosed 
at 300 K on the different catalysts. 
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The experimental evidence reported in this work highlight the important role of 
dopants in red-ox catalysis. Selected alkali dopants, specifically Cs and K, have a profound 
effect on red-ox properties of the catalyst and hence on catalytic performance. This implies a 
long-range effect, which corresponds to a modification of the electronic properties of the 
active phase, rather than a localized interaction between the active site and the dopant atom. 
These results along with spectroscopy results (both from the above contributions publication I 
and II), highlighted that there were two families of catalysts among the investigated samples. 
Family I catalysts: being Cu5.0, La10.9Cu5.0 and Mg1.9Cu5.0, while, Family II catalysts: 
being K3.1Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0 and Li0.9Cu5.0 being in the middle. 
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Publication III: “Doped-CuCl2/Al2O3 catalysts for ethylene oxychlorination: Influence of 
additives on the nature of active phase and reducibility” 
 
Scope of the study 
The present contribution is complementary from the above two contributions, where we 
understood the role that dopants have in nature, relative fraction, reducibility and dispersion 
of Cu-phases on CuCl2/J-Al2O3 catalysts for ethylene oxychlorination reaction. In the present 
contribution, we summarized some important conclusions by comparing the evidences 
obtained from the spectroscopy results and catalytic tests.  
Main Conclusions 
From XANES results (Figure 22b) presented in publication I, using the edge shift as 
rough approximation of the fraction of reduced Cu(II), Mg1.9Cu5.0 and La10.9Cu5.0 
catalysts exhibit a reduction of 55% and 50%, Cu5.0 of 35% and Li0.5Cu5.0 25% , while K 
and Cs-doped catalysts showed no reduction. These results were become supportive to the 
results obtained by depletive mode pulse reactor test. The integration of the area below the 
experimental curves (see inset) provides a direct estimate of the fraction of Cu(II) sites 
available for the reduction by ethylene at the pseudo-steady-state condition reached in the 
previous part of the experiment. In good agreement with the XANES results, catalysts having 
the lowest amount of Cu(II) were Cu5.0 and Mg0.95Cu5.0, those having the greater amount 
of Cu(II) were Li0.26Cu5.0, K1.55Cu5.0 and Cs5.21Cu5.0.  
Operando XANES (Publication II) results showed that K and Cs-doped catalysts 
displace the rate-determining step under the oxychlorination reaction mixture, while 
remaining catalyst followed the same as of that for undoped Cu5.0 catalyst i.e “oxidation of 
CuCl”. Non-depletive pulse tests support XANES experiments, both experiments underline 
that the composition of the active phase changes upon exposure to reactants.  
The results from the both these contributions indicates that we are dealing with two 
different families of catalysts. Family I: refers to Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0, Ce11.0Cu5.0 and 
La10.9Cu5.0 catalysts, under the adopted conditions. Family II: refers to K3.1Cu5.0 and 
Cs10.4Cu5.0, while Li0.5Cu5.0 being the intermediate. The qualitative results of this in situ, 
static, XANES experiment fully mirrors the quantitative results obtained in the operando 
XANES experiments. 
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Publication IV: “The role of additives determining density and strength of Lewis and 
Brønsted acidic sites on the J-Al2O3 support used in oxychlorination catalysis: a FTIR 
study” 
 
Scope of the study 
In the present work, we have investigated individual contributions and elucidated the 
effect of alkali, alkaline earth, lanthanide metal and chlorine, respectively, the dopants and 
chlorine have on the nature, population and strength of the surface Lewis (>Al3+) and 
Brønsted (>Al-OH) sites of the J-Al2O3 support and also CuCl2/J-Al2O3 catalyst over a wider 
temperature range (393-623K). Further, to correlate the modified surface properties of the 
doped catalysts to their selectivity in oxychlorination of ethylene reaction, catalytic tests were 
performed. The observed results gave a molecular level understanding on the influence of 
these dopants on the catalysts properties, there by addressing the point (iii) and partially point 
(v) in the objective’s list.  
Materials studied and methods used 
 To understand both the effect of Cl- anions and dopant cations a set of dopant free, 
HCl-impregnated and of Cu-free dopant-impregnated supports have been prepared and 
investigated. In the series of supports: bare-Al2O3, Li0.5, K3.1, Cs10.4, Mg1.9, Ca3.2, 
La10.9, Cl1.4A and Cl2.8A samples; and in the series of catalysts: Cu5.0, Li0.9Cu5.0, 
La10.9Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0, K3.1Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0 samples were studied. The best 
credible way to get the information on the nature of the surface sites is by applying FTIR 
spectroscopy of CO adsorbed at liquid nitrogen temperature. In addition, the selectivity tests 
were performed in the fixed-bed reactor in the temperature range 503-623 K. The products in 
the effluent stream were analysed by an off-line GC-MS and their corresponding selectivities 
were measured.  
Main findings and conclusions 
   Table 6 summarizes those results from FTIR with CO as probe molecule on the 
chlorinated samples (Cl1.4 and Cl2.8) and on all doped catalysts, reporting the Q(CO) 
frequencies of CO adsorbed on both the sites at the low and maximum coverage on the 
surface. The impregnation of alumina with HCl reduces the amount and acidic strength of the 
Lewis sites, saturating the coordinative vacancies of >Al sites with the formation of >Al-Cl 
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species. Chlorination of the surface results in an increase of the acidity of the Brønsted sites, 
moving the Q(C-O) in Al-OH···CO adducts from 2154 to 2158-2159 cm-1. Upon increasing the 
loading, these phenomena are prevailed more. However, by increasing the temperature, the 
effect of HCl addition on the Lewis sites strength and population is almost negligible, owing 
to the fact that chlorine leaves the surface of J-Al2O3 at that temperature. However that the 
influence on the increased acidity of the Brønsted sites still holds. 
 For the copper-free samples, all dopants significantly reduce the fraction of available 
>Al3+ Lewis sites, mainly due to the formation of surface >Al-Cl species, resulting in a similar 
effect as that obtained with HCl. In Li0.5, Mg1.9, Ca3.2 and La10.9 case the absence is 
replaced by a new acidity of Lewis nature due to the appearance of Dn+ surface sites. No 
Lewis sites are available to CO after impregnation with CsCl, and very few and weak remain 
after KCl impregnation. With respect to chlorinated alumina, the Brønsted acidity is 
completely (almost completely) quenched by CsCl (KCl) impregnated, almost changed by 
LiCl and CaCl2 doping, and enhanced by MgCl2 and LaCl2 impregnation. 
 Coming to the doped catalysts (Figure 26), comparing doped supports and doped 
catalysts, the higher overall amount of chlorine deposited on the catalysts implies an increase 
of the Brønsted acidity in both Q(CO) and adduct stability. When comparison is made with the 
bare support, the increase of the strength of the Brønsted sites is remarkable in all cases 
except the CsCl doped one. Moreover, the surface Lewis acidity is totally suppressed for CsCl 
and KCl doped-catalysts, being strongly suppressed in the remaining cases. 
This work has high importance for the ethylene oxychlorination catalysis, as surface 
acidic sites of alumina have been reported as the main origin of undesired side products [145]. 
Besides this specific goal, our study has a much broader goal, as it deals with one of the 
fundamental open questions in heterogeneous catalysis: determining the actual role that the 
support has in the structure and reactivity of the supported active phase. The huge number of 
experimental results reported in this work results in an empirical correlation (Figure 27a) 
between the strength of the Brønsted acid sites of the support and the Q(CO) of CO adsorbed 
on the reduced fraction of the active copper chloride phase.  
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Figure 26: IR spectra of CO adsorbed at liquid nitrogen temperature on: Li0.5Cu5.0, K3.6Cu5.0, Cs10.4Cu5.0, 
Mg1.9Cu5.0, Ca1.9Cu5.0 and La10.9Cu5.0, catalysts. In all cases, before CO dosage samples where activated in 
dynamic vacuum at 503 K for 1 h.  
 
Table 6: Summary of the CO stretching frequencies observed on the doped catalysts at low (T o 0) and high (T 
o Tmax) coverages for adducts formed on both Lewis (>Al3+) and Brønsted (>Al-OH) sites. For comparison, also 
the data of the bare (Al2O3) and chlorinated (Cl1.4 and Cl2.8) supports and of the undoped catalyst (Cu5.0) are 
reported. All samples were activated at 503 K.  
Sample Q(CO) for adducts formed on 
Lewis sites 
 Q(CO) for adducts formed on 
Brønsted sites 
 Q(CO) for adducts formed on 
Cu+ sites 
 T o 0 (cm-1) T o Tmax (cm-1)  T o 0 (cm-1) T o Tmax (cm-1)  T o 0 (cm-1) T o Tmax (cm-1) 
Li0.5Cu5.0 2190  a 2180   2164 2159  2139 2128 
K3.6Cu5.0 notobserved not observed  2159 2157  2132 2122 
Cs10.4Cu5.0 notobserved not observed  2153 2152  2119 2115 
Mg1.9Cu5.0 a 2190  a 2185   2165 2160  2134 2125 
Ca3.2Cu5.0 a 2200  a 2190   2166 2160  2138 2131 
La10.9Cu5.0 a 2200 a 2190  2170 2163  2139 2131 
Al2O3 2195 a 2185   2155 2154    
Cl1.4 2196 a 2180  2159 2155    
Cl2.8 2202 a 2185  2163 2158    
Cu5.0 2187 a 2180  2160 2158  2137 2127 
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Figure 27: Part (a): Empirical correlation between the Q(CO) of Cu+···CO adducts and that of >Al-OH···CO 
adducts formed on Cu5.0 and on doped catalysts at low (full symbols) and high (open symbols) coverage ƟCO; 
Part (b): Selectivity toward chlorinated by-products over the target product 1,2-dichloroethane (EDC) for all the 
catalysts over the temperature range 503-623 K. 
 
The results (Figure 27b) indicated that the selectivity towards chlorinated by-products 
correlates directly with the density of Lewis acid sites and strength of Brønsted acid sites (as 
reported in Figure 26), in the following order: 
         Cu5.0 > La10.9Cu5.0 > Li0.9Cu5.0 > Mg1.9Cu5.0 > K3.1Cu5.0 ≈ Cs10.4Cu5.0 
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Unpublished Work: “Influence of dopants in controlling the by-products formation in 
ethylene oxychlorination reaction: site selective mechanistic details” 
 
Scope of the study 
 In the present work, attempts were made to tune the base catalysts by co-doping, based 
on the understating from our previous publications. In addition, further, to elucidate the 
influence of the selective dopants and co-dopants in controlling the formation of by-products 
during ethylene oxychlorination reaction at 503 K. For this purpose, conversion of 1,2-
dichloroethane (EDC) was studied on both the supports and also on the catalysts. The possible 
active sites on the oxychlorination catalyst system are: Brønsted acid sites (>Al-OH), Lewis 
sites (> Al3+) of the carrier and CuCl2, Cu2OCl2, CuCl on the catalysts surface along with 
dopant metals. Our initial efforts were focused towards identifying the active sites responsible 
for different reactions involved in further chlorination of EDC and to understand the existing 
complexity in the reaction mechanism involved on copper chloride supported catalysts. 
Efforts were made on deducing the mechanisms in the by-product formation from the 
experimental observations. Finally, an efficient catalyst was proposed for ethylene 
oxychlorination reaction. 
Materials studied and methods used 
 New catalysts were prepared by co-doping with KCl, CeO2 and LaCl3 and prepared 
Ce5.5La5.45Cu5.0 and K1.55La5.45Cu5.0 by incipient wetness impregnation method, and 
for activity and selectivity tests, we screened other catalytic systems (Cu5.0, K3.1Cu5.0, 
Li0.9Cu5.0, Cs10.4Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0 and La10.9Cu5.0) along with the new catalysts. 
Catalytic tests were performed in the fixed bed reactor under steady state conditions, in the 
temperature at 503-573K. 
For EDC reactivity and selectivity studies, the most studied dopants KCl and 
LaCl3were chosen. In the present work, bare Al2O3, K3.1A, La10.9A, K1.55La5.45A supports 
and Cu5.0, K3.1Cu5.0, La10.9Cu5.0 and K1.55La5.45Cu5.0 the catalytic systems were 
studied. The catalytic tests were performed in a fixed-bed reactor at temperature 503 K. The 
reactants and products were analysed by an on-line mass spectrometer (MS) and by an on-line 
GC-MS. The selectivities of the products were calculated from the GC-MS analysis. 
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Main findings and Conclusions 
 Figure 29 shows the activity and selectivity of various catalysts at 573K. From part (a) 
and part (b), it can be seen that K1.55La5.45Cu5.0 catalyst showed the maximum activity for 
ethylene and oxygen and maximum selectivity to EDC at steady state conditions. Other 
catalyst CeO2 doped catalyst also showed the significant conversion and selectivity increase 
compared to the single doped catalysts. From this observation, it showed that co-doping with 
K and La chlorides i.e. K1.55La5.45Cu5.0 catalyst increased the efficiency of the catalyst, 
when compared with single doped catalysts. 
Figure 29 shows the conversion of EDC and selectivities of the chlorinated products 
over the bare and doped alumina supports. The results on the non-chlorinated supports, 
highlighted that the formation of vinyl chloride (VCM), 1,1-dichloroethane (1,1-EDC) and 
ethyl chloride (EC) occurred on the support, most precisely on the active acid sites of the 
carrier. The freshly activated samples at 503 K showed a remarkable conversion of EDC to 
VCM in larger abundance, followed by other ethyl chloride and 1,1-EDC. From the 
experimental results, it has been suggested that dehydrochlorination of 1,2-EDC to VCM is 
the primary reaction on the support surface. The mechanisms for these reactions were 
proposed based on the experimental results and depicted in Figure 31(a) and (b).  It has been 
proposed that, the dehydrochlorination reaction occurred on a closely spaced Lewis acid-base 
pair (Figure 31a), while hydro-chlorination to ethyl chloride is occurred on closely spaced 
Brønsted acid- Lewis acid pair (Figure 31b). Besides, HCl- addition reaction seems to 
proceeds on the [Al-Cl +Al-OH] pair (Figure 31b), which are formed from 
dehydrochlorination. Alumina support is also active for polymerization of the chlorinated 
compounds, and forming toluene in a non-negligible fraction, which might be by the strong 
Brønsted acid sites of the surface. 
 Upon adding dopants K and La-chlorides, vinyl chloride formation was enhanced in 
case of La-doped support, while K dopant decreased the dehydrochlorination activity. It has 
been suggested [150, 151] that K+ and La3+ ions selectively adsorb on tetrahedral and 
octahedral Lewis sites of alumina respectively. That means, in spite of the blockage of these 
Lewis sites, dehydrochlorination was still active. However, these experimental results were in 
agreement with the fact that La3+ may itself a Lewis acid site and can active for this reaction, 
if it is closely spaced to basic site [= Al-O-]. However, co-doping with these cations on 
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alumina surface, seemed to be very efficient in killing the all active sites not only for 
dehydrochlorination reaction, but also for hydro-dechlorination and HCl-addition reactions. 
 Upon chlorination of the supports by interaction with gaseous HCl flux for 30 
minutes, a 20 fold increase in the conversion of EDC to VCM and to 1,1-EDC was observed. 
Abundance of VCM was increased atleast by 30 times on chlorinated alumina. Nevertheless, 
chlorination of alumina completely hindered the formation of EC and other products. The 
same trend appears on the La doped support, but in less extent, when compared with bare 
alumina. On the other hand, K and K + La co-doped supports completely hindered the 
conversion of EDC. It seems likely that HCl neutralized the remaining active sites at the 
surface of K and K + La doped supports, thus hindered the dehydrochlorination and other 
reactions; while on bare and La doped supports, HCl increased the fraction and strength of 
active sites for dehydrochlorination, with simultaneous killing of the active sites for hydro-
dechlorination reactions. These results strongly support the well- known reaction of the HCl 
on the alumina. 
¾ Al-OH + HCl  Æ Al-Cl + H2O 
 
Figure 28: Conversion and Selectivities of copper-based catalysts in fixed bed reactor at 573K. (a): Ethylene and 
oxygen conversions (%)  and (b): selectivities (%) of various products. The catalysts studied are Cu = Cu5.0, 
CsCu = Cs10.4Cu5.0, LiCu = Li0.9Cu5.0, KCu = K3.1Cu5.0, MgCu = Mg1.9Cu5.0, LaCu = La10.9Cu5.0, 
CeLaCu = Ce5.5La5.45Cu5.0 and KLaCu = K1.55La5.45Cu5.0 
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Figure 29: Conversion of 1,2-dichloroethane (EDC) and the product’s selectivities at 503K over the both non-
chlorinated and chlorinated supports: a) γ-Al2O3, b) La10.9A, c) K3.1A and d) K1.55La5.45A. (Values with 
closed symbols represent for non-chlorinated supports and values with open symbols represent for chlorinated 
supports). Please note that parts a) and b) are scaled on the same conversion levels, while part c) and d) are 
scaled on same level. 
 
 Figure 30 shows the conversion of EDC on each of the three copper species, which are 
existing on the real oxychlorination catalyst systems at given point of time during the 
reaction. The results showing that, the EDC conversion on individual copper species was not 
straightforward. However, conversion of EDC on the undoped and doped catalysts is 
remarkable and indicating that La doped catalyst and undoped catalyst were active for EDC 
conversion, especially to vinyl chloride, 1,1,2-trichloroethane (TCE), CO2 irrespective of the 
different copper species. However, as remarkable, as we observed in case of supports, K and 
KLa doped catalyst showed the least activity for the conversion of EDC. Further, from Figure 
30, it can be conclude that CuCl2- species are the most active for EDC conversion, compared 
to the other two species Cu2OCl2 and CuCl. If we consider the fact that the catalyst surface 
was chlorinated with the gaseous HCl, in order to regenerate the CuCl2 species, the increased 
activity of EDC conversion is justified on all the catalysts. By comparing Figure 30 and 
Figure 29, the products: VCM , 1,1-EDC and EC were most likely formed on the support, 
than on the  copper species. However, from Figure 30c, it was quite clear that formation of 
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TCE is favourable on CuCl2 sites and it has been proposed that it formed by chlorination of 
vinyl chloride to TCE, as shown in Figure 32c.    
 
 
Figure 30: Conversion of 1,2-dichloroethane (EDC) and the product’s selectivities at 503K over the undoped 
and doped supports containing:  a) CuCl-rich sites, b) Cu2OCl2 –rich sites, c) CuCl2-rich sites. 
 
Further, it was suggested that, formation of 1,2-dichloroethylene proceeds through 
dehydrochlorination of TCE, which is believed to occur on the Lewis acid-base pair of 
support as shown in Figure 32a. The experimental results shown in Figure 30c, strongly 
supporting the above claim, since the chlorination enhance the dehydrochlorination activity, 
as discussed earlier with simultaneous enhanced activity of  EDC chlorination to TCE on 
active CuII sites. However, the mechanism behind the CO2 formation is not straightforward. 
From the experimental results, it can be suggested that Cu2OCl2/CuCl species along with the 
help of Brønsted acid sites enhance the formation of CO2. In Figure 30, it can be seen that the 
formation of C1- compounds were not observed in a considerable fraction to elucidate their 
mechanisms.  
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Figure 31: Proposed reaction mechanisms involved in the conversion of EDC via: (a) dehydrochlorination to 
VCM; (b) hydrochlorination to EC and HCl- addition reaction to form 1,1-EDC  
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Figure 32: Proposed reaction mechanisms involved in the conversion of EDC via: (a) dehydrochlorination to 
VCM; (b) hydrochlorination to EC and HCl- addition reaction to form 1,1-EDC  
 
 In summary, these experimental results provided valuable information on the site 
selective mechanism for formation of different by-products from 1,2-dichloro ethane and 
correlation between the product distribution vs respective dopant added. Besides, that, a very 
important and eye striking finding is that co-impregnation with both K and La chlorides along 
with copper chloride on γ- alumina support, very efficiently killed/controlled the by-product 
formation in the oxychlorination reaction.  
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Preliminary Report: Operando XAS investigation of the doped 
copper chloride catalysts for ethylene oxychlorination reaction 
N.B. Muddada, F. Giordanino, Y. Jia, T. Fuglerud, U.Olsbye and C. Lamberti 
Objective and scope of the work 
 So, many efforts have been made on the study of the doped copper chloride materials, 
their catalytic behaviour, the reaction mechanisms in which they are involved and discussed 
briefly in publications I-IV and unpublished manuscripts. The main aim of the present work is 
to elucidate how the selective promoters affect CuClx/Al2O3 catalyst during the 
oxychlorination reaction under various reaction conditions. The study of the catalysts during 
working conditions would allow for improved understanding on how reactions kinetics 
changing, structure –relative activity and selectivity relationship (SAR) and, in turn, it will 
allow for the rational design of better catalytic materials for ethylene oxychlorination reaction. 
In that respects, the following objectives are intend to study: 
1. Effect of temperature on Cu(I)/Cu(II) ratio with respect to the promoter added to make 
an effort to understand the transient reaction kinetics. 
2. Study the surface dynamics under different reaction conditions and correlate the 
physical characteristics with by-product formation. 
3. Effect of K/Cu ratio on the Cu(II)/Cu(I) ratio and also on the formation of K-Cu mixed 
compound. 
4. Effect of different supports for the oxychlorination reaction, here: “UIO-66” was used. 
Materials and experimental techniques: 
 Cu5.0, K3.1Cu5.0, La10.9Cu5.0 and K1.55La5.45Cu5.0 catalysts were subjected to 
investigation in this present set of experiments. K1.55Cu5.0, K0.75Cu5.0 and CuCl2 
containing Zr-MOF (UIO-66) were also studied. Operando XAS technique was used 
combining with online MS analysis of the product stream.  
The three different set of experiments were performed on these materials under 
varying reaction conditions. In one set of experiments, oxychlorination reaction was studied 
using an in-situ cell [80] equipped with a provison to hold self supported thin pellet of 
catalyst, in the temperature range 503- 563 K under varying feed composition. In another set 
of experiments, ethylene dichloride conversion was studied on K1.55La5.45Cu5.0 catalyst, in 
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order complement the results provided in the unpublished manuscript, and for the improved 
understanding on the selectivity. The experimental procedure for the first set of experiments 
was as follows: 
1. The fresh catalyst was subjected to quick XANES at room temperature.  
2. The catalyst was heated to 503 K (dT/dt = 10 K/min) under He flow (20 Nml/min).  
Quick XANES scans were acquired during the ramp up (one spectrum for each 16.6 K) 
and then kept in an isotherm for an hour; simultaneously four EXAFS scans were 
collected.  
3. The gas feed was switched to the reaction mixture (Oxy1 = C2H4 : HCl : O2: He = 1: 2: 
0.6: 16.4 Nml/min). Qucik XANES scans were performed until a stable Cu (II)/Cu(I) 
ratio was observed i.e reaction reached the steady state conditions, then flushed the cell 
with He gas and four EXAFS scans were acquired. 
4. Then switched back to feed mixture with simultaneous acquiring of quick XANES scans 
and after 15minutes, temperature was ramped up to 563 K (dT/dt = 10 K/min) while 
acquiring quick XANES spectra.  Once the steady temperature reached, same set of 
acquisitions were performed as mentioned in point 3. 
5. After acquired the four EXAFS scans under He gas flow, a reaction mixture2 containing 
excess ethylene (Oxy2 = C2H4 : HCl : O/He : He = 1.6: 0.6: 0.13: 17.6 Nml/min) was 
introduced. Quick XANES scans were performed until a stable Cu (II)/Cu(I) ratio was 
observed. 
6. The temperature was ramped down to 503 K under the reaction mixture2, while 
acquiring simultaneous quick XANES spectra. Once the temperature was stable, 4 
EXAFS scans were acquired and then further ramped down to room temperature with 
simultaneous quick XANES spectra collection. 
In the second set of experiments, same insitu cell [80] was used and same experimental 
procedure was followed as explained in unpublished manuscript (provided as an attachment). 
In course of sequential interaction of the reaction gases,  quick XANES spectra were 
acquired, once it reached the steady state conditions (approx. 30 mins of time on stream), 
EXAFS spectra were acquired. 
Results and Discussions: 
An Operando XAS study in transmission mode, for Cu K (8979 eV), was performed. 
The sequential shots XANES spectra of Cu5.0, K3.1Cu5.0 and K1.55La5.45Cu5.0, during the 
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oxychlorination reactions at various reaction conditions, at the onset of the measurement with 
a time resolution of 100s are shown in Figure 33 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. The normalized 
absorption coefficient χμ(E) at the onset of the measurement, the selected absorption spectra 
and their corresponding smoothened first derivative spectra at various reaction stages are 
shown in Figure 33 (a-c)  and (e-g) respectively to illustrate the signal changes during the 
course of the reaction. The corresponding the activity data calculated from the MS analysis 
are shown Figure 33 (d).  
From Figure 33, the fingerprint evidence is that various spectra changes observed with 
respective to the dopant added and the conversion of ethylene is increased upon increasing the 
temperature in case of doped catalysts and K1.55La5.45Cu5.0 catalyst is shown the higher 
activity. The vertical purple dotted line (in inset part (e)) evidences the huge peak in the first 
derivative spectrum of the Cu(I) phase at 8981 eV [80]. As the derivative of the spectrum of 
the Cu(II) phase is negligible at that energy, for any spectrum collected in operando 
conditions, the intensity of the signal at 8981 eV in its derivative is proportional to the amount 
of Cu(I) in the sample. However, the intensity of the peaks at later energies (8984.6, 8988, 
8991 and 8995 eV) is proportional to the corresponding combined amount of Cu(II) and Cu(I) 
in the sample. Further careful analysis of the XANES spectra, the discrete transitions 
corresponding to 1s Æ 3d, 4s, 4p, 5s and 5p transitions can be assigned to the respective 
energy peaks. That information can be give further information about he corresponding shake 
up process for Cu atom,  their nearby ligand -metal shake down, which are primarily 
important in understanding the copper chloride complexes  and their structural behavior (as 
discussed in Chapter 3). 
By comparing the derivative XANES spectra of each catalyst, suggesting that a visible 
dopant effect on Cu(II)/Cu(I) ratio at each stage of the reaction and also the spectra features 
are quite differentiable which may be due to the modified structural changes have been 
occurred during each reaction. By a careful analysis of the experimental data using linear 
combination fitting (LCF) and EXAFS spectra analysis with reference spectra, will provide 
valuable inputs to obtain the structural dynamics of the copper, and mapping of Cu(II)/Cu(I) 
ratio during the course of reaction. The information from this XANES and EXAFS data, that 
structural dynamics and the Cu(II) to Cu(I) ratio during the reaction at different temperatures 
and at different feed composition is vital to understand the shifting of rate determining step 
and also the stability of CuCl2, that in turn influence on activity and selectivity of the catalyst, 
which we are aiming to get the information by further analysis. 
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Figure 33:  XANES spectra, collected in transmission mode with the standard step scan acquisition mode, at 
various reaction stages of the catalysts: (a) Cu5.0, (b) K3.1Cu5.0 and (c) K1.55La5.45Cu5.0 and their 
corresponding smooth first derivative spectra reported  in the insets (e), (f) and (g) respectively. Part (d): 
Respective catalytic activity measured during the reaction at various stages. ------ black spectra corresponding to 
the catalysts activated at 503 K, ----- red spectra collected after 30 mins under Oxy1 reaction feed at 503 K, ----- 
blue spectra collected after 30 mins under Oxy1 reaction feed at 563 K ,  ---- magenta coloured spectra collected 
after 30 mins under Oxy2 reaction feed at 563 K,  and ---- green spectra collected at the end of experiment under 
Oxy2 reaction feed at 293 K. The vertical purple dotted line (in inset part (e)) evidences the huge peak in the first 
derivative spectrum of the Cu(I) phase.  
 
 The normalized absorption coefficient χμ(E) of the selected XANES spectra and their 
corresponding smoothened first derivative spectra collected at the end of each cycle of 
interaction of the reactant gas are shown in Figure 34. In Figure 34, part (a) and (d) illustrate 
the XANES spectra changes during the ethylene interaction (resembling the reduced catalyst 
i.e CuCl) and the EDC interaction on the reduced catalyst. Part (b) and (e) illustrate the 
XANES spectra changes during the oxygen interaction (resembling the oxidized catalyst i.e 
Cu2OCl2) and the EDC interaction on the oxidized catalyst. Part (c) and (f) illustrate the 
XANES spectra changes during the HCl interaction (resembling the re-chlorinated catalyst i.e 
CuCl2) and the EDC interaction on the re-chlorinated catalyst.  
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Figure 34: normalised XANES spectra, collected in transmission mode with the standard step scan acquisition 
mode of K1.55La5.45Cu5.0 catalyst acquired during at the end of each cycle, a) cycle1:  interaction with 
ethylene (---) followed by interaction with EDC (---), b) cycle2:  interaction with oxygen (---) followed by 
interaction with EDC (---), C) cycle3:  interaction with HCl (---) followed by interaction with EDC (---) at 503 
K. Their corresponding smoothened first derivative spectra are reported in (d), (e) and (f) respectively. 
From normalised XANES spectra features and it’s derivative spectra, at first instance, 
ethylene dichloride interacted with the modified catalysts and resulted in considerable 
changes in the Cu(II)/Cu(I) ratio as well as may on their structural changes, pronouncing on 
each of the CuCl containing, Cu2OCl2 containing and CuCl2 state catalysts. By careful further 
analysis of the obtained XANES and EXAFS data would reveal important information and 
would further improve our understanding obtained from the earlier EDC experiments at home 
laboratory. The comparison of the spectral changes and the corresponding by-product 
distribution will provide a way to tune the unwanted by-product formation, which is very 
crucial to improve industrial oxychlorination reactor performance, in turn the VCM process 
itself. 
As a curiosity, CuCl2 containing Zr- MOF was also studied for the ethylene 
oxychlorination reaction. This material surprisingly showed the redox behaviour upon 
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interaction with reaction mixture (Ethylene, O2 and HCl). EXAFS region of the spectra 
(spectra is not reported for the sake of brevity) for the sample interacted with reaction 
mixture, we started to loose the Cu signal, it signalling that Cu is leaving the structure, and it 
confirmed from the in-situ XRD experiments done back in home laboratory at University of 
Oslo. In summary, this MOF is not stable under acidic environments at higher temperatures (> 
393 K), still it is an interesting material for other red-ox reactions. 
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Conclusions 
 The present work gave a molecular level insight on the influence of various dopant 
metals (K, La, Mg, Li, Cs and Ce chlorides) have on the chemical and physical properties of 
copper chloride based catalysts for/during ethylene oxychlorination reaction. The main 
conclusion from the reported results and observations can be summarized as: 
x All dopant cations compete with the copper ions to occupy the octahedral vacancy sites 
of γ- alumina support, they consequently contribute to an increase of the available 
fraction of copper chloride species on the surface, with the following order:  
La3+ > Mg2+ > Li+ > K+ ≥ Cs+ > Cu2+ 
x The activity of the catalysts for ethylene chlorination (Eq.15) was enhanced with 
addition of some dopants, in the following order:  
La10.9Cu5.0 > Mg1.9Cu5.0 > Li0.9Cu5.0 > Cu5.0 > K3.1Cu5.0 ≈ Cs10.4Cu5.0  
x KCl and CsCl dopants interacted with copper and strong indications were found that 
they formed mixed salts, which might be the reason that these doped catalysts, showed 
low activity compared to the undoped one.  
x All dopants were found to modify the support by influencing the surface acidic 
properties: La, Mg, and Li dopants increased the strength and population of Brønsted 
acid sites and increased the Lewis acid strength, but not the population. On the other 
hand K almost and Cs completely killed the Lewis acid sites, and decreased the 
Brønsted acid strength. 
x Operando XANES experiments suggested that, K and Cs doped catalysts, modified the 
rate-determining step from the oxidation step (in case of undoped catalyst) either to 
reduction or to re-chlorination steps. On other hand, La and Mg doped catalysts 
followed the undoped catalysts, with oxidation as the rate-determining step.  
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x Steady state fixed bed kinetic tests showed that the promoters increased the activity of 
the catalysts and selectivity to the target product i.e. EDC, when compared to the base 
copper chloride catalyst. The following order was observed: 
Activity (C2H4 and O2 conversions): K1.55La5.45Cu5.0 > Ce5.5La5.45Cu5.0 >> 
La10.9Cu5.0 > Mg1.9Cu5.0 > K3.1Cu5.0 > Li0.9Cu5.0 > Cs10.4Cu5.0 >> Cu5.0 
Selectivity: K1.55La5.45Cu5.0 ~ Cs10.4Cu5.0 ~ K3.1Cu5.0 > Ce5.5La5.45Cu5.0 > 
Mg1.9Cu5.0 > Li0.9Cu5.0 > La10.9Cu5.0 >> Cu5.0 
x The preparation of a co-doped catalyst, K1.55La5.45Cu5.0, with superior activity and 
selectivity for EDC in the commercial oxychlorination temperature range (503 – 573 
K), was based on the insight gained about individual dopants’ influence on the Cu/J-
Al2O3 oxychlorination catalyst, notably: 
o  The ability of lanthanum to compete favourably with copper for the vacancies 
on the J-alumina surface, thus enhancing the fraction of available Cu surface 
sites 
o The ability of potassium to suppress Lewis acid sites and reduce the strength of 
Brønsted acid sites on the J-alumina surface, thereby reducing its activity for 
by-product formation. 
x By summarizing the above findings, the studied dopants can be divided into two types 
of families according to their influence on the catalyst’s properties.  
o Family I: K3.1Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0 
o Family II: Cu5.0, La10.9Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0 and Li0.9Cu5.0. 
The catalysts belonging to Family I are characterised by an enhanced preference for 
the Cu(I) state over the Cu(II) state; by suppression/weakening of acid sites on the support 
surface; and finally, by a lower oxychlorination activity and higher EDC selectivity compared 
to the undoped catalyst.   
The catalysts belonging to Family II are characterised by the competition between the 
dopants and copper for vacancies on the support surface, leading to an enhanced fraction of 
exposed Cu surface sites, and hence, to an improved activity for the oxychlorination reaction 
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compared to the undoped catalyst. Furthermore, these dopants were found to enhance the 
strength (and population) of acid sites on the support surface, but even so, to improve the 
EDC selectivity compared to the undoped catalyst. The above findings and observations led to 
a better fundamental understanding on the effect of promoters on the catalytic properties at 
molecular level, and implies that together with pure geometrical effects, dopants also have an 
electronic and steric effect on the catalyst’s active species.  
Impact of the present results on industrial catalysis: 
As stated in the Introduction, current oxychlorination plants are already performing 
well, with C2H4Cl2 selectivities >95 %. However, further improvement of the product yield is 
desirable, as it influences directly the competitiveness of each plant, as well as the 
environmental impact of the process. Another important parameter, which has not been 
targeted here, is catalyst stability, which affects the total productivity of each plant. 
Disregarding the catalyst stability issue, the two main activity/selectivity issues of the 
industrial process for C2H4Cl2 production are total hydrogen chloride conversion and minimal 
combustion. In general the higher the HCl/C2H4 ratio, the lower the selectivity to COx, and the 
higher the amount of unconverted HCl. On the other hand, higher activity means higher 
production of C2H4Cl2, but also an increase in the amount of by-products. Therefore, it is 
necessary to search for a compromise in the industrial operation. 
 When discussing the industrial implications of the findings of this thesis, it is 
important to note that the findings are limited to the conditions studied, and that most studies 
were performed under non-industrial conditions.  However, fixed bed reactor tests, Operando 
XANES and in-situ EXAFS studies along with other complementary techniques have 
provided better knowledge about the specific dopants effects in that regard, that K and Cs 
dopants influenced the rate-determining step of reaction, and controlled the activity and 
selectivity of the reaction. On the other hand, La, Mg dopants increased the activity, and only 
modestly increased the selectivity. FTIR and reactions tests provided further in-depth 
knowledge about the influence of HCl, acidity of the support and their influence on activity 
and selectivity of the reaction. With this knowledge, one possibility to improve the 
performance of the industrial reactor is to load the reactor with various dopants at different 
stages,. For example: Loading the top reactor with K or Cs doped catalysts with optimized 
atomic loading, so that the activity and selectivity will be controlled to avoid the hotspots. In 
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the subsequent part of the reactor, where the ethene conversion is higher, it can be loaded with 
more active catalyst, since less by-product formation will take place due to shorter residence 
time of the end product. The second possibility is to further optimize the so called “better 
catalyst”, K1.55La5.45Cu5.0, by varying the loading of each dopant under varying reactant 
feed compositions.  
In a short conclusion, the present results can help in tuning the reactor performance 
and catalyst loadings to optimize the process, and also give leads to further catalyst 
optimization. 
Limitations: 
 Though, the present set of results (Publication I, II and III) provided the finger print 
evidence to the presence of the mixed phase containing Cu and K/Cs chlorides, the possibility 
to treat the second shell contribution of the respective EXAFS data was hindered by the lack 
of the reference compound of CuKXClx+2 and CuCsxCl2+x mixed compounds. The information 
obtained from further analysis of EXAFS data could have provided the crucial information or 
the direct evidence of the existence of mixed chloride phase.  
The numerical values obtained in the present results could not be used directly to 
obtain quantitative data for a given industrial reactor. However, reported results have a 
general value from the chemical point of view, regardless of the type of reactor (fluid or fixed 
bed), of the type of oxidant used in the feed (air or oxygen), of the feed composition and they 
can consequently be used to construct useful qualitative trends. The present results cannot 
able to provide the scientific explanation, why LaCl3 dopants is enhanced the activity of the 
catalyst than other catalysts, while potassium is inhibiting the by-product formation. 
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Future Work 
In summary, our conclusion is that there is a vital correlation between structure of the active 
species to their activity, selectivity and stability. However, the dopant’s effect needs further 
investigation. In order to elucidate the most relevant features on this correlation and to 
elucidate the presence of co-dopants effects on wider prospects of oxychlorination, my 
suggestions are: 
(i)  Extend the careful analysis of our recent Operando XAS studies in order to develop a 
micro kinetic model based on Cu (II)/Cu (I) ratio vs temperature vs dopant vs feed 
composition.  
(ii) Extended analysis of EXAFS data may provide information on the structural changes 
to the dynamics of the reaction, thus providing a very important base knowledge 
about structure-relative activity and selectivity relationship (SAR).  
(iii) Key complimentary techniques such as FTIR, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(electronic features of the influential species) on K1.55La5.45Cu5.0 catalyst will give 
valuable information on why this catalyst shows the best activity and selectivity.  
(iv) Further characterisation of the proposed co-doped catalyst by varying each dopant’s 
loading will give added information.  
(v) From all the above-suggested points, information that is more constructive can be 
provided to tune further the K1.55La5.45Cu5.0 catalyst. 
(vi) Stability issues are very important to scale-up the improved catalyst to industrial 
scale. Therefore, I suggest performing scanning transmission electron microscopy 
(STEM) studies to have a microscopic point of view on the interaction of dopants 
with surface and active species, and mobility of these dopants during reaction. 
(vii) Detailed mechanistic studies are necessary in order to differentiate the intrinsic 
and extrinsic effect of dopants. 
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The comprehensive understanding of the composition, behaviour and reactivity of a catalyst used
inside industrial plants is an extremely hard task that is rarely achieved. It requires the use of different
spectroscopic techniques, applied under in situ or in operando conditions, and combined with the
investigation of the catalyst activity. Often the operating experimental conditions are different from
technique to technique and the different results must be compared with care. In the present
contribution, we combined in situ XANES/EXAFS, IR spectroscopy of adsorbed CO, CO
chemisorption and catalytic tests performed using a pulse reactor in depletive mode. This
multitechnical approach resulted in the understanding of the role that dopants (LiCl, KCl, CsCl, MgCl2
LaCl3) have in the nature, relative fraction, reducibility and dispersion of Cu-phases on CuCl2/g-Al2O3
catalysts for oxychlorination reaction, a key step of the PVC chemistry. In the undoped catalyst two Cu
phases coexist: Cu-aluminate and supported CuCl2, being the latter the only active one [J. Catal., 2000,
189, 91]. EXAFS and XANES highlighted that all dopants contribute more or less efﬁciently in
increasing the fraction of the active copper species, that reaches a value of almost 100% in the case of
MgCl2 or LaCl3. EXAFS directly, and IR indirectly, proved that the addition of KCl or CsCl (and less
efﬁciently of LiCl) results in the formation of mixed CuKxCl2+x or CuCsxCl2+x phases, so altering the
chemical nature of the active phase. XANES spectroscopy indicates that addition of MgCl2 or LaCl3
does not affect the reducibility by ethylene (under static conditions) of the active CuCl2 phase and that
the reducibilility of the new copper-dopant mixed chloride are in the order CuCl2 > CuLixCl2+x >
CuKxCl2+x > CuCsxCl2+x. However, when reduction is done inside a pulse reactor, a more informative
picture comes out. The last technique is able to differentiate all samples, and their ability to be reduced
by ethylene resulted in the order: La- > Mg- > Li-doped > undoped > K- > Cs-doped catalyst. To
understand this apparent discrepancy the dispersion of the active phase, measured by CO
chemisorption, was needed: it has been found that addition of LiCl increases enormously the dispersion
of the active phase, LaCl3 signiﬁcantly and MgCl2 barely, while addition of both KCl and CsCl results
in a decrease of the surface area of the active phase. The mechanism of the enhancing effect of La and
Mg on catalytic activity is still not clear, but it could be associated to the modiﬁcation that they induce
to the support surface: the Cu is so highly dispersed that almost all is in direct contact with support
surface. It is ﬁnally worth noticing that the previous EXAFS and XANES study allowed us to refer the
chemisorption data to the active phase only, while the IR study allowed us to ﬁx the Cu+/CO surface
stoichiometry. Summarizing the use of a multidisciplinary approach has been the conditio sine qua non
(mandatory condition) to understand the complex role that the different additives have on the active
phase of the CuCl2/g-Al2O3 catalysts for ethylene oxychlorination.
1. Introduction
Oxychlorination of ethylene is by far the most important route to
produce 1,2-dichloroethane (EDC), which is the main intermedi-
ainGAP centre of Research-based Innovation, Department of Chemistry,
University of Oslo, Sem Saerlandsvei 26, N-0315, Oslo, Norway
bConsultant, Via Firenze 43, 20010, Canegrate, Milano, Italy
cDepartment of Inorganic, Physical andMaterials Chemistry and NIS centre
of excellence, University of Torino, Via P. Giuria 7, I-0125, Torino, Italy.
E-mail: carlo.lamberti@unito.it; Fax: +39 011-6707855; Tel: +39 011-
6707841
dTechnology and Projects, INEOS ChlorVinyls, Heroya Industrial Park, N-
3936, Porsgrunn, Norway
eVinyls R&D team, INEOS Technologies, Via dell’Elettricita` 39, I-30175,
Venezia - Marghera, Italy
ate to produce poly-vinyl chloride (PVC). It offers a signiﬁcant eco-
nomic beneﬁt in two ways: ﬁrstly it uses cheap and abundant feed-
stock and secondly it incorporates the recycling of waste hydrogen
chloride produced in cracking EDC (1). Hence it is in agreement
with the modern requests of chemical industry1–3 that need more
environmental friendly reactions. It is evident that oxychlorination
is a key-process in the modern chemical industry, playing a
relevant role for chlorine atom incorporation in hydrocarbons,
both saturated and unsaturated, e.g., in methane, ethylene and
benzene.4,5
Almost all the world production of PVC is nowadays produced
by the polymerization of vinyl chloride monomer (VCM). Produc-
tion of VCM is based on cracking of 1,2-dichloroethane (EDC)
following reaction (1),
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010 Dalton Trans., 2010, 39, 8437–8449 | 8437
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C2H4Cl2 → C2H3Cl + HCl (1)
this in its turn is produced by two parallel processes, viz. direct
chlorination (2) and oxychlorination (3):
C2H4 + Cl2 → C2H4Cl2 (2)
C2H4 + 2HCl + 1/2O2 → C2H4Cl2 + H2O (3)
Besides the economical and environmental aspects discussed
above,1–3 of these two processes, the oxychlorination step offers
the greatest potentiality for improving selectivity and overall yield
of the complete ethylene-to-vinyl chloride process, particularly
acting on the catalyst formulation, that still offers space for in-
depth examination.
The oxychlorination reaction (3) is performed at 490–530 K
and 5–6 atm using both air and oxygen in ﬂuid or ﬁxed bed
reactors. The Al2O3 supported CuCl2 catalysts are effective in the
oxychlorination of hydrocarbons (here ethylene) since CuCl2 can
catalyze the conversion of hydrogen chloride to chlorine. CuCl2
is a highly volatile species at the reaction temperature, so other
chlorides (dopants or promoters), (mainly alkaline or alkaline
earth chlorides) in a variable concentration, are also incorporated
in order to improve the catalytic performances making the catalyst
more suitable for use in industrial reactors.1–3,6–9 In particular, KCl
is always present in the catalysts used in ﬁxed bed technologies,
sometimes togetherwith other alkali-metal chlorides such asCsCl,
NaCl orLiCl.10–13 Rare-earth-metal chlorides such asLaCl3, added
toCuCl2 andKCl, are also claimed in the patent literature.12 MgCl2
is the base additive in the catalysts used in ﬂuid bed processes,
which can also be added by other chlorides too.
Despite more than 30 years of great research and commercial
practice, the mechanism of oxychlorination is still not fully
understood;1–3,6,7,13–26 but a signiﬁcant improvement on the knowl-
edge of the system has been done only recently,22–27 even if limited
to the base catalyst (containing only CuCl2 without additives). It
is generally agreed that oxychlorination involves a redox process
in which copper cycles between Cu2+ and Cu+ states. It has been
proved22,23,26 that two different copper species are present on the
activated catalyst (dried at 500 K in N2 ﬂux): a surface aluminate
where the copper ions are hosted in the octahedral vacancies of
g-Al2O3, and a highly dispersed copper chloride which does not
interact with support. The former phase is the only one present
at the lowest Cu loadings, till the surface octahedral cationic
vacancies of g-Al2O3 are saturated, i.e. up to a copper content
lower of 0.95 wt% Cu per 100 m2 support. At higher Cu loading,
the remaining fraction of copper precipitates directly from the
solution in form of highly dispersed hydrated CuCl2.
In the same set of works by Leofanti et al. it has been shown
that the surface Cu-aluminate phase is totally inactive23 and that
the overall ethylene oxychlorination reaction (3) is catalyzed only
by the CuCl2 phase following a three steps redox mechanism:
chlorination of ethylene by reduction of CuCl2 to CuCl (4);
oxidation of CuCl to an oxychloride (5) and re-chlorination with
HCl (6), closure of the catalytic cycle:24,25
2CuCl2 + C2H4 → C2H4Cl2 + 2CuCl (4)
2CuCl + 1/2O2 → Cu2OCl2 (5)
Cu2OCl2 + 2HCl → 2CuCl2 + H2O (6)
Successively,28 an operando XANES study, coupled with mass
spectrometry, has monitored the Cu(II) ↔ Cu(I) transformation
occurring in ethylene oxychlorination environment along the
373–623 K range on the CuCl2/g-Al2O3, ﬁnding that the rate
determining step of the overall process (3) is the CuCl oxidation
(5). Only this year29 this operando XANES study has been
extended to a larger class of dopants used for both ﬂuid and
ﬁxed beds technologies (LiCl, KCl, CsCl, MgCl2, LaCl3, CeCl4)
and supported by parallel determination of the catalyst activity
with a pulse reactor working in non-depletive mode. In this last
study it has been highlighted that KCl, and CsCl strongly modify
the catalyst behaviour, being able to displace the rate determining
step from the CuCl oxidation (5), to the CuCl2 reduction (4). The
change of rate determining step results from the decrease of the
rate of reaction (4), thus the overall activity of the K- or Cs-doped
system is lower than that of the undoped one.29 For all remaining
additives (MgCl2, LaCl3, CeCl4) the rate determining step remains
the CuCl oxidation (5), as for the undoped catalyst. The behaviour
of Li-doped catalyst was intermediate between the two cases.
Observed results have been interpreted hypothesizing that the co-
impregnation with CuCl2 and KCl or CsCl salts results in the
precipitation in the support of mixed CuKxCl2+x and CuCsxCl2+x
phases,30–33 that are less easily reduced by C2H4, that requires the
presence of two adjacent Cu(II) surface sites. This hypothesis has
been supported by indirect spectroscopic evidences related to the
shape of the Cu(II) d-d transition in UV-Vis-NIR spectra and to
the CO stretching frequency of carbon monoxide adsorbed on
reduced catalyst measured by in situ IR spectroscopy.29
In this work we present a complete in situ Cu K-edge
XANES/EXAFS study onLiCl-, KCl-, CsCl-,MgCl2- and LaCl3-
doped CuCl2/g-Al2O3 catalysts after thermal activation at 500 K
(aimed to transformhydratedCuCl2 to anhydrousCuCl2) andafter
interaction with C2H4 at 500 K, representing the natural extension
of our previous works performed on the undoped catalyst.22–25,34
The effect of additives is potentially extremely complex, and can
be summarized in the following four main points. (i) CuCl2 could
form a mixed chloride with the chloride of the corresponding
additive cation,28,30–33 thus modifying (on the chemical ground) the
active phase of the catalyst and modifying its red-ox properties.29
(ii) Additive cations can compete with Cu2+ in the saturation of
cationic vacancies of the alumina surface, thus altering the fraction
of Cu2+ present in the active phase, that has been established for
the bare CuCl2/g-Al2O3 in Ref. 22,23 to be a known function of
the alumina surface area and of the copper loading. (iii) Additive
cations can modify the acidity of the support, which has been
proved to be of both Lewis (surface Al3+ species) and Brønsted
(surface Al–OH species) nature 24 (iv) Additive cations can modify
the Cu dispersion, favoring or inhibiting the clustering of the
particles of the active phase on the support. In this work, we
focus on points (i), (ii) and (iv). We have obtained the ﬁrst direct
structural proof by EXAFS that mixed CuKxCl2+x or CuCsxCl2+x
phases are formed upon doping with KCl or CsCl salts. Phase
determination, performed with both EXAFS and XANES28,34–36
allowed us to quantify the fraction of active coppers species in all
cases. This values, combined with CO chemisorption experiments
allowed to obtain quantitative values for the dispersion of the
active phase, The qualitative evaluation of the fraction of cupric
and cuprous chloride present on the catalyst after interaction with
C2H4 at 500 K has given an independent set of data conﬁrming the
8438 | Dalton Trans., 2010, 39, 8437–8449 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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trend observed in the recent operando XANES results.29 Finally,
the catalyst activity probed in depletive mode by dosing successive
C2H4 pulses will quantify the fraction of copper available for ethy-
lene conversion at 500Kand its relationshipwithCuCl2 dispersion
and double salt formation, as determined by additive effect.
2. Activated catalysts
On the basis of previous results22–26 it is known that only two
copper phases are present at the surface of undoped CuCl2/Al2O3
catalysts activated in vacuo (or in inert gas) up to the minimum
oxychlorination temperature (500 K): (i) a surface Cu-aluminate,
where Cu2+ cations occupies the cationic octahedral vacancies of
the g-Al2O3 surface and (ii) an amorphous, highly dispersed,CuCl2
anhydrous phase. In fact other phases such as hydrated amorphous
CuCl2 and crystalline paratacamite (Cu2(OH)3Cl) are transformed
into anhydrous CuCl2 during the thermal treatment by release
of H2O and HCl this last adsorbed on alumina surface during
paratacamite formation.22,23
When doped samples are prepared both Cu2+ and dopant
cations will be present in the solution, so both cations will compete
for the saturation of the surface aluminate phase. In case the
dopant cation will have a higher chemical afﬁnity for the surface
cationic vacancies, the doping will signiﬁcantly affect the ratio
between the two Cu species, increasing the fraction of the active
CuCl2 phase. Once the surface cationic vacancies are saturated,
the cations remaining in solution may precipitate into the support
either as two separate phases or as a mixed chloride phase. In the
former case the active phase will still be CuCl2, while in the latter
one the doping process will modify the chemical nature of the
active phase, and thus the catalyst performances. With the aim to
clarify these points, Cu5.0, K3.1Cu5.0, Li0.5Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0,
Cs10.4Cu5.0 and La10.9Cu5.0 catalysts have been activated at
500 K for one hour under dynamical vacuum and subjected to an
in situ XANES/EXAFS investigation.
BothXANES andEXAFS parts can quantitatively determinate
the fraction of different phases present in a given sample.28,29,34–36
Themethod canbe very accurate, according that a proper reference
spectrum for each independent phase is available. Cu1.4 sample
and anhydrous CuCl2 will be used as model compounds of
surface Cu-aluminate and of dispersed anhydrous CuCl2 phases,
respectively.
2.1. Qualitative consideration from the FT of doped catalysts
The k3-weighted, phase uncorrected FT of the different catalysts
activated in vacuo at 500 K are reported in Fig. 1. The two
model compound exhibits a markedly different ﬁrst coordination
shell: the Cu-aluminate phase (sample Cu1.4, dashed gray curve)
exhibits a ﬁrst Cu–O shell contribution at 1.5 A˚ while the CuCl2
anhydrous (full gray curve) shows a much more intense Cu–Cl
signal at 1.87 A˚ (both phase uncorrected values). The difference
in position and intensity reﬂect the difference in distance of the
Cu–O and Cu–Cl and the difference in scattering amplitude of
the anion. Of relevance is the fact that in the 1.5–1.9 A˚ region the
Cu–OandCu–Cl signals are almost out of phase, see the imaginary
parts reported in Fig. 1b.
Cu5.0 is the sample having the higher fraction of the Cu-
aluminate phase, because all cationic vacancies of alumina are
Fig. 1 k3-weighted, phase uncorrected FT of the different catalysts
activated in vacuo at 500 K and of Cu1.4 (dotted gray curve) and CuCl2
(full gray curve) samples, used as model compounds for the Cu-aluminate
and for anhydrous CuCl2, respectively. Part (a) reports moduli of the FT
in the ﬁrst and second shell region, while part (b) reports a zoom on the
ﬁrst shell distance of the imaginary parts. Vertical dashed line evidences a
small shift of the ﬁrst shell contribution.
saturated by Cu2+ cations during the precipitation, owing to the
absence of other competitors. Solubility tests on Cu5.0 samples
supported on 168 m2 g-1 g-Al2O3 results in 68% of CuCl2, and thus
in 32%of Cu-aluminate.22 The co-presence of a signiﬁcant fraction
of both phases causes a destructive interference between Cu–O
and Cu–Cl signals and explains why Cu5.0 sample (black curve)
exhibits a ﬁrst shell peak of lower intensity. Both Cs10.4Cu5.0
(cyan curve) and K3.1Cu5.0 (blue curve) samples have a ﬁrst
shell signal very similar to that of Cu5.0 (in both modulus and
imaginary part), suggesting that both Cs+ and K+ are scarcely
competitive with Cu2+ cations in occupying the octahedral surface
vacancies. Conversely, the signiﬁcant higher intensity of the ﬁrst
shell in both Li0.5Cu5.0 and Mg1.9Cu5.0 samples indicates that
Li+ and Mg2+ cations can compete with Cu2+ in the surface
aluminate phase formation, leaving much more copper for the
supported chloride phase. In the La10.9Cu5.0 sample (violet curve
in Fig. 1) this effect is even more evident, suggesting that the La3+
cations are able to saturate almost all cationic surface vacancies of
alumina, leaving almost all copper in the supported CuCl2 phase.
The difference in intensity, about 10%, between the La10.9Cu5.0
catalyst and CuCl2 model compound (full gray curve) can be easily
ascribed to a higher Debye–Waller factor, of static origin, due to
the higher disorder of copper chloride supported on alumina with
respect to the bulk. As expected this difference is higher in the
second shell contribution, that loses 40% of intensity. Note that it
has been proved by chemisorption experiments that the dispersion
of supported copper chloride is as high as 70%;24 so small particles
are supposed to have a signiﬁcantly lower second shell signal.
Summarizing, from a qualitative look on the bare FT-
transformed data (Fig. 1), the following trend in the ability of
the dopant cation to compete with Cu2+ in the aluminate phase
formation has been found: Cs+ £ K+  Li+ ª Mg2+  La3+.
This trend will be validated successively when a quantitative
data analysis of both XANES and EXAFS parts of the X-ray
absorption spectrum will be performed (vide infra Table 1). Along
this trend, the progressive increase of the CuCl2 phase to the
detriment of the Cu-aluminate phase causes a small elongation
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010 Dalton Trans., 2010, 39, 8437–8449 | 8439
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(about 0.03 A˚) and a signiﬁcant intensity increase of the ﬁrst shell
signal, the latter due to the decrease of the destructive interference
between the two phases.
2.2. Determination of the formation of CuCsxCl2+x mixed phase
in Cs10.4Cu5.0 catalysts
In the investigated samples, the second shell contributions contains
signals coming from Cu-cation scattering of the supported copper
chloride phase and, if present, from the Cu-aluminate phase. In
particular the imaginary parts, which phase is sensitive to the
chemical nature of the second shell cation (Cu or dopant element
in the supported phase and Al in the aluminate phase), can be
informative on the possible presence of dopant atoms in the
Cu second shell environment and thus can directly highlight the
formation of mixed salts.
Anhydrous CuCl2 has a layered structure, where Cu2+ lie in a
high distorted octahedral geometry exhibiting four equivalent in
plane Cl atoms at 2.26 A˚ (forming the ﬁrst shell 1.2–2.2 A˚ region
of Fig. 1, not corrected in phase) and two equivalent axial Cl
atoms at 2.96 A˚ contributing to the complex higher shell signal
(extending from 2.6–3.6 A˚ region, in the phase uncorrected FT
reported in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, full gray curve) together with two in
planeCuat 3.30 A˚ and four out of planeCuat 3.83 A˚. This peculiar
combination of in plane and out of plane arrangement of Cl and
Cu atoms results in a very speciﬁc phase, generating an imaginary
part of the FT characterized by maxima at 2.75, 3.13 and 3.46
A˚; nodes at 2.84, 3.04, 3.23 and 3.39 A˚ and minima at 2.94 and
3.30 A˚, see gray curve in Fig. 2. In any case an unknown sample
will result in such a peculiar FT we can conclude straightforwardly
that we are dealing with anhydrous CuCl2.
Fig. 2 Magniﬁcation of the second shell contribution k3-weighted, phase
uncorrected imaginary part of the FT of the different catalysts activated
in vacuo at 500 K and of Cu1.4 (dotted gray curve) and CuCl2 (full gray
curve) model compounds (same data as in Fig. 1b).
The fact that the copper present in the La10.9Cu5.0 (violet
curve) and Mg1.9Cu5.0 (red curve) samples is almost only highly
dispersed CuCl2 is conﬁrmed by a better inspection of the
imaginary part of the second shell contribution reported in Fig. 2.
In both cases the imaginary part of the FT is perfectly in phase
with that of CuCl2 model compound. The lower intensity of the
signal measured on the catalysts with respect to that of model
CuCl2 is due to a higher Debye–Waller factor of static origin and,
in the Mg1.9Cu5.0 case, to the co-presence of a small fraction of
Cu-aluminate phase.
As expected, the imaginary part of Cu5.0 catalyst can be
obtained as linear combination of the signals of Cu1.4 and CuCl2
model compounds (gray dotted and full curves, respectively),
testifying hat only dispersed CuCl2 and Cu-aluminate phases are
present on the catalyst.
The signal observed for the Cs10.4Cu5.0 catalyst (cyan curve)
can be in no way explained in terms of a combination of the
CuCl2 and Cu-aluminate phases, as it is strong and almost fully
out of phase with respect to CuCl2 bulk. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the ﬁrst direct structural evidence of the presence
of Cs+ cations in the second coordination shell of copper, thus
proving the formation of a mixed CuCsxCl2+x salt. Note that
Muddada et al.29 have recently reported indirect UV-Vis and IR
evidences supporting this hypothesis. The cases of Li0.5Cu5.0, and
K3.1Cu5.0 are less straightforward to be assigned because of the
signiﬁcantly smaller scattering power of Li (Z = 3) and K (Z = 19)
with respect to Cs (Z = 55), the presence of mixed CuLixCl2+x and
CuKxCl2+x salts can only be hypothesized but not really proven.
2.3. Quantitative determination of Cu-aluminate and supported
CuCl2 phases from XANES
One of the possible ways to verify the nature of a species is an
accurate analysis of its XANES spectrum.37–39 Starting from a
cluster of atoms simulating the local environment of the absorber,
the XANES spectrum could be reproduced theoretically by mean
of apposite codes (FEFF-8,40 or FDMNES,41) and compared with
the experimental one to validate (or to discard) the tested phase.
However, in our case, this approach cannot be used because of the
co-presence of different phases and because, for each phase, it is
very difﬁcult to build a realistic cluster owing to the amorphous
nature of the highly dispersed system.
An alternative way to reproduce the experimental spectrum
of a complex sample, composed by different phases, is using
a linear combination of experimental signals for each separate
phase weighted by its own percentage.28,29,34–36 For this reason we
used as references the spectra of Cu1.4 sample and of anhydrous
CuCl2 (mexp,al(Ei) and mexp,cl(Ei), representative for the pure Cu-
aluminate and supported CuCl2 phases respectively) to compute
a simulated spectrum msim(xal,xcl,Ei) deﬁned as linear combination
of the experimental spectra of the two model compounds:
m m msim i al cl al al i cl cl iE x x x E x E( , , ) ( ) ( )exp, exp,= ⋅ + ⋅ (7)
Then we optimized the weights xal and xcl for the two phases in
order to minimize the difference between the experimental datum
and the simulation, Searching, in the (xal, xcl) space, the minimum
of the function Rfactor deﬁned as follows:
R x x
E E x x
Efactor al cl
i i m i al cl
i i
( , )
( ( ) ( , , ))
( ( )
exp si
exp
=
∑ −
∑
m m
m
2
)2
(8)
Note that in the present case the sum of xal and xcl fractions has
not been forced do be 1, so that the discrepancy between xal + xcl
and unit can be considered as an simple estimation on the validity
of the adopted method, see 4th column in Table 1.
The effectiveness of the method reported in Eqs. (7–8) strongly
depends on the presence of signiﬁcant different features in the two
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Table 1 Relative fractions of the Cu-aluminate (xal) and supported CuCl2 (xcl) phases present in the different catalysts and reported in percentage.
Columns 2–3: as determined by the linear combination of the XANES spectra of Cu1.4 and CuCl2 model compounds according to Eqs (7,8) with xal
and xcl used as independent free parameters. Columns 6,7: as determined via a standard two-phases Cu–O and Cu–Cl EXAFS ﬁt of the ﬁrst shell in the
1.0–2.3 A˚ range, ﬁxing the sum to unit. Also reported are: the deviation of xal + xcl from unit, representing an estimation of the error (column 4) and the
(Rfactor)2 of the best ﬁt from eqn (8), (column 5), reported squared to allow a comparison with the R factor obtained from the output of the FEFF code
(column 9). Catalysts are ordered by decreasing fraction of the aluminate phase
Linear combination of XANES spectra 1st shell EXAFS ﬁt
Samples 100 xal 100 xcl 100 (1- xal - xcl) (Rfactor)2 100 xal 100 xcl RFEFF
Cu5.0 35.8 63.8 0.4 0.13 32 ± 3 68 ± 7 0.003
K3.1Cu5.0 24.2 75.9 0.1 0.06 20 ± 1 80 ± 5 0.033
Cs10.4Cu5.0 22.3 78.2 0.5 0.05 14 ± 1 86 ± 5 0.038
Li0.5Cu5.0 19.7 79.7 0.6 0.04 15 ± 1 85 ± 5 0.014
Mg1.9Cu5.0 4.0 96.4 0.4 0.002 9 ± 1 91 ± 5 0.012
La10.9Cu5.0 1.7 98.9 0.6 0.001 3 ± 0.3 97 ± 8 0.005
experimental curves mexp,al(Ei) and mexp,cl(Ei), used to construct the
simulated spectrum. In the present case, seeFig. 3, althoughalmost
indistinguishable in the edge region, the differences between
mexp,al(Ei) and mexp,cl(Ei), are quite relevant in the white line (ﬁrst
resonance after the edge) and in the post edge region. In fact:
(i) the white line of the Cu-aluminate phase is more than 20%
more intense than that of the CuCl2 phase; (ii) in the two cases, the
minima after thewhite line are signiﬁcantly separated (4 eV); (iii) in
the whole 9005–9025 the mexp,cl(Ei) lies signiﬁcantly above mexp,al(Ei).
These relevant differences guarantee that in samples showing both
phases, the relative fraction can be quantitatively determined with
a good degree of conﬁdence.
Fig. 3 Normalized XANES spectra of Cu1.4 (red curve) and CuCl2 (blue
curve) samples (both activated at 500 K), used as model compounds for
the Cu-aluminate and for anhydrous CuCl2, respectively.
The results of this approach, applied to all catalysts, can
be graphically appreciated in Fig. 4 while the corresponding
quantitative determination of xal and xcl fractions are listed in
the columns 2 and 3 of Table 1.
The analysis of the XANES spectrum of the undoped Cu5.0
sample resulted in xal = 0.358 and xcl = 0.638, values that are
in quantitative agreement with the fractions of 0.32 and 0.68
determined by chemical analysis on the soluble copper fraction
present on a freshly prepared Cu5.0 sample.22 This agreement
Fig. 4 Normalized XANES spectra of the different catalysts activated
in vacuo at 500 K (scattered gray squares). Also reported are the best ﬁt
msim(xal,xcl,Ei) (black curve), see eqn (7), together with the fraction of the
two model phases Cu1.4 (red curve) and CuCl2 (blue curve) weighted by
the corresponding optimized xal and xcl fractions.
implies that the adopted experimental curves, mexp,al(Ei) and
mexp,cl(Ei), are well representative of the two copper species present
on the Cu5.0 catalyst and represent an important guarantee on
the validity of the method applied to this set of data, with this
choice of model compounds. Additional guarantees comes by the
fact that the sum xal + xcl, done on the unrestricted parameters
is very close to unit in all cases (column 4 of Table 1) and by the
relatively low Rfactor values (column 5 of Table 1).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010 Dalton Trans., 2010, 39, 8437–8449 | 8441
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Summarizing, from the quantitative analysis of the XANES
spectra, the following trend in the ability of the dopant cation
to compete with Cu2+ in the aluminate phase formation has been
found: K+ £ Cs+ £ Li+  Mg2+ < La3+.
The present ranking makes quantitative the previous qualitative
one obtained at the end of Section 2.1 based on a simply
observation of the bare FT of the EXAFS spectra collected on
the different catalysts (Fig. 1a). Both methods agrees in ﬁnding
both Mg2+ and La3+ cations much more efﬁcient in saturating the
cationic vacancies of alumina than the alkaline ones. The results of
the XANES analysis will be further conﬁrmed by an independent
two phases analysis of the EXAFS part of the spectrum.
2.4. Quantitative determination of Cu-aluminate and supported
CuCl2 phases from EXAFS
To support the quantitative results obtained in the XANES
analysis, a detailed EXAFS study has been done on undoped and
doped samples using two-phase ﬁt.26,35 Since for all doped catalysts
two phases are present, a reliable EXAFS data analysis must be
done using two different models: the Cu1.4 model compound for
the copper aluminate phase (Cu–O) and the anhydrous CuCl2
for the active phase (Cu–Cl). The following parameters have
been optimized during the ﬁt: the energy shift (DE), the Cu–Cl
bond length distance and Debye–Waller factor (R and s2), for
the supported CuCl2 phase, as well as its relative fraction xcl. To
limit the number of optimized parameters, and thus their relative
correlation, the energy shift, the Cu–O bond length distance and
Debye–Waller factor of the Cu-aluminate phase have been ﬁxed
to the values optimized in the one-phase ﬁt performed on sample
Cu1.4 (see Section 4.4. and Table 3), while the relative fraction xal
has been constrained to the optimized parameter via the equation:
xal = 1 - xcl. For all catalysts, the results of the ﬁts are summarized
in columns 6 and 7 of Table 1, while the quality of the ﬁts can be
appreciated in Fig. 5.
The disagreement in the determination of the fraction xcl of the
active CuCl2 phase estimated with the two quantitative methods
(EXAFS and XANES) is always below 10%. It reaches a value
of 9% in the Cs10.4Cu5.0 case, being close to 5% for Cu5.0,
K3.1Cu5.0, Li0.5Cu5.0 and Mg1.9Cu5.0, while it is as low as
2% for the La10.9Cu5.0 catalyst. We note that for four catalysts
XANES results in a higher estimation of xcl than EXAFS, while
for the remaining two the opposite holds. As both positive and
negative discrepancies are observed, we can conclude that the
two methods are equivalent in estimating the fractions of the
two phases, so that there is no systematic over-estimation/under-
estimation obtained with the XANES approach vs. the EXAFS
one. As a consequence, the ﬁnal estimation of the fractions
can be considered as the average value obtained with the two
techniques (vide infra the 5th column in Table 2). Considering
now the quantitative evaluation obtained from both XANES and
EXAFS techniques, the following trend of the dopant cations in
the ability to compete with Cu2+ in the aluminate formation has
been obtained: K+ < Cs+ ª Li+  Mg2+ < La3+.
Summarizing, all the additives cause a decrease of fraction of
copper forming aluminate. A cross evaluation of data obtained by
XANES and EXAFS evidences that the effect of alkali metal
cations is moderate, while the effect of Mg and La is high.
The different behaviour could be originated by the fact that the
Fig. 5 k3-weighted, phase uncorrected, FT of the EXAFS spectra of
the different catalysts activated in vacuo at 500 K (scattered gray squares).
Also reported are the best ﬁt obtainedwith a two-phases ﬁrst shell analysis,
together with the fraction of the two model phases Cu1.4 (red curve) and
CuCl2 (blue curve) weighted by the corresponding optimized xal and xcl
fractions.
sites of alumina surface involved in surface aluminate formation
are different. Potentially, the surface of g-Al2O3 exhibits both
tetrahedral and octahedral cationic vacancies, however cupric ions
are able to occupy the latter ones only.22,26 The results obtained in
this paragraph suggest that Mg2+ and La3+ preferentially occupy
octahedral vacancies, in a more efﬁcient way than Cu2+, while the
alkali metal cations are able to react with both cationic vacancies,
thus being less competitive for the occupation of octahedral ones.
Probably also the charge of the cation plays a role: surface cationic
vacancies in g-Al2O3 are used to host trivalent Al3+ cations, this
is probably the reason why cations with higher charge like Cu2+,
Mg2+ and La3+ are more efﬁcient than monovalent Li+, K+ and
Cs+ ones.
3. Catalyst reduction by C2H4
In this paragraph we will discuss the effect of the additives on
the reactivity of Cu5.0, K3.1Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0, Cs10.4Cu5.0,
Li0.5Cu5.0 and La10.9Cu5.0 catalysts towards ethylene at 500 K,
comparing in situ EXAFS/XANES spectra and catalytic activity
measured in a pulse reactor with the XANES spectra collected
in operando mode and reported elsewhere.29 For experimental
8442 | Dalton Trans., 2010, 39, 8437–8449 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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reasons intrinsic to each technique, the reactions have been
performed in three signiﬁcantly different conditions.
In the operandoXANES experiments29 the catalyst is submitted
to a continuous ﬂow of all three reagents, while temperature
linearly increases with time. While the ﬂow conditions would
allow the reaching of the equilibrium between reactants and
reaction products, thus of the copper reduction degree, the
continuous change of temperature makes the system not close to
the changing equilibrium, i.e. slightly under-reduced during ramp-
up experiments, where the equilibrium tends toward Cu(I). In the
in situ EXAFS/XANES, see experimental, an equilibrium pres-
sure of C2H4 of 200 Torr is dosed twice on the catalysts at 500K for
5 min, with an intermediate evacuation: the reaction (4) is the only
possible. However, the static conditions make difﬁcult to complete
the reaction and a fraction of Cu(II) potentially reducible can be
still present. Copper reduction is the only possible reaction also
in pulse reactor experiments (ethylene in He). The temperature is
kept at 500 K as in EXAFS/XANES experiments and the catalyst
exposure to ethylene is shorter, but the ﬂow conditions and the
cleaning effect of He ﬂow between pulses can make the system
more efﬁcient than the static one.
Summarizing, the results obtained with the three experimental
set-ups can not be directly compared each other on a quantitative
way, but the trends observedwill result in an homogeneous picture.
3.1. XANES and EXAFS study of ethylene-reduced catalysts
The reduction process performed for the in situ EXAFS/XANES,
has been performed at 500 K, a temperature sufﬁciently high
to be observed in industrial reactors, but low enough to avoid
the complete reduction of all samples, in order to obtain direct
information on the capability of additives to affect the reducibility
of copper active phase. This is evidenced by XANES spectra of
the whole set of ethylene-reduced catalysts compared with those
of CuCl2 and CuCl model compounds, see Fig. 6.
Fig. 6 Normalized XANES spectra of the whole set of catalysts after
interaction with C2H4 at 500 K. For comparison, also the spectra of bulk
CuCl2 (dashed gray curve) and CuCl (solid gray curve).
K3.1Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0 catalysts, show a negligible reduc-
tion fraction. This behaviour is agrees with the previous XANES
study in operando conditions,29 where it has been shown that
K+ and Cs+ dopants slows down the speed of the reduction step
(4), that starts at 520 and 580 K, respectively. The temperature
of 500 K, adopted in the present study, is insufﬁcient to activate
the process. The fact that the temperature is the thermodynamic
parameter preventing the reduction of the active phase is proven
by the fact that when ethylene is dosed on K3.1Cu5.0 catalyst at
650 K, the catalyst exhibits a signiﬁcant reduction. In all the other
cases, 500 K is sufﬁciently high to ensure the reduction, however
all edges lie far away from that of CuCl model compound. Using
the edge shift as rough approximation of the fraction of reduced
Cu(II),28,29,42 Mg1.9Cu5.0 and La10.9Cu5.0 catalysts exhibit a
reduction of 55% and 50%, Cu5.0 of 35% (that corresponds
to 55% of the supported CuCl2 phase) and Li0.5Cu5.0 25%.
Once the fraction of uncreative Cu-aluminate24 is taken into
account, the data reported in Fig. 6 indicates that we are dealing
with two different families of catalysts. Family I, including,
Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0 and La10.9Cu5.0, shows under the adopted
conditions about 50% of reduction of the active CuCl2 phase.
Family II, including K3.1Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0, exhibit no
reduction. Li0.5Cu5.0 is intermediate between the two cases. The
qualitative results of this in situ, static, XANES experiment fully
mirrors the quantitative results obtained in the operando XANES
experiment.29
The incomplete reduction of the samples makes the quantitative
phase speciation by XANES more delicate than in the case of
the activated catalysts discussed so far. Difﬁculties came from the
simultaneous presence of three different copper phases: unreactive
Cu-aluminate, unreacted CuCl2 and reduced CuCl. The situation
is further worsen by the fact that bulk CuCl is not a good model
compound for highly dispersed CuCl nanoparticles.24
The k3-weighted, phase uncorrected, EXAFS spectra of the
different catalysts after activation in vacuo at 500 K (blue curves)
and after subsequent interaction with ethylene at 500 K (green
curves) are reported in Fig. 7. As was the case for XANES spectra,
also the EXAFS spectra of both K3.1Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0
catalysts are almost unaffected by interaction with ethylene at
500 K. Remaining catalysts exhibit a signiﬁcant decrease of the
ﬁrst shell EXAFS signal intensity. This is due to an increase of the
heterogeneity of the ﬁrst shell Cu–Cl distances: Cu2+ in anhydrous
CuCl2 exhibits 4 equivalent in plane Cl atoms at 2.26 A˚,43 while
Cu+ in CuCl has a distorted tetrahedral geometry with four Cu–Cl
distances in the 2.29–2.42 A˚.44 It is remarkable to note that in the
imaginary parts the maxima and the minima of the two signals
of the activated and reduced catalysts occurs exactly in the same
positions. Under such circumstances, it is evident that, EXAFS
will not be able to discriminate between CuCl2 and CuCl and that
we must rely on the qualitative information extracted from the
XANES data only.
3.2. Catalytic activity probed by dosing C2H4 pulses
The EXAFS and XANES experiments in ethylene performed
under static conditions, and discussed in Section 3.1, have shown
that the presence of potassium and cesium lowers the reducibility
of Cu, further supporting the recent time/temperature resolved
XANES experiments in operando conditions.29 In order to make
possible a more precise comparison among different catalysts,
the Cu5.0, Li0.5Cu5.0, K3.1Cu5.0, Cs10.4Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0
and La10.9Cu5.0 catalysts have been submitted to a series of
C2H4 pulses at the same temperature as static XANES/EXAFS
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010 Dalton Trans., 2010, 39, 8437–8449 | 8443
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Fig. 7 Modulus and imaginary part of the k3-weighted, phase un-
corrected, FT of the EXAFS spectra, in the ﬁrst shell region, of the
different catalysts after activation in vacuo at 500 K (blue curves) and after
subsequent interaction with C2H4 at 500 K (green curves). For K3.1Cu5.0
catalyst also the spectrumobtained after interactionwith ethylene at 650K
(dark gray curve) is reported. The insets report the second shell signals
magniﬁed by a factor 8.
experiments (500 K) even necessarily in different ﬂuid-dynamic
conditions. The results are reported in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8 Fraction of reduced Cu(II) vs. the number of ethylene pulses
dosed on Cu5.0, Li0.5Cu5.0, K3.1Cu5.0, Cs10.4Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0 and
La10.9Cu5.0 catalysts as obtained from the measured ethylene conversion
to 1,2-dichloroethane. Quantitative data after 20 pulses have been reported
and analyzed in Table 2.
Being the experiments performed in a depletive mode the C2H4
can be converted to C2H4Cl2 only at the expense of the Cl coming
from the reduction of CuCl2 to CuCl, so the determination of
C2H4 conversion allow the direct determination of Cu available
for reduction. For the same reason the conversion per pulse is
higher at the beginning and decreases progressively as the source
of Cl is consumed (Fig. 8).
As expected, after 20 pulses Cu5.0 catalyst is more reduced
than K3.1Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0 one. However all the other
tested catalysts show a higher reduction degree than Cu5.0,
included Li0.5Cu5.0 and the differences are relevant. The different
capability to convert C2H4 can be roughly attributed to three
characteristics: (i) the chemical nature of the active phase; (ii)
fraction of active Cu(II), that depends on the ability of the dopant
cation in competing with Cu(II) for the formation of the surface
aluminate phase,22,23,26 (iii) the area of the active phase surface.
Point (i) explains why the data of catalyst K3.1Cu5.0 and
Cs10.4Cu5.0 lies below all the other curves in Fig. 8. It is now
proved that KCl- and CsCl-doping results in the formation of
CuKxCl2+x and CuCsxCl2+x mixed phases supported on alumina.
Indirect evidences came from the Cu(II) d-d transitions and from
the CO stretching frequency of carbon monoxide adsorbed on
reduced catalyst by in situ IR spectroscopy.29 Direct structural
evidences have been reported in Section 2.2 of the present work
from the inspection of the Cu second shell environment. Family I
and II signiﬁcantly differs by the fact that they exhibit a different
active phase: CuCl2 in the former case and CuMxCl2+x (M = K,
Cs) in the latter one. The lower activity of Family II catalyst in
ethylene conversion at 500 K is so fully justiﬁed.
The combined in situ EXAFS and XANES study summarized
in Table 1 allowed us to quantify the fraction of active copper
phase, so to be able to take into account point (ii). The higher
activity of Mg1.9Cu5.0 and La10.9Cu5.0 catalysts is clearly due
to the fact that they exhibits almost all copper in the active phase:
94 and 98%, respectively. The case of Li0.5Cu5.0 catalyst is more
difﬁcult to be discussed. The formation of a CuLixCl2+x mixed
phase, at least for a fraction of copper has not been really proven,
but suggested by the intermediate behaviour of this catalyst with
respect to the clear responses of catalysts classiﬁed in Family I and
II, see e.g. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. This would result in an expected lower
activity. The fact the Li0.5Cu5.0 catalyst has a higher activity than
the undoped Cu5.0 can be justiﬁed by its higher fraction of active
phase: 82% vs. 66%, see Table 1. It is evident that in order to go
deeper detail into this topic it is necessary to know the exposed
surface of the active phase: point (iii).
4. Interaction of CO on C2H4-reduced catalysts: IR
spectroscopy and chemisorption
4.1. IR spectroscopy of adsorbed CO
CO is an excellent probe molecule for Cu(I) sites,24,37,45–51 because
its interaction is normally rather strong. The interaction can be
separated into an electrostatic, a covalent s-dative and a p-back
donation contributions, the ﬁrst two causing a blue shift of the
n-CO, while the last causes a red shift.52–54 From a measurement
of the n-CO of a given Cu(I) carbonyl complex, information are so
obtained on the nature of the Cu(I)–CO bond. On the contrary,
the interaction of CO with Cu(II) is very week and has been
8444 | Dalton Trans., 2010, 39, 8437–8449 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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Table 2 Raw results of static-volumetric measurements of CO adsorption (columns 2–4): Volume of adsorbed CO (Vm), ratio between adsorbed CO
molecules and total number of Cu atoms (D¢), and estimation of the surface area of CuCl (S¢CuCl). Average fraction of the active CuCl2 phase, in %
from XANES and EXAFS analyses (<xcl> Column 5). Dispersion corrected by <xcl> and referred to the active CuCl2 phase (D, Column 6). Raw and
renormalized data from the catalytic experiments in pulse reactor (Fig. 8): % of the total Cu reduced after 20 ethylene pluses (R¢, Column 7);% of Cu
reduced in the active phase (R = R¢/<xcl> , Column 8); % of reduction of the ﬁrst monolayer of the active phase (R/D Column 9)
Technique CO chemisorption raw data EXAFS/XANES Activity in pulse reactor
Sample Vm/cm3g-1 D¢ SCuCl/m2g-1 100 <xcl> D = D¢/<xcl> R¢ R = R¢/<xcl> R/D
Cu5.0 8.3 0.45 25.1 66 0.68 28 42 62
K3.1Cu5.0 8.4 0.46 25.4 78 0.59 15 24 41
Cs10.4Cu5.0 8.3 0.45 25.1 82 0.55 5 7 12
Li0.5Cu5.0 14.2 0.78 43.0 82 0.94 37 54 58
Mg1.9Cu5.0 12.6 0.69 38.1 94 0.74 50 56 76
La10.9Cu5.0 14.4 0.79 43.6 98 0.80 79 82 102
only very rarely observed,55,56 and in the present case it can be
considered, in ﬁrst approximation, negligible at all. In order to
allow a direct comparison with reduced samples investigated by
in situ XANES/EXAFS experiments the catalysts were reduced
in ethylene at 500 K before CO dosage to allow the molecule to
probe the surface of the active phase.24,25,28 The experiment has
so been performed on partially reduced catalysts, see Fig. 6 and
related discussion.
Parts (a) and (b) of Fig. 9 report the IR spectra of CO dosed
at room temperature on the whole set of catalysts pre-reduced
in ethylene at 500 K collected at low and high CO equilibrium
pressure (PCO), respectively. In all cases we are dealing with a
single and well deﬁned band due to the formation of Cu+ ◊ ◊ ◊ CO
adducts. We can so conclude that, at room temperature, (i) CO is
not absorbed on the g-Al2O3 surface activated at 500 K (neither
on Al–OH nor on Al3+ sites); (ii) only mono-carbonyl complexes
are formed (di-carbonyls are characterized by two IR bands). This
IR experiment testiﬁes that the surface CO : Cu(I) stoichiometry is
1 : 1, a point of fundamental importance for the CO chemisorption
experiments described in Section 4.2.
Family I samples exhibit n-CO stretching frequencies very close
to that of the unperturbed CO molecule (n0CO = 2143 cm-1), see
vertical dotted gray line in Fig. 9ab, while for samples belonging
to Family II we have n-CO  n0CO. In the former case we are
dealing with non-classical carbonyls, while in the latter with
classical ones.52–54 Looking to the evolution of the spectra with
PCO, it is worth of note that the C–O stretching frequency n-
CO undergoes a signiﬁcant red shift upon moving from low to
high PCO, for catalysts belonging to Family I, see vertical colored
dashed lines in Fig. 9aFig. 9b. Conversely only a negligible shift
is observed for catalysts belonging to Family II. This evolution
is better shown in Fig. 9c reporting, for all catalysts, the n-CO at
intermediate PCO. Even if the static arrangement of experiments
and the temperature control in IR sample holder have caused some
reproducibility difﬁculties, the difference between Family I and
Family II is evenmoremarked. The fact that the n-CO ofCu+ ◊ ◊ ◊ CO
adducts formed by Family I catalysts are PCO dependent, is well
known in surface science and is due to the mutual perturbation
of adjacent carbonyls57 that, in turns, testiﬁes of Cu(I) adsorbing
sites are adjacent each-other.24 Conversely, for both K3.1Cu5.0
and Cs10.4Cu5.0 samples the n-CO value is almost pressure
independent, suggesting that Cu(I) adsorbing sites are sufﬁciently
isolated from each other and that the interaction between two
Cu+ ◊ ◊ ◊ CO adducts is negligible. Note again that the non complete
reduction of K3.1Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0 catalysts may be also
responsible for this behaviour. Basically Cu5.0, La10.9Cu5.0,
Mg1.9Cu5.0 and Li0.9Cu5.0 samples behaves similarly to what
observed for highly dispersed CuCl nanoparticles supported on
NaCl(001),47 see open gray circles in Fig. 9c, where surface Cu+
sites are separated just by one Cl- anion, while a much larger
distance must be inferred for copper species hosted on K3.1Cu5.0
and Cs10.4Cu5.0 samples.
The whole set of pressure dependent IR experiments has been
duplicated in order to check the reproducibility and reported in
Fig. 9d. Inspections of parts (c) and (d) of Fig. 9 results in the
conclusion that the reproducibility of the experiments holds on
a qualitative ground but not on a quantitative one. In fact, the
presence of two distinct families of catalysts is fully conﬁrmed but
the exact n-CO values observed at low and highPCO differ in the two
set of experiments by some cm-1. On the basis of our experience
we conclude that the critical point in the reproducibility lies in the
reduction under static conditions, that can yield slightly different
results depending on: (i) the actual reduction temperature; (ii) the
actual ethylene equilibrium pressure dosed on the sample; (iii) the
exact exposure time; (iv) the ﬁnal vacuum reached between the
two ethylene dosages.
4.2. Dispersion measurements by CO chemisorption
Dispersion measurements require that the phase under investi-
gation is completely reduced. In order to safely reach 100% of
the reduction of the active phase samples avoiding the use of
too high temperature (modiﬁcation of copper dispersion and
possibility of heavy by-products deposition) number and time
of exposure to ethylene – evacuation cycles before CO dosage
have been substantially increased, see experimental (Section 6.3.1).
Notice that the apparatus used allow a better control of operating
conditions than IR experiments. The IR study on adsorbed CO
leads to the conclusion that, for CuCl2/Al2O3 samples reduced
in ethylene, CO adsorbs only on Cu(I) sites at RT to form
Cu+ ◊ ◊ ◊ CO adducts.24,29 This fact justify the use of CO as a probe
molecule to detect the number of surfaceCu(I) sites by usual static-
volumetric adsorption measurements.58,59 The volume of adsorbed
CO correspondent to the full coverage (hereinafter Vm) has been
evaluated by linearizing the adsorption isotherm (not reported for
brevity) with the Langmuir equation in the 100–600 Torr range.
The knowledge of Vm allows to calculate the number of Cu(I) ions
exposed to the surface (Cu(I)s), then the dispersion (D¢):
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010 Dalton Trans., 2010, 39, 8437–8449 | 8445
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Fig. 9 Part (a): IR spectra ofCOdosedonCu5.0,Li0.5Cu5.0,K3.1Cu5.0,
Cs10.4Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0 and La10.9Cu5.0 catalysts previously reduced
in ethylene at 500 K under static conditions. PCO = 2.5 10-2 mbar. Part
(b): as Part (a) for PCO = 5 mbar. The vertical dotted gray line refers
to the stretching frequency of the unperturbed CO molecule: n0CO =
2143 cm-1, while the remaining vertical dashed lines highlight the frequency
shift undergone by the Cu+ ◊ ◊ ◊ CO adducts in the investigated PCO range.
Part (c) Evolution of n-CO, as a function of PCO (logarithmic scale) in
IR experiments of CO dosed at 300 K on the different catalysts. The
corresponding set of low and high PCO spectra are reported in parts (a)
and (b) respectively. The gray open circles refer to the data collected by
Scarano et al.47 on CuCl nano-crystals grown by vapor phase deposition
on a NaCl(001) and represent a reference for the pure CuCl phase. The
horizontal dotted line refers to n0CO. Part (d) as part (c) for an independent
second set of IR experiments performed to test the reproducibility.
D¢ = Cu(I)s/Cu(I)tot, (9)
whereCu(I)tot represents the number of theCu(I) ions in the sample.
A further evaluation leads to the estimation of the surface area of
CuCl (SCuCl):
SCuCl = Cu(I)s aCuCl, (10)
where aCuCl (11.64 A˚2 as estimated from the chemical density rCuCl)
is the average area per Cu(I) at the surface of CuCl. Table 2
summarizes the results obtained on the whole set of samples. A
high dispersion is reached for all samples (0.45 < D¢ < 0.79).
Addition of potassium leaves D¢ nearly unchanged, while the
presence of Li, Mg and La strongly increase the dispersion of
copper. Reported D¢ values refer to the whole amount of copper,
but the interesting values are those related to the supported
active phase. The combined EXAFS/XANES study performed
in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 allowed us to know, for each catalyst,
the fraction of inactive Cu-aluminate and of active Cu phase. In
column 5 of Table 2 we report the average values <xcl> obtained
with EXAFS and XANES technique (Table 1). So, the dispersion
of the supported active phase can be obtained as:
D = D¢/<xcl> (11)
and is reported in the sixths column of Table 2. From the reported
data, it emerges that K and Cs dopants decrease the dispersion
of the active phase, while Li, Mg and La increases the dispersion,
resulting in an active phase showing almost only Cu(I) surface
ions (absence of bulk atoms). The very high dispersion of the
active phase can also be appreciated in the second shell signal of
the EXAFS data, see insets in Fig. 7, that exhibits a dramatic
decrease upon interaction with ethylene.
Summarizing the results, the double salts formed by CsCl and
KCl with copper chloride tend to reach a lower dispersion than
undoped copper chloride. Conversely, the dispersion of copper
chloride is increased by the presence of MgCl2 and LaCl3. This
mean that these additives, that do not form double salts with
copper chloride, decrease its tendency to agglomerate. However,
they are able to modify also the intrinsic reactivity of Cu chloride.
In fact, by comparing the reduction degree R of the catalysts after
20 pulses (i.e. the total ethylene conversion, see Fig. 8) with the
fraction of surface Cu atoms in the active phase (D in Table 2),
we can calculate the fraction of the ﬁrst monolayer that has been
reduced (R/D, last column in Table 2). We notice that the fraction
corresponds to 60% for undoped Cu and that it is increased by the
addition of Mg (75%) and even more (100%) for La. This means
that each Cu ion of the surface of Mg- and La-doped catalysts is
more reactive than Cu ion of the undoped one. Accordingly to this
approach, the speciﬁc reactivity of Cu is lowered by the addition
of K (40%) and even more of Cs (10%), because of double salt
formation. The effect of Li is more difﬁcult to rationalize because
it acts as Mg and La enhancing the dispersion of active phase, but
the fraction of the ﬁrst monolayer reduced after 20 pulses is lower
than the corresponding fraction of undoped Cu, even if much less
than K and Cs. The mechanism of the enhancing effect of Mg and
La on catalytic activity is not clear, but it could be associated to
the modiﬁcation that they induce to the support surface: the Cu is
so highly dispersed that almost all is in direct contact with support
surface.A systematic set of IR experiment performed dosingCOat
liquid nitrogen temperature, so probing both the alumina surface
and the copper phase, is planned in the next future to better clarify
this important aspect.
5. Conclusions and perspectives
As proved from a previous study, in the undoped CuCl2/g-Al2O3
catalysts for oxychlorination reaction, two Cu-phases coexist: Cu-
aluminate and supported CuCl2, the only active one.22 In the
present contribution, we investigated the role played by dopants
on: (i) the nature, (ii) the relative fraction, (iii) the reducibility and
(iv) the dispersion of the active phase. The study was extended to
the mostly used dopants in both ﬁxed and ﬂuid bed technologies:
LiCl, KCl, CsCl, MgCl2 LaCl3, added in a Cu/dopant atomic
ratio of 1 : 1. Due to the complexity of the topic a multitechnical
approachwas unavoidable.We combined in situXANES/EXAFS,
8446 | Dalton Trans., 2010, 39, 8437–8449 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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IR spectroscopy of adsorbed CO, CO chemisorption and catalytic
tests performed using a pulse reactor in depletive mode. When
needed, reference to results obtained in aXANES study performed
in operando conditions was made.29
EXAFS and XANES highlighted that all dopants contribute
more or less efﬁciently in increasing the fraction of the active
copper species, that reaches a value of almost 100% in the case of
MgCl2 or LaCl3. differences among dopants reﬂect the different
ability of the corresponding cations to compete with Cu2+ in the
occupancy of octahedral surface vacancies of alumina. EXAFS
directly, and IR indirectly, proved that the addition of KCl or
CsCl (and less efﬁciently of LiCl) results in the formation of mixed
CuKxCl2+x or CuCsxCl2+x phases, so altering the chemical nature
of the active phase. XANES spectroscopy indicates that addition
of MgCl2or LaCl3 does not affect the reducibility by ethylene
(under static conditions) of the active CuCl2 phase (eqn (4)) and
that the reducibility of the new copper-dopant mixed chloride
is in the order CuCl2 > CuLixCl2+x > CuKxCl2+x > CuCsxCl2+x.
When the ethylene is dosed on the catalysts in a pulse reactor, the
following trend in the overall reducibility is observed: La- > Mg-
> Li-doped > undoped > K- > Cs-doped catalyst. Reducibility
is thus affected by the adopted experimental conditions (static
or ﬂow). To understand this apparent discrepancy we used CO
chemisorption, to determine the dispersion of the active phase.
It is worth noticing that quantitative data could be extracted
from the CO chemisorption experiments only thanks to the
support of independent EXAFS/XANES and IR experiments:
EXAFS/XANES study allowed us to refer the chemisorption
data to the active phase only (Table 1), while the IR study allowed
us to ﬁx the Cu+/CO surface stoichiometry to be 1 : 1 (Fig. 9).
XAFS/XANES/IR-supported chemisorption data found that:
addition of LiCl increases enormously the dispersion of the active
phase, LaCl3 signiﬁcantly and MgCl2 barely, while addition of
both KCl and CsCl results in a decrease of the surface area of the
active phase. Themechanism of the enhancing effect of La andMg
on catalytic activity is still not clear, but it could be associated to
the modiﬁcation that they induce to the support surface: the Cu is
so highly dispersed that almost all is in direct contact with support
surface. Summarizing the use of a multidisciplinary approach has
been the unavoidable to understand the complex role that the
different additives have on the active phase of the CuCl2/g-Al2O3
catalysts for ethylene oxychlorination.
This study has been focused on investigation of the effects that
additives have on the active copper phase of the catalyst. From
this study, it emerges that a comprehensive understanding of the
effects that additives have in the chemistry of the oxychlorination
reactionwill be reached only once also themodiﬁcation undergone
by the alumina support will be investigated and rationalized.
Obviously dopants also modify the support, by formation of
dopant-aluminate phase and by precipitation of dopant-chloride.
The data summarized in Table 2 clearly shows that, owing to the
high dispersion of the active phase, the ability to convert ethylene
into dichloroethane is inﬂuenced by the dopant-modiﬁed support.
6. Synthesis, Experimental and Methods
6.1. Synthesis and sample nomenclature
All samples have been prepared by impregnation of a g-alumina
(Condea Puralox SCCa 30/170, surface area: 168 m2g-1, pore
volume: 0.50 cm3g-1) with the aqueous solution of the correspond-
ing chlorides following the incipient wetness method as described
elsewhere.22 After impregnation, the samples were dried at 373 K
under a dry air ﬂow for 3 h and then kept at RT. To minimize aging
effects,23 characterizations of samples (also at the synchrotron)
havebeenperformed1hafter impregnation.Following thenomen-
clature already used in the previous papers,22–26,28,29,42,60 samples will
be labelled according to wt.% content of the different metals (Cu
and additive). As an example, sample Cu5.0 represents a 5.0 wt%
Cu loaded sample without additives, while sample K3.1Cu5.0
represents a catalyst prepared with 5.0 wt% Cu plus 3.1 wt% K. In
all catalysts the amount of copper has been ﬁxed to 5 wt.%, while
for the doped samples, an amount additives atoms equal to the
copper ones has been added, resulting toK3.1Cu5.0,Mg1.9Cu5.0,
Cs10.4Cu5.0, Li0.5Cu5.0 and La10.9Cu5.0 catalysts.
6.2. Ethylene conversion tests in pulse reactor
Activity tests of the oxychlorination reaction have been made by
using a conventional pulse reactor with the following procedure.23
The reactor, containing 0.15 g of sample was heated to 500 K in
nitrogen stream (30 cm3 min-1), corresponding to a contact time of
1 s. In order to ensure a complete and stable re-chlorination of the
catalyst, the sample was then treated with alternate pulses of air
(0.75 cm3) andHCl (0.60 cm3) for ﬁve times; a series of C2H4 pulses
(0.30 cm3) was then sent to the sample and the C2H4 to C2H4Cl2
conversion has been determined by a gascromatograph (Carlo
Erba Fractovap 4200) equipped with a packed column, a ﬂame
detector and an integrator (Shimadzu C-R3A Chromatopac).
The side products usually found in tests on oxychlorination
reaction (for example ethyl chloride and vinyl chloride) have been
not detected in our experiments, probably because of adopted
depletion procedure.
6.3. Sample characterization
6.3.1. CO chemisorption. Static-volumetric CO adsorption
measurements were made by a Micromeritics ASAP 2010C
device equipped with a turbomolecular pump, which allowed
to obtain a vacuum better than 10-5 Torr (1 Torr 133.3 Pa)
in the sample holder. All the treatments, including adsorption
were performed with sufﬁcient time to reach equilibrium. The
pretreatment consisted in an evacuation at 308 K for 5 min, an
evacuation at 500 K for 0.5 h, ﬁve cycles of reduction with ethylene
at 200 Torr at 500 K for 15 min followed by evacuation at the same
temperature for 15 min (the last time for 60 min) and, at last, an
evacuation at 308 K for 30 min. The adsorption measurements
were made with CO at 308 K. They consisted of the determination
of the isotherms in the 10-4–600 Torr range (about 20 min per
point).
6.3.2. IR spectroscopy of adsorbed CO. For IR measure-
ments, performed at room temperature, a thin self-supporting
wafer of the catalyst has been prepared and activated under
dynamic vacuum at 500 K for 2 h, inside an IR cell designed
to allow in situ temperature treatments, reagents dosage and
evacuation.29 Before CO dosage, the sample was reduced at 500 K
in ethylene and then cooled down to RT. More precisely, once
the catalyst has been activated in vacuo at 500 K, keeping constant
the temperature, a C2H4-equilibrium pressure of 200 Torr has been
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010 Dalton Trans., 2010, 39, 8437–8449 | 8447
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Table 3 First shell, single phase, EXAFS data analysis performed on samples Cu1.4 and CuCl2 (both activated in vacuo at 500 K) were used as models
for the Cu-aluminate phase and for the supported CuCl2 phase, respectively
Sample Treatment Shell DE/eV N*S02 R/A˚ s2 (10-3·A˚2) RFEFF
Cu1.4 vacuo @500 K Cu–O -1 ± 1 3.2 ± 0.3 1.96 ± 0.01 5.0 ± 0.9 0.013
CuCl2 (anhydrous) vacuo @500 K Cu–Cl -1 ± 1 3.6 ± 0.2 2.28 ± 0.02 5.4 ± 0.4 0.004
dosed on the sample and the ethylene/catalyst interactionwas kept
under static condition for 5 min, C2H4Cl2 products and unreacted
C2H4 molecules were evacuated down to 10-3 Torr and a second
dose of 200 Torr of C2H4 was send with the same procedure. After
5 min of contact the pressure inside the cell was decreased down
to 10-3 Torr, the sample was cooled down to RT. The IR spectra
have been recorded at 2 cm-1 resolution on a BRUKER FTIR 66
spectrometer equipped with a HgCdTe cryodetector.
6.3.3. In situ X-ray adsorption spectroscopy. X-ray absorp-
tion measurements were carried out using synchrotron radiation
of the EXAFS13 station at LURE (Orsay, France). Both Extended
X-ray absorption ﬁne structure (EXAFS) and X-ray absorption
near edge spectroscopy (XANES) measurements were carried
out in transmission mode using air ﬁlled ionization chambers
for both incident and transmitted beams, the pressure inside the
second ionization chamber was ad hoc optimized for each sample.
The beam was monochromatized using a Si(111) or a Si(331)
channel-cut monochromator for EXAFS and XANES spectra
respectively. Four EXAFS spectra have been collected in the same
experimental conditions with a sampling step of 2.0 eV/point and
an integration time of 2 s/point. A single XANES spectrum was
acquired for each sample, with a sampling step of 0.5 eV/point
and an integration time of 2 s/point. Extracted c(k) have been
averaged before the EXAFS data analysis as detailed elsewhere.61
EXAFS data analysis has been performed using the Arthemis
software.62 For each sample, the averaged k3c(k) function was
Fourier transformed in the Dk = 2.0–13.0 A˚-1 interval.
Catalyst preparation for in situ X-ray absorption experiments
has been performed by introducing a self supported pellet of the
sample with optimized thickness inside an ad hoc conceived cell60
allowing activation in vacuo at the desired temperature (500 K)
and successive interaction with C2H4, again at 500 K, performed
as described for IR spectroscopy of adsorbed CO.
6.4. Strategies adopted in the 2-phases EXAFS data analysis
Phases and amplitudes generated by FEFF6.0 code.63 have ﬁrst
been checked on model compounds. Samples Cu1.4 and CuCl2
(both activated in vacuo at 500 K) were used as models for the Cu-
aluminate phase and for the supported, CuCl2 phase, respectively.
The EXAFS data analysis on sample Cu1.4 can be performed in
a straightforward manner, since only the copper aluminate phase
is present on it.22,26 We performed a 1st shell ﬁt in the 1–2.3 A˚ R-
range, based on 4 parameters: N*S02, DE, RCu–O, s2Cu–O obtaining
a distance RCu–O of 1.96 ± 0.01 A˚. According to our pervious
experience22,23,26 we know that bulk anhydrous CuCl2 is a good
reference compound for the dispersed CuCl2 obtained on alumina
surface upon activation at 500 K, because the smaller nature of
the CuCl2 supported clusters can be well simulated just increasing
the s2Cu–Cl disorder factor. Table 3 summarized the results of the
EXAFS ﬁt on the model compounds.
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The understanding, at the atomic level, of the role played by additives (dopants or promoters) in
the chemistry of an industrial catalyst is a very complex and diﬃcult task. We succeeded in this
goal for the ethylene oxychlorination catalyst (CuCl2/g-Al2O3), used to produce dichloroethane,
a key intermediate of the polyvinyl chloride chemistry (PVC). Among the most used additives for
both ﬂuid and ﬁxed beds technologies (LiCl, KCl, CsCl, MgCl2, LaCl3, CeCl4) we have been able
to highlight that KCl, and CsCl, forming in reaction conditions a mixed phase with CuCl2,
strongly modify the catalyst behaviour. In particular, these additives are able to displace the rate
determining step from the CuCl oxidation (undoped catalyst) to the CuCl2 reduction. This results
from the decrease of the rate of the latter reaction, thus the overall activity of the system. For all
remaining additives the rate determining step remains the CuCl oxidation, as for the undoped
catalyst. These results have been obtained coupling the catalyst activity monitored with a pulse
reactor working in both non-depletive and depletive modes with time resolved XANES
spectroscopy performed under in operando conditions (i.e. coupled with mass spectrometry).
Formation of CuKxCl2+x and CuCsxCl2+x mixed phases has been proved monitoring the Cu(II)
d–d transitions with UV-Vis spectrometer and the CO stretching frequency of carbon monoxide
adsorbed on reduced catalyst by in situ IR spectroscopy. Finally, of high relevance is the
observation that the fully oxidized catalyst is inactive. This unexpected evidence highlight the
role of coordinatively unsaturated Cu(I) species in adsorbing ethylene on the catalyst surface
indicating that copper, in the working catalyst, exhibits a (I)/(II) mixed valence state.
1. Introduction
Oxychlorination is a key-process in the modern chemical
industry, playing a relevant role for chlorine atom incorporation
in hydrocarbons, both saturated and unsaturated, e.g., in
methane, ethylene and benzene.1,2 Recently, CO oxychlorination
has also been taken into consideration for the synthesis of
phosgene in alternative to the traditional process of CO direct
chlorination.3,4 More speciﬁcally, almost all the world production
of polyvinyl-chloride (PVC) is nowadays obtained by the
polymerization of vinyl chloride monomer (VCM), which is
produced using ethylene, oxygen and chlorine as reagents
following reaction (1). Production of VCM is based on cracking
of 1,2-dichloroethane (EDC),
C2H4Cl2- C2H3Cl + HCl (1)
which in its turn is produced by two parallel processes, viz.
direct chlorination (2) and oxychlorination (3):
C2H4 + Cl2- C2H4Cl2 (2)
C2H4 + 2HCl + 1/2O2- C2H4Cl2 + H2O (3)
The latter reaction, recycling HCl produced by the cracking of
1,2-dichloroethane (1), is particularly important in industrial
applications because it was speciﬁcally developed to reduce the
raw material (Cl2) consumption and the exit of useless product
(HCl) outside the cycle, in agreement with the modern requests
of chemical industry.5–7
Oxychlorination reaction (3) is performed at 490–530 K and
5–6 atm using both air and oxygen in ﬂuid or ﬁxed bed
reactors. Commercial catalysts are produced by impregnation
of g-alumina with CuCl2 (4–8 wt% Cu). Other chlorides,
(mainly alkaline or alkaline earth chlorides) in a variable
concentration, are also added in order to improve the catalytic
performances making the catalyst more suitable for use in
industrial reactors.5–11 In particular, KCl is always present in
the catalysts used in ﬁxed bed technologies, sometimes
together with other alkali-metal chlorides such as CsCl, NaCl
or LiCl.12–15 Rare-earth-metal chlorides such as LaCl3, added
to CuCl2 and KCl, are also claimed in the patent literature.
14
MgCl2 is the base additive (also named dopant) in the catalysts
used in ﬂuid bed processes, where alkali-metal (such as LiCl)
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or rare-earth-metal chlorides (such as LaCl3) can also be
added.16–18 Of interest is the fact that unsupported, Cu-free,
LaCl3 has been found to be active in the methane
oxychlorination.19
In spite of an abundant literature on the subject,5–9,15,20–32 a
signiﬁcant improvement of the knowledge of the system has
been done only recently,28–32 even if limited to the base
catalyst (containing only CuCl2 without additives). It has been
proved28,29 that two diﬀerent copper species are present on the
activated catalyst (dried at 500 K in N2 ﬂux): a surface
aluminate where the copper ions are hosted in the octahedral
vacancies of g-Al2O3, and a highly dispersed copper chloride.
The former phase takes place at copper content lower than
0.95 wt% Cu per 100 m2 support, conversely the latter
precipitates directly from the solution once the adsorptive
capacity of alumina is exhausted. Successively it has been
shown that the overall ethylene oxychlorination reaction (3)
is catalyzed only by the CuCl2 phase following a three steps
redox mechanism: (i) chlorination of ethylene by reduction of
CuCl2 to CuCl; (ii) oxidation of CuCl to an oxychloride; and
(iii) re-chlorination with HCl (closure of the catalytic
cycle30,31):
2CuCl2 + C2H4- C2H4Cl2 + 2CuCl, (4)
2CuCl + 1/2 O2- Cu2OCl2, (5)
Cu2OCl2 + 2HCl- 2CuCl2 + H2O. (6)
Recently,33 an in situ, time resolved, XANES study has
allowed us to determine the Cu(II) 2 Cu(I) transformation
occurring on the CuCl2/g-Al2O3 base catalyst in ethylene
oxychlorination environment along the 373–623 K range.
These data, together with the simultaneous determination of
the catalyst activity, have demonstrated that the rate determining
step of the ethylene oxychlorination reaction is the oxidation
of CuCl according to eqn (5).
In ref. 33 the key role of potassium chloride dopant, present
in the industrial catalysts used in ﬁxed bed technologies, has
also been highlighted. It has been shown that the KCl/CuCl2/
g-Al2O3 catalyst behaves diﬀerently from the base one, working
in a prevailing oxidized state. Combining operando XANES
experiments with catalytic tests of ethylene conversion in pulse
reactors and with IR experiments of adsorbed CO, it was
concluded that the active phase of the of the KCl/CuCl2/g-Al2O3
is a mixed chloride (KxCuCl2+x) phase,
33 which reduces the
ability of the active surface to adsorb ethylene and/or transfer
two Cl atoms to each ethylene molecule. The formation of the
double compound, although not detectable by XRD owing to
too small crystal size,29 was suggested by IR spectroscopy of
adsorbed CO.
In this paper we extend the in situ XANES study to MgCl2/
CuCl2/g-Al2O3, CsCl/CuCl2/g-Al2O3, LiCl/CuCl2/g-Al2O3,
LaCl3/CuCl2/g-Al2O3, CeCl4/CuCl2/g-Al2O3, samples, repre-
senting almost all the dopants claimed or used in the catalysts
employed in both ﬁxed and ﬂuid bed technologies. XANES
spectra, collected in operando conditions, have been sup-
ported by catalyst activity in pulse reactor, IR and UV-Vis
spectroscopies.
The aim of the present work is to improve the understanding,
on the chemical and atomic levels, of the role that dopant
addition has on the chemistry of the ethylene oxychlorination
reaction. This means that we will not enter into the engineering
advantages related to an improvement of the structural resistance
of the catalysts pellets hosted inside the reactors, to the
reduction of the chemical and mechanic corrosion of the
reactor walls etc. Notwithstanding this big limitation, our
aim is very ambitious because the eﬀect of additives is
potentially extremely complex, and can be summarized in
the following four main points. (i) CuCl2 could form with
the chloride of the corresponding additive cation a mixed
chloride,3,33–36 thus modifying (on the chemical ground) the
active phase of the catalyst. (ii) Additive cations can compete
with Cu2+ cations in the saturation of cationic vacancies at the
alumina surface, thus altering the fraction of Cu2+ cations
present in the active phase, that has been established for the
bare CuCl2/g-Al2O3 in ref. 28 and 29 to be a known function
of the alumina surface area and of the copper loading. (iii)
Additive cations can modify the acidity of the support, which
has been proved to be of both Lewis (surface Al3+ species) and
Brønsted (surface Al–OH species) nature.30 (iv) Additive
cations can modify the Cu dispersion, favoring or inhibiting
the clustering of the particles of the active phase on the
support. In this work, we focus on the inﬂuence of promoters
on the active site, improving our knowledge of the role that
dopant addition has on the chemistry and redox behaviour of
the active phase and on the eﬀect that these chemical
modiﬁcations has on the increase or decrease of catalytic
activity observed as a consequence of catalyst doping.
2. Synthesis, experimental and methods
2.1 Materials
All samples have been prepared by impregnation of a
g-alumina (Condea Puralox SCCa 30/170, surface area:
168 m2 g1, pore volume: 0.50 cm3 g1) with the aqueous
solution of the corresponding chlorides following the incipient
wetness method as described elsewhere.28 After impregnation,
the samples were dried at 373 K under a dry air ﬂow for 3 h
and then kept at RT. To minimize aging eﬀects,29 characteri-
zations of samples (also at the synchrotron) were performed 1 h
after impregnation. Following the nomenclature already used
in the previous papers,28–33,37,38 samples will be labeled
according to wt% content of the diﬀerent metals (Cu and
additive). As an example, sample Cu5.0 represents a 5.0 wt%
Cu loaded sample without additives, while sample K3.6Cu5.0
represents a catalyst prepared with 5.0 wt% Cu plus 3.6 wt%
K. In all catalysts used for XANES, IR and UV-Vis-NIR DRS
spectroscopies the amount of copper has been ﬁxed to 5 wt%,
while for the doped samples, an atomic ratio of Cu to dopant
metal equal to 1 : 1 has been adopted, resulting to K3.6Cu5.0,
Mg1.9Cu5.0, Cs10.4Cu5.0, Li0.5Cu5.0, La10.9Cu5.0 and
Ce11.0Cu5.0 catalysts. In all the catalysts used for catalytic
tests in pulse reactor the amount of copper was always 5 wt%
and the atomic ratio Cu : dopant was equal to 2 : 1, resulting in
K1.55Cu5.0, Mg0.95Cu5.0, Li0.26Cu5.0 and Cs5.21Cu5.0
samples.
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2.2 Characterization techniques
The XANES experiments in operando conditions have been
performed by feeding a cell containing a self supported
thin pellet of the catalyst with a diluted mixture of the
three reagents (C2H4 :HCl :O2 :N2 = 100 : 36.1 : 7.6 : 180),
representative of the ﬁxed bed process. In the course of the
experiment the temperature was increased from 373 to 623 K,
was kept constant at 623 K for 10 min, and then decreased
again to 373 K. In both ramps a heating (cooling) speed of
12 K min1 has been adopted, while each XANES spectrum
has been obtained by integrating for 30 s. Both values resulted
in a good compromise between signal/noise ratio of the spectra
and temperature resolution of the experiment: one spectrum
each 6 K. The gas output was analyzed by a Balzers Quadstar
422 quadrupole mass spectrometer. Details on the X-ray
absorption cell allowing measurements in operando conditions
to be made have been reported elsewhere.37
The quantiﬁcation from XANES spectroscopy of the
average oxidation state of a transition metal hosted inside a
given sample, needs the use of appropriate reference compounds
with well deﬁned oxidation state and having a local environment
of the metal as close as possible to that of the investigated
sample. It has been shown that the XANES spectra of the
activated undoped catalyst (CuCl2/g-Al2O3) before and after
reduction in C2H4 atmosphere at 500 K resemble that of
CuCl2 and CuCl model compounds, respectively, with some
diﬀerences.30,32,38 Discrepancies are due to the facts that
copper chloride particles are nanosized and to the fact that
the catalyst contains a surface Cu–aluminate phase, having O
and not Cl as neighbors and not reacting with ethylene. This
causes a constant fraction of Cu2+ to always be present (which
has XANES features diﬀerent from that of CuCl2). These
studies reveals that (CuCl2/g-Al2O3) before and after reduction in
C2H4 atmosphere at 500 K are, in our study, better references
than bulk CuCl2 and CuCl model compounds.
XANES spectra have been collected at the ID24 dispersive
EXAFS beamline39 of the ESRF facility. For each experiment
the dispersive set-up allows the collection of a large number of
XANES spectra. For each spectrum, two independent methods
have been used to quantify the fraction of Cu(II) of the active
phase on the catalyst in the ith spectrum, yi. The ﬁrst one is
based on edge position, that we have arbitrarily deﬁned as the
energy corresponding to normalised mx = 0.5 (see horizontal
dotted segment in Fig. 1). According to this method, the Cu(II)
fraction is deﬁned as: yi = (Ei  ERed)/(EOx  ERed), where
EOx and ERed are the energy of the edge in the oxidized and
reduced reference spectra respectively; and Ei the position of
the edge in the i-th spectrum.33,38,40 the second is based on the
intensity (Ii) of the ﬁrst maximum of the Cu(I) component in
the derivative of the ith spectrum at 8982 eV: yi = 1  Ii/IRed,
where IRed is the intensity of the maximum in the ﬁrst
derivative spectrum of the reduced reference spectrum (see
vertical dotted line in the inset of Fig. 1). These methods allow
us to determine the onset temperatures of Cu(II) - Cu(I)
reduction during the ramp up experiments (vide infra, Fig. 4
and Table 1) as the temperature where the Cu(II) fraction
reaches the value yi = 0.9. The onset temperature for the
catalytic activity has been obtained from the O2 consumption
(z) data as the intercept between two lines deﬁned as follows.
The former is the best (z = a) constant line passing through
the low temperature points (where there is zero activity). The
latter is the best (z = bT + c) line passing through the high
temperature points (where the activity is certainly started).
For IR measurements, performed at room temperature, a
thin self-supporting wafer of the catalyst has been prepared
and activated under dynamic vacuum at 500 K for 2 h, inside
an IR cell designed to allow in situ temperature treatments,
reagents dosage and evacuation. Before CO dosage, the
sample was reduced at 500 K in ethylene and then cooled
down to RT. The IR spectra have been recorded at 2 cm1
resolution on a BRUKER FTIR 66 spectrometer equipped
with a mercury cadmium telluride cryodetector. UV-Vis-NIR
spectra have been performed in diﬀuse reﬂectance mode on a
Cary 5 spectrophotometer, equipped with a reﬂectance sphere.
Before UV-Vis-NIR experiments, samples were activated
under a dynamic vacuum at 500 K for 2 h.
Activity tests of the oxychlorination reaction have been
made by using a pulse reactor made of glass, placed in an
oven. The outlet of the reactor is directly fed to a gas-
chromatographic column, packed with 1% SP-1000-carbopack
60/80; the column is maintained at 150 1C. A ﬂame-ionization
detector (T 220 1C) is used to determine the concentration of
unconverted ethylene and of produced 1,2-DCE. Pulses of
reactants are directly injected into the reactor, by means of a
Fig. 1 XANES spectra, collected in transmission mode with the
standard step scan acquisition mode, of the activated CuCl2/g-Al2O3
catalyst before, red, and after, blue, reduction in C2H4 atmosphere at
500 K. These spectra are used as reference for the material containing
100% Cu(I) and Cu(II) in the active phase, respectively in the evaluation
of the average oxidation state of the catalysts along the reaction
(vide infra, Fig. 2 and 3). The horizontal dashed segment indicates
position in the spectrum used to evaluate the fraction of Cu(II) from
the edge shift. The inset contains the corresponding ﬁrst derivative: the
horizontal doted line represents the zero level. The vertical dotted line
evidences the huge peak in the ﬁrst derivative spectrum of the Cu(I)
phase. As the derivative of the spectrum of the Cu(II) phase is
negligible at that energy, for any spectrum collected in operando
conditions, the intensity of the signal at 8981 eV in its derivative is
proportional to the amount of Cu(I) in the sample.
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gas syringe. In order to better evidence variations of catalytic
performance with pulse number, a high catalyst volume/gas
volume was used: 0.30 g catalyst, carrier (N2) 30 mL min
1.
Pulse tests were carried out at 493 K in both non-depletive and
depletive modes. Non-depletive mode consists in alternating a
pulse of air (0.25 mL), with one of HCl (0.20 mL) and one of
ethylene (0.10 mL) (corresponding to the stoichiometric ratio
for ethylene oxychlorination to dichloroethane), and repeating
the sequence until a constant ethylene conversion is asympto-
tically obtained, which corresponds to a pseudo steady-state
situation. At these conditions, the catalyst can be considered
as representative of the steady state reached under ﬂow
conditions, with the exception of a lower surface coverage
by adsorbed reactants. Once the steady state conditions have
been reached, the experiment continues under depletive mode,
dosing ethylene pulses until the consumption of half of the
total chlorine available on the sample, as predicted by eqn (4)
is reached. The overall amount of ethylene needed in this
step measures the total amount of reactive Cu(II) species
available for redox interaction under pseudo-steady-state
conditions. The catalyst samples used in these tests had
the following composition: K1.55Cu5.0, Mg0.95Cu5.0,
Li0.26Cu5.0 and Cs5.21Cu5.0, in which the atomic ratio
Cu : dopant is 2 : 1.
2.3 Brief description on the diﬀerent industrial processes and
comparison with the adopted experimental set-up
Before entering into the discussion of the experimental results
it is worth spending some time in describing the relevance and
limitation of the adopted experimental set-ups in simulating
the behaviour of industrial reactors.
The two main issues of the industrial process for C2H4Cl2
production are total hydrogen chloride conversion and minimal
combustion. In general the higher the HCl/C2H4 ratio is, the
lower the selectivity to COx, and the higher the amount of
unconverted HCl. Therefore, it is necessary to search for a
compromise in the industrial operation. This is one of the
main reason why dopants were introduced, in order to allow
operation at lower HCl/C2H4 ratio, and to achieve total HCl
conversion, at the same time keeping the selectivity to DCE as
high as possible. The main diﬀerence between an air based and
an oxygen based oxychlorination process is that an air based
process is a once-through process while in an oxygen based
process the gaseous product is recycled back to the reactor
after bleeding out a small vent stream to avoid build up of
by-products and inerts. The impact of this is: (i) Once-through
air based processes operate with a surplus of the cheapest
reactant oxygen, 10–30%, and with an HCl/C2H4 close to the
stoichiometric ratio (1–5% surplus of ethylene). (ii) The
reactor feed composition in an oxygen based process depends
on the composition of the recycle gas. In a ﬁxed bed process
this tends to be ethylene rich while in a ﬂuid bed process it is
CO + CO2 rich. In both processes the O2 content in the
recycle gas is kept low, o1 vol%, to avoid combustible gas
mixtures. This means that an oxygen based process is operated
with a reactor feed close to stoichiometric with respect to O2
(O2/HCl feed close to 0.25) while the ethylene surplus is quite
high, particularly in ﬁxed bed processes.
Moreover, the oxychlorination reaction (3) is highly
exothermic (DH= 240 kJ mol1) and requires heat removal
for temperature control, which is essential for eﬃcient production.
This is easily achieved in the ﬂuid bed reactors discussed so far,
but in ﬁxed bed reactors undesired hot spots have to be
minimized as they lead to more by-products, mainly through
increased ethylene oxidation to carbon oxides and increased
C2H4Cl2 cracking. Temperatures higher than 600 K will also
progressively deactivate the catalyst through CuCl2 sublimation.
The tendency to develop hot spots can be minimized by
packing the reactor tubes with catalysts having a progressively
diﬀerent ratio between the active cupric chloride phase and the
dopant phase, in order to provide an activity gradient along
the length of the reactor. Compared with the ﬂuid bed
process, ﬁxed bed oxychlorination generally operates at higher
temperatures and gauge pressures.
Table 1 Summary of the main results obtained from the analysis of the operando XANES spectra reported in Fig. 4. For the ramp up
experiments we report the starting (at 373 K) and the ﬁnal (at 623 K) fraction of Cu(II) and the temperature when a valuable fraction of Cu(I) and a
valuable amount of O2 consumption have been detected. For the ramp down experiments we just report the starting (at 623 K) an the ﬁnal
(at 373 K) fraction of Cu(II). Typical errors in the determination of the Cu(II) fraction is5%, while for the starting temperatures for the Cu(II) reduction
and the O2 conversion processes the errors are 10 K, note that in a single XANES spectrum the sample temperature increases (decreases) by 6 K.
Catalyst
Ramp up Ramp down
Cu(II) [%] Cu(II) [%] T start/K T start/K Cu(II) [%] Cu(II) [%]
Initial Final Cu(II) reduction O2 conversion Initial Final
Cu5.0 100 0 480 480 0 0–20
Li0.5Cu5.0a 95 25 550 500 0 0–10
K3.1Cu5.0a 100 35 520 480 30 70
Cs10.4Cu5.0a 90 45 580 560 35 100
Mg1.9Cu5.0 95 0 490 480 0 10
La10.9Cu5.0b 100 0–10 510 520 0–10 0–10
Ce11.0Cu5.0b 100 0–10 475 470 0–10 0–10
Cu/a-Al2O3
a 100 50 505 525 30 30
a The diﬀerence between the fraction of Cu(II) measured at the end of the ramp up experiment (third column) and the beginning of the ramp down
(sixth column) testiﬁes the fact that equilibrium conditions have not been reached at the end of the ramp up experiment and that the reduction
process still continues during the 10 min isotherm at 623 K that separates the beginning of the ramp down experiment from the end of the ramp up
one. b For these samples, in the 550–623 K interval of the ramp up experiment, and during the whole ramp down one a systematic diﬀerence of
10% in the Cu(II) fraction evaluated from the two methods (edge shift and intensity of the of the ﬁrst peak in the derivative spectra) has been
observed, see parts (e) and (f) in Fig. 4.
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On the basis of this summary, it is evident that the type of
dopant, its concentration, the oxidant source (air or O2), the
steam stoichiometry, the reaction temperature, and pressure
are speciﬁc of each type of industrial reactor. It is worth
underlining that the aim of the present study is to investigate
the role of dopant on the redox behavior of Cu chloride based
catalysts in the oxychlorination reaction. Consequently we
decided not to try to reproduce the exact operation condition
of each single diﬀerent reactor, but to ﬁx the feed composition
adopted in the operando XANES experiments (closer to an
oxygen-based rather than to an air-based process) for all
additives investigated in this work. Thus, it is evident that
the numerical values obtained in this work could not be used
directly to obtain quantitative data for a given industrial
reactor. However, reported results have a general value from
the chemical point of view, regardless of the type of reactor
(ﬂuid or ﬁxed bed), of the type of oxidant used in the feed
(air or oxygen), of the feed composition and of the reaction
pressure and they can consequently be used to construct useful
qualitative trends.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 In situ XANES study in operando conditions
The in situ XANES study on Cu5.0 and K3.1Cu5.0, presented
in ref. 33 is now extended to the Mg1.9Cu5.0, Cs10.4Cu5.0,
Li0.5Cu5.0, La10.9Cu5.0 and Ce11.0Cu5.0 catalysts. In the
course of experiments, the catalyst was fed with the ﬂux of
C2H4, O2 and HCl mixture and the temperature was increased
from 373 to 623 K and then decreased again to 373 K after
10 min in isotherm at 623 K, where XANES spectra were not
monitored. This allows us to investigate the wide range of
temperatures which can be found in the diﬀerent zones of the
ﬁxed bed reactors at diﬀerent periods of catalyst lifetime.
XANES spectroscopy being very sensitive to the Cu(I)2 Cu(II)
changes,30,31,33,37,38,41–50 the oxidation state of the
catalyst was investigated by the change of features in the
XANES spectra. This is particularly true when appropriate
model compounds, with well deﬁned oxidation and coordination
states, are available for comparison. In this regard, the reader
should refer to the comparison of the XANES spectra done in
ref. 30–32 and 38 and to the related discussion. In the quoted
papers it has been shown that the XANES spectra either of the
fresh catalyst (just thermally activated) or of the catalyst after
interaction with HCl [i.e. at the end of the step-wise cycle
described in eqn (4)–(6)], were very close to that of the CuCl2
model compound.
As far as the XANES spectra obtained on the catalyst after
interaction with C2H4 in static conditions are concerned, it has
been shown that they were in fair agreement with that of CuCl,
except for a less pronounced 1s- 4p transition. The diﬀerence
with the reference compound has been explained in terms of
the high dispersion of the CuCl particles formed on the
reduced catalyst, showing 50% of surface Cu(I) as determined
in a combined IR/CO chemisorption study.30
Fig. 2a,b reports the XANES spectra and the corresponding
ﬁrst derivatives obtained during the ramp-up experiment on
sample Cu5.0. The corresponding ramp down results are
reported in Fig. 2c,d. Fig. 3 reports the results of the same
experiment performed on K3.1Cu5.0 catalysts.
A comparison between the XANES spectra reported in
Fig. 2a and spectra of model compounds points out that the
low temperature spectra are close to that of CuCl2, while the
high temperature spectra are close to that of CuCl, see also
Fig. 1.30–32,38 The CuCl2 to CuCl reduction is evidenced by the
progressive shift of the edge of Cu5.0 catalyst, which moves
from 8988.5 to 8981.5 eV upon increasing temperature from
373 to 623 K, and by the white line shift from 8996.5 to 8988.5 eV
accompanied by an intensity decrease of about 25% (compare
red and blue curves in Fig. 2a). The derivative spectra (Fig. 2b)
shows the typical features of CuCl2 (two resolved maxima at
8986 and 8992 eV and one minimum at 9001.5 eV, see the red
curve) and CuCl (strong maximum at 8982 eV, blue curve) in
the low and high temperature ranges, respectively.30–32,38 The
presence of two isosbestic points in XANES (8990 and 9005 eV)
and derivative spectra (8984 and 8995 eV) is noteworthy
because it is the direct proof that only two species are present
on the catalyst in a signiﬁcant amount: CuCl2 and CuCl in
Fig. 2 Part (a): XANES spectra (each collected over 30 s) of Cu5.0
catalyst during the heating part of the experiment: from 373 (red
curve) up to 623 K (blue curve) by 12 Kmin1. Part (b): corresponding
derivative spectra Fourier-ﬁltered to remove the high frequency noise.
Parts (c) and (d) as parts (a) and (b) for the cooling part of
the experiment from 623 (blue curve) down to 373 K (red curve) by
12 K min1.
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mutual transformation. The oxychloride species, formed
following path (5) is not detected because the re-chlorination
step is too fast (vide infra). During the ramp-down experiment
(Fig. 2c,d) the oxidation state of the copper species present on
the catalyst does not undergo any signiﬁcant changes, being
the XANES features nearly unchanged. Basically the small
diﬀerences observed in the spectra reported in Fig. 2c are due
to the error in the normalization of the dispersive XANES
spectra. This means that, in the presence of reagent ﬂux, the
stable form of the active phase on Cu5.0 catalyst is CuCl.
Fig. 3 reports the data of the above discussed experiment
repeated on sample K3.1Cu5.0. In this case it is evident that
the quality of the spectra is not as good as that found in the
previous experiment. This is simply a consequence of the
higher diﬃculty that we had in ﬁnding a suﬃciently homo-
geneous point on the catalyst pellet to perform the dispersive
experiment. As dispersive XAFS concentrate the whole poly-
chromatic beam in few mm, the sample homogeneity must be
guaranteed at that scale, a point that is much more demanding
than in standard XAFS. Notwithstanding these problems,
inherent to the technique, we can conclude that for
K3.1Cu5.0, the behaviour of the XANES features during the
ramp up experiment (parts a and b) is similar to that shown by
Cu5.0 catalyst (Fig. 2a,b), although less pronounced (the edge
shift stops at 8986 eV). This means that the reduction of
Cu(II) species is not complete for the K3.1Cu5.0 catalyst even
at 623 K. Conversely, a diﬀerent behaviour is observed during
the ramp down (Fig. 3c,d), where the oxidation state of copper
comes back to +2. The remaining catalysts, for which raw
XANES spectra (and corresponding derivatives) are not
reported for brevity, behave similarly to Cu5.0 (Mg1.9Cu5.0,
La10.9Cu5.0) or to K3.1Cu5.0 (Cs10.4Cu5.0), which is the
case for the Li0.5Cu5.0 intermediate.
In the present work, see Fig. 1, Cu(II) - Cu(I) reduction
was monitored by the decrease of the white line intensity (parts
a and c of Fig. 2 and 3) and by the edge blue shift, more
evident in the ﬁrst derivative spectra (parts b and d of Fig. 2
and 3). A quantitative evaluation of Cu(I) and Cu(II) concen-
tration has been obtained from the cross analysis of edge
position and ﬁrst derivative maxima as reported in detail in
ref. 38.
In Fig. 4 we report, for the whole set of catalysts, the
fraction of Cu(II) (evaluated from the edge shift and from
the intensity of the ﬁrst maximum of the derivative of the
XANES spectra, full and dashed lines, respectively) and
activity (evaluated by the O2 consumption, scattered dots) as
a function of the temperature during both ramp up (left) and
down (right) experiments. For all the samples only Cu(II) is
present at the starting point (373 K) and the catalyst is
inactive. O2 conversion and Cu(II) reduction start when a cut
oﬀ temperature (peculiar of each sample) is reached and then
progressively increases. From the huge amount of data
reported in Fig. 4, the most relevant values have been
extracted and summarized in Table 1. In particular, for each
sample we report: (i) the percentage of Cu(II) at the begin and
at the end of both ramps; (ii) the temperatures where the Cu(II)
reduction process and the oxychlorination reaction start for
the ramp-up experiment.
Within the uncertainty of the experiment (10 K) Cu5.0,
Mg1.9Cu5.0, Ce11.0Cu5.0 and La10.9Cu5.0 begin to convert
C2H4 into C2H4Cl2 at the same temperature when Cu(II)
begins to be reduced to Cu(I). The phenomenon occurs around
480  10 K for Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0 and Ce11.0Cu5.0 and at a
slightly higher temperature (510  10 K) for La10.9Cu5.0
catalyst. These catalysts exhibit a complete reduction of Cu(II)
to Cu(I) at the end of the ramp up experiment. During the
ramp down experiment the four catalysts remain in the
reduced state, being the ﬁnal estimated Cu(II) fraction in the
0–10% range. In the following we will refer to Cu5.0,
Mg1.9Cu5.0, Ce11.0Cu5.0 and La10.9Cu5.0 catalysts in a
comprehensive way as to Family I. In summary, at the typical
oxychlorination temperature, Cu(I) dominates and the
rate-determining step of the overall oxychlorination reaction
(for Family I catalysts) is the oxidation of CuCl, eqn (5).
Catalysts Li0.5Cu5.0, K3.1Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0 have a
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent behaviour. For these samples the start of
the reduction process occurs at higher temperature: around
520, 550 and 580 K for K3.1Cu5.0, Li0.5Cu5.0 and
Cs10.4Cu5.0, respectively (Table 1). In all cases the catalyst
starts to consume O2 at a temperature 20–50 K lower than the
corresponding reduction temperature, meaning that the catalysts
is already working when the fraction of Cu(I) is below the
XANES detection limit. At the end of the ramp up experiment
only a fraction of copper lies in the reduced state 75, 65 and
55% for Li0.5Cu5.0, K3.1Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0 respectively
Fig. 3 As Fig. 2 for the K3.1Cu5.0 catalyst.
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(Table 1). Only Li0.5Cu5.0 is able to complete the reduction,
holding the sample at the maximum temperature for 10 min
(see experimental), and to remain in the reduced state during
the ramp down. Conversely, K3.1Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0
Fig. 4 Summary of the XANES experiments in operando conditions. O2 conversion (scattered dots right axis: z) and Cu(II) fraction (left axis: y),
determined from the edge shift (full line) and from the ﬁrst maximum of the derivative spectrum (dotted line) during temperature ramp up (left part).
Right part as the left part for the temperature ramp down. (a)–(g) parts refers to catalysts Cu5.0, K3.1Cu5.0, Li0.5Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0, Ce11.0Cu5.0,
La10.9Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0, respectively.
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conﬁrm their high aﬃnity towards the oxidized state being the
Cu(II) fraction at the end of the ramp down 70 and 100%
respectively. The data summarized in Fig. 4 imply that the
rate-determining step of the overall oxychlorination reaction
(3) catalyzed by K3.6Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0 is the reduction
of the active phase, eqn (4). In the following we will refer to
K3.1Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0 catalysts in a comprehensive way
as for Family II. For catalyst Li0.5Cu5.0, the situation is not
so sharply deﬁned (see also the spectroscopy results reported
in section 3.4) and intermediate behaviors between those
followed by Families I and II have been observed.
Of interest is the experiment performed supporting 5 wt%
on a low surface area a-Al2O3 support (see last line in Table 1).
Notwithstanding the fact that CuCl2 supported on a-Al2O3
exhibits a very low dispersion (owing to the low surface area of
the support: 18 m2 g1), we surprisingly observe a signiﬁcant
reduction of the copper phase. This implies that the overall
oxychlorination reaction is not just a surface reaction but that
it is able to propagate inside the CuCl2 bulk.
3.2 In situ XANES study in C2H4, O2 and O2–HCl mixture
ﬂows
To understand the diﬀerent behavior of Family I catalysts,
where the reduced state of copper prevails, with respect to
Family II, where copper is mainly present as Cu(II), two
representative samples of both categories (Cu5.0 and
K3.1Cu5.0, respectively) have been subjected to further
investigation.
Fig. 5 reports the oxidation state of copper in both Cu5.0
(parts a and b) and K3.1Cu5.0 (parts c and d) catalysts in two
subsequent ramp up experiments performed by increasing the
temperature from 373 to 623 K in ﬂow of ethylene (parts a and c)
and, after cooling down to RT (data not reported), by
another heating ramp in oxygen (parts b and d). By comparing
the two reduction ramps (Fig. 5a and c), it is evident that at
each temperature the fraction of Cu(II) is higher in K3.1Cu5.0
than in Cu5.0 catalysts. At the end of the ramp, the latter is
completely reduced, while the former still contain 35% of
Cu(II), see data summarized in Table 2. The subsequent ramp
up experiment performed in O2 ﬂux (continuous and dotted
lines in Fig. 5b,d) results in an immediate reoxidation for
K3.1Cu5.0 sample, while for Cu5.0 sample the ﬁrst signiﬁcant
Cu(II) increase occur at around 400–420 K (see Table 2). Both
samples undergo a complete re-oxidation at the end of the
heating ramp in O2 ﬂux. This result is in apparent conﬂict with
the tendency of Cu5.0 catalyst to remain in the reduced state in
reaction condition, vide supra section 3.1, Fig. 4a and Table 1.
However, when the same experiment is repeated with a
O2–HCl mixture (scattered symbols in Fig. 5b), the oxidation
of Cu5.0 catalyst is inhibited: it starts only around 550–580 K,
and, even at 623 K, Cu(I) is still the dominant copper species
on the catalyst, see Table 2.
The behaviour of Cu5.0 and K3.1Cu5.0 during ramping
under O2 atmosphere is probably a combination of thermo-
dynamic and kinetic eﬀects. Thermodynamics drive the
surface state towards Cu(II) at all temperatures, but kinetics
are too slow, especially for the Cu5.0 catalyst, to obtain full
oxidation at low temperatures. When HCl is added to the O2
ﬂow, then oxidation is even slower, and this may suggest that
HCl and O2 compete for adsorption sites on the catalyst,
further slowing down the oxidation process.
3.3 The dynamics of the Cu species: activity in pulse reactor
operating in non-depletive and depletive modes
XANES experiments demonstrate that the eﬀect of dopants is
very complex. In order to gain a deeper insight on the role of
alkali and alkaline earth metal ions on the catalytic properties,
pulse experiments were carried out in both non-depletive
(in Fig. 6) and depletive (Fig. 7) modes.
Pulse experiments, carried out in a non-depletive mode, were
performed by alternating one pulse of air with one of HCl and
one of ethylene. Each cycle of three pulses modiﬁes the
characteristics of the active phase, because rates for the
reactions reported in eqn (4)–(6) are diﬀerent. In other words,
when the average oxidation state of Cu in the active layer is far
from that one in the steady-state reaction conditions, the rates
of the incorporation of Cl and O atoms in the active phase are
not in balance with the rates for the removal of the Cl
and O atoms (the latter occurring when ethylene is pulsed).
Asymptotically, the three rates become numerically equivalent,
and a pseudo steady state is reached (equilibrated catalyst), for
the adopted speciﬁc reaction conditions. After that, no further
variation of catalytic performance is expected when pulses of
reactants are again cyclically fed to the catalyst. On the basis
of what learnt from operando XANES experiments reported
in Fig. 5b, the fact that in non-depletive conditions we are
dosing oxygen alone (without the co-presence of HCl), implies
that it will be more eﬃcient in oxidizing the active phase than
in a ﬂow reactor where its action will be partially inhibited by
HCl. So the equilibrated state reached in these conditions will
be more oxidized than that reached in a ﬂow reactor working
at the same temperature.
Fig. 6 compares the ethylene conversion at 493 K as a
function of the number of three pulses cycle. It is worth noting
that similar experiments made at diﬀerent temperatures (data
not reported) showed that at 493 K there is minimal formation
of heavy compounds (whereas at lower temperatures the
formation of heavy compounds is relevant). Therefore, no
phenomena of catalyst deactivation due to heavies’ accumulation
are present in the data reported in Fig. 6, at least in the course
of our experiment.
With all the catalysts the ethylene conversion increased
when the number of pulse cycles was increased. It is striking
to note that in all cases the fully oxidized fresh catalyst
is inactive in ethylene conversion and that the activity
progressively increases, with diﬀerent slopes depending on
the additive, till pseudo-steady state is reached. This under-
lines an unexpected feature of this class of catalysts that need
the presence of a fraction of reduced Cu(I) species to convert
ethylene. In other words the active phase must be regarded as
a CuCl2/CuCl mixed phase. A possible explanation of the
presented data is that a coordinatively unsaturated Cu(I) site is
needed to ﬁx ethylene at the surface.
Non-depletive pulse tests support XANES experiments,
already summarized in Fig. 4: both experiments underline that
the composition of the active phase changes upon exposure to
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reactants. The observed behavior is due to the progressive
reduction of the active phase, which shifts from CuCl2 to a
valence-mixed CuCl2/CuCl phase; this also leads to the
generation of a more active layer. The data reported in
Fig. 6, highlight unambiguously the need for Cu(I) adsorbing
sites on the catalyst surface. This could not be unambiguously
aﬃrmed from XANES data, because in that case two variable
were simultaneously modiﬁed: the catalyst temperature and
the Cu(II)/Cu(I) fraction, so that it was not easy from XANES
data only to discriminate between them. Moreover a fraction
of reduction lower than 5% would easily escape from XANES
detection.
Coming to the diﬀerences among the diﬀerent dopants, the
results shown in Fig. 6 demonstrate that the catalysts showing
the greater activity at pseudo steady state (equilibrated catalysts)
were Mg0.95Cu5.0, Cu5.0 and Li0.26Cu5.0, the least active
were K1.55Cu5.0 and Cs5.21Cu5.0. Since tests were carried
out under non-depletive conditions, a correspondence with Cu
oxidation state is not possible.
However, the amount of Cu(II) available in the equilibrated
catalyst can be determined by carrying out depletive pulse
experiments (feeding only ethylene pulses) on the equilibrated
catalysts, see Fig. 7. In this case, the Cl atoms are picked up by
the ethylene, with the concomitant reduction of Cu(II) to Cu(I),
according to reaction (4). Therefore, the initial activity in
ethylene conversion is high, and then progressively decreases
because of the depletion of Cl. The integration of the area
below the experimental curves (see inset) provides a direct
estimate of the fraction of Cu(II) sites available for the reduction
by ethylene at the pseudo-steady-state condition reached in the
previous part of the experiment (Fig. 6). In good agreement
with the XANES results, catalysts having the lowest amount
Fig. 5 Cu(II) fraction determined from the edge shift (full line) and from the intensity of the ﬁrst maximum of the derivative of the XANES
spectrum (dotted line) during a ramp up experiment (370–620 K) in ﬂux of a single reagent. Part (a): Cu5.0 sample in ethylene ﬂux. Part (b) Cu5.0
sample in oxygen ﬂux. The experiment reported in part (b) follows temporarily that reported in part (a). Parts (c) and (d) as parts (a) and (b) for the
K3.1Cu5.0 sample. The scattered circles and squares also reported in part (b) refer to the Cu(II) fraction of Cu5.0 catalyst (determined from the
edge shift and from the intensity of the ﬁrst maximum of the derivative) during a ramp-up experiment (370–620 K) in O2-HCl mixed ﬂux.
Table 2 Summary of the main results obtained from the analysis of the XANES spectra collected during the ramp up experiments preformed on
Cu5.0 and K3.1Cu5.0 catalysts in diﬀerent ﬂuxes, and reported in Fig. 5. We report the starting (at 373 K) an the ﬁnal (at 623 K) fraction of Cu(II)
and the temperature when a valuable fraction of Cu(I) has been detected in the reduction runs (in ethylene ﬂux) or when a valuable reoxidation
occurs in the oxidation runs (O2 and O2 + HCl ﬂux). Typical errors in the determination of the temperature and of the Cu(II) fraction are  10 K
and  5%, respectively
Catalyst
Fluxed Cu(II) [%] Cu(II) [%] T start/K T start/K
Gas Initial Final Cu(II) reduction Cu(I) oxidation
Cu5.0 C2H4 100 0 475 —
K3.1Cu5.0 C2H4 100 35 495 —
Cu5.0 O2 15 100 — 400–420
K3.1Cu5.0 O2 40 100 — 370–400
Cu5.0 O2+HCl 15 35 — 550–580
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of Cu(II) were Cu5.0 and Mg0.95Cu5.0, those having the
greater amount of Cu(II) were Li0.26Cu5.0, K1.55Cu5.0 and
Cs5.21Cu5.0.
As far as the reaction rate is concerned (slope of the curves
in the ﬁrst pulses of Fig. 7) it is shown that the more oxidized
was the catalyst, the lower was the rate of Cu(II) reduction
by ethylene: Mg0.95Cu5.0 E Cu5.0 > Li0.26Cu5.0 >
K1.55Cu5.0 E Cs5.21Cu5.0. This is a clear indication that
dopants had an eﬀect on the rates of steps (4–6). The two
families of catalysts emerging from the XANES experiments
are also diﬀerentiated by the successive non-depletive and
depletive pulse experiments reported in Fig. 6 and 7.
For samples classiﬁed in Family II (Cs5.21Cu5.0 and
K1.55Cu5.0), the lower activity at pseudo steady state was
due to the lower reduction level of Cu in the equilibrated
catalyst; the latter was a consequence of the lower reaction
rate for reaction (4), as compared to the rates for steps (5)
and (6). On the contrary, in catalysts Li0.26Cu5.0 and
Mg0.95Cu5.0 the reduction rate was not much diﬀerent from
that of the undoped Cu (deﬁning Family I); with the latter
samples, the corresponding equilibrated catalyst was more
deeply reduced, and ﬁnally it was more active.
Summarizing, notwithstanding the fact that catalytic tests in
pulse reactor reaches a pseudo steady state, while operando
XANES experiments were completely out of equilibrium
(owing to the high temperature gradient) and notwithstanding
the diﬀerent dopant amount present in the two series of
samples used in the two investigations, the existence of two
families of catalysts is ﬁrmly conﬁrmed.
3.4 Spectroscopic evidences on the presence of two diﬀerent
Cu active phases in the two catalysts families
Without entering into the details of neither UV-Vis-NIR
spectra of Cu(II) species, nor IR spectroscopy of CO adsorbed
on surface Cu(I) sites, in this paragraph we will just report the
raw spectroscopic data, discussing only the marked diﬀerences
between the results obtained on the two families of catalysts.
The reader interested on a deeper spectroscopic assignment
should refer to the quoted references.
UV-Vis DRS data reported in Fig. 8a clearly shows that
catalysts belonging to Family I (Cu5.0, La10.9Cu5.0,
Mg1.9Cu5.0, Ce11Cu5.0. . .) exhibit a single well deﬁned a
band with a maximum at about 13000–12000 cm1, due to a
d–d 2Eg -
2T2g transition characteristic of Cu(II) ions in
octahedral complexes.28,47,50–52 Samples K3.1Cu5.0 and
Cs10.4Cu5.0, belonging to Family II, exhibit also a second
marked component around 9500–9000 cm1, clearly indicating
that a signiﬁcant fraction of Cu(II) sites lies in a strongly
distorted octahedral geometry induced by a modiﬁcation of
the ligand ﬁeld. This spectroscopic evidence suggests that, for
Family II catalysts, we are no more dealing with a pure copper
CuCl2, as seems to be the case for catalysts belonging to
Family I.
Further evidence comes from IR spectroscopy of adsorbed
CO. CO is an excellent probe molecule for Cu(I) sites,30,53–60
because its interaction is normally rather strong. The interaction
can be separated into an electrostatic, a covalent s-dative and
a p-back donation contributions, the ﬁrst two causing a blue
shift of the ~nCO (with respect to that of the CO molecule in the
gas phase ~nCO = 2143 cm1, see vertical dotted line in
Fig. 8b), while the last causes a red shift.61–64 From a
measurement of the ~nCO of a given Cu(I) carbonyl complex,
information are so obtained on the nature of the Cu+  CO
bond. On the contrary, the interaction of CO with Cu(II) is
very weak and has been only very rarely observed,65,66 and in
the present case it can be considered, in ﬁrst approximation,
negligible at all. This implies that catalysts were reduced in
ethylene at 500 K before CO dosage to allow the molecule to
probe the surface of the active CuCl phase.30,31,33 Quoted
references proved that, at 300 K, only monocarbonyls are
formed on Cu(I) sites and that absorption of CO on the
support does not occur.
Before entering in the discussion of the IR spectra collected
on dosing CO on the reduced forms of the catalysts, the results
obtained by Scarano et al.55 dosing CO on disordered CuCl
nano-crystals grown by vapor phase deposition on a
Fig. 6 Percentage of ethylene conversion per pulse in non-depletive
mode at the temperature of 493 K. Pulse number refer to the
subsequent dosage of three diﬀerent pulses of air, HCl and ethylene.
Fig. 7 Percentage of ethylene conversion per pulse in depletive mode
at the temperature of 493 K. Pulse number refer to the dosage of one
pulse of ethylene. Inset: calculated integral fraction of Cu(II) reduced
to Cu(I).
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NaCl(001) substrate are worth to be recalled. In that surface
science study, authors observed that the ~nCO of the Cu
+  CO
adducts formed on disordered CuCl nano-crystals evolved
from 2143 to 2133 cm1 upon increasing the CO equilibrium
pressure (PCO). Such shifts have been reported in Fig. 8a (gray
scattered curve), to be compared with similar results obtained
on pure and doped catalysts. Note that the frequency shift
of a vibrational mode of an adsorbate upon changing its
equilibrium pressure (i.e. upon changing the surface coverage)
is a phenomenon that is well known in surface science and
is due to the mutual perturbation of adjacent carbonyls67–70
and can be used to gain additional information on the
phase probed by CO because not only the frequencies
but also the frequency shifts as a function of PCO becomes
informative.30
Fig. 9 reports the evolution of the IR bands due to
Cu+  CO adducts formed at 300 K at the surface of the
ethylene reduced catalysts (parts a–f) as a function of CO
equilibrium pressure (PCO). Also in this case, Cu5.0,
La10.9Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0 and Li0.9Cu5.0 (Fig. 9a–d, Family I)
behaves in a marked diﬀerently way with respect to K3.1Cu5.0
and Cs10.4Cu5.0 samples (Fig. 9e–f, Family II).
For the undoped catalyst (Fig. 9a), the Cu+  CO band
exhibits a progressive red-shift, upon increasing PCO, from
2145 down to 2131 cm1 that is very similar to what observed
by Scarano et al.55 for CuCl/NaCl(001), compare black and
gray lines in Fig. 8b. This means that, in the present experiment,
the CO molecules are probing the surface of small CuCl
particles previously reduced by ethylene. Very similar spectra,
in both ~nCO positions and shifts have been obtained on
Mg1.9Cu5.0, Li0.9Cu5.0 and La10.9Cu5.0 (Fig. 9b–d). Note
that for these four catalysts the low PCO spectra exhibit a
very small D~nCO =~nCO  ~n0CO, indicating that electrostatic
and s-donation eﬀects are almost equivalent to the p-back
donation ones (see dotted vertical line in Fig. 8b). The
IR results reported in Fig. 9a–d, indicates that for all catalysts,
ascribed to Family I, the probed Cu+ sites are hosted in
small CuCl nanoparticles, where Cu+ adsorbing sites are
adjacent to each other30 and that additives are not present
in the copper chloride phase, as they are only barely able
to perturb the ~nCO values and their shifts vs. PCO. Similar
small variations of the C–O stretching frequency have been
observed on the pure CuCl2/Al2O3 system (i.e. without
additives) just by changing the copper loading or the degree
of reduction.30
Before entering into the discussion of the IR spectra
obtained on Family II catalysts, it is worth recalling that after
the treatment with C2H4 at 500 K, both K3.1Cu5.0 and
Cs10.4Cu5.0 catalysts are not fully reduced (see XANES
results summarized in Fig. 4), so that CO will probe only the
reduced fraction of surface copper species. For both
K3.1Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0 catalysts (Fig. 9e and f),
Cu+  CO adducts are characterized by IR bands appearing
in a diﬀerent region with respect to what’s observed in the case
of Family I catalysts. In the case of Family II, ~nCO values are
signiﬁcantly below that of the unperturbed CO molecule (see
dotted vertical line in Fig. 8b), resulting in D~nCO values that go
from 20 to 27 cm1. This indicates that the Cu+  CO
interaction is dominated by the p-back donation and that
we are dealing with classical carbonyls61–64 Moreover, for
Fig. 8 Part (a) UV-Vis DRS spectra, in the d–d transitions region for the diﬀerent catalysts. K–M u. = Kubelka–Munk units. Part (b) Evolution
of the C–O stretching frequency, ~nCO, as a function of the CO equilibrium pressure (logarithmic scale) in IR experiments of CO dosed at 300 K on
the diﬀerent catalysts. To observe Cu+  CO complexes catalysts were pre-reduced in ethylene at 500 K before cooling down at RT and CO
dosage. The corresponding set of spectra are reported in Fig. 9. The gray open circles refer to the data collected by Scarano et al.55 on CuCl
nano-crystals grown by vapor phase deposition on a NaCl(001) and represent a reference for the pure CuCl phase. The horizontal dotted line refer
to the stretching frequency of the unperturbed CO molecule: ~n0CO = 2143 cm
1.
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K3.1Cu5.0 sample the ~nCO value is almost pressure independent,
while, for the Cs10.4Cu5.0 case only a small red-shift is
observed upon increasing PCO, suggesting that in these cases
Cu(I) adsorbing sites are suﬃciently isolated from each other
that the interaction between two Cu+  CO adducts is
negligible (or less important).
Summarizing, Cu5.0, La10.9Cu5.0, Mg1.9Cu5.0 and
Li0.9Cu5.0 samples behaves similarly to what is observed for
highly dispersed CuCl nanoparticles,55 where surface Cu+
sites are separated just by one Cl anion, while a much larger
distance must be inferred for copper species hosted on
K3.1Cu5.0 and Cs10.4Cu5.0 samples because Cu+ sites are
separated also by dopant cations and by unreduced Cu2+
cations. For Family II catalysts, reported spectroscopies show
that the local environment of copper species, in both oxidized
(UV-Vis-NIR) and reduced (IR) forms, is diﬀerent from that
experienced in pure copper chloride and are in favour of the
development of a cation mixed (or melt) CuMxCl2+x phase
(M = K or Cs).3,33–36
4. Summary and conclusions
Pulse tests demonstrate that the average oxidation state of Cu
at the pseudo steady state is aﬀected by the presence of the
promoters. Moreover, it has been shown that a fully oxidized
catalyst is not active for the oxychlorination reaction. This
implies that, for all samples, the active phase is a valence
mixed CuCl2/CuCl phase, in agreement with XANES
measurements in operando conditions. The relevance of
Cu(I) ions can be justiﬁed by its ability to coordinate ethylene
molecules.
Reactions (4)–(6), combining CuCl2 and CuCl phases, are
able to explain the behaviour of Family I catalysts, that is
similar to that of the undoped catalyst.30,31 The case of Family
II catalysts is clearly more complex and a deep discussion is
required. We infer the development of a cation mixed (or melt)
CuMxCl2+x phase (M = K or Cs),
3,33–36 in which a decrease
of the rate for step (4) with respect to steps (5) and (6) makes
relatively more eﬃcient the incorporation of depleted Cl and
the re-oxidation of the reduced Cu. It is evident that in a
cation mixed CuMxCl2+x phase it is more diﬃcult for ethylene
to ﬁnd two adjacent Cu sites and that this diﬃculty increases
with the M/Cu ratio. Both UV-Vis and IR spectroscopies
support this hypothesis showing that the local environment of
copper species is diﬀerent from that experienced in pure
copper chloride. Therefore, in the case of Family II catalysts,
eqn (4)–(6) should be rewritten as follows:
2CuMxCl2+x + C2H4- C2H4Cl2 + 2CuMxCl1+x,
(M = K and/or Cs) (7)
2CuMxCl1+x + 1/2 O2- Cu2O M2xCl2+2x, (8)
Cu2OM2xCl2+2x + 2HCl- 2CuMxCl2+x + H2O. (9)
The case of Li makes exception, as it has been found to behave
as an intermediate between Family I and II. The peculiar
behaviour of Li can be tentatively explained by considering
that while it is possible to precipitate KCuCl3 at temperatures
above 350 K, it is not possible to precipitate LiCuCl3 directly
from a solution.71
The experimental evidence here reported highlight the
important role of alkali dopants in redox catalysis. As also
pointed out in the case of o-xylene oxidation to phthalic
anhydride,72 selected alkali dopants, speciﬁcally Cs and K,
do not simply play the role of tuning surface acidic properties
but have a profound eﬀect on redox properties of the catalyst
and hence on catalytic performance. This implies a long-range
eﬀect which corresponds to a modiﬁcation of the electronic
properties of the active phase, rather than a localized inter-
action between the active site and the dopant atom.
The data reported in Fig. 6 unambiguously show that K or
Cs addition causes a decrease of the overall catalyst activity.
As the overall ethylene oxychlorination reaction (3) is highly
exothermic (DH= 240 kJ mol1), it is diﬃcult to control the
bed temperature for a too-active catalyst. Therefore, at an
industrial level, the modulation of the intrinsic activity
achieved by means of the addition of controlled amounts of
selected dopants allows the reactor to be more easily managed,
lowering the formation of hot-spots and hence hindering the
formation of over oxidation and over chlorinated by-products.
Fig. 9 Evolution of the IR spectra in the C–O stretching region, as a
function of the CO equilibrium pressure in IR experiments of CO
dosed at 300 K on the diﬀerent catalysts. To observe Cu+  CO
complexes catalysts were pre-reduced in ethylene at 500 K before
cooling down at RT and CO dosage. For each set of spectra, the
position of the maximum of the Cu+  CO band has been reported vs.
PCO in Fig. 8b.
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This model explains why ﬁxed bed reactors have catalysts
with diﬀerent M/Cu ratio along the reactants/product feed
direction. Moreover, K and Cs additives, favoring the oxidized
state (II) of Cu minimizes the Cu loss caused by the volatility
of Cu(I) species. These combined aspects allow to improve the
catalyst performance for ﬁxed bed technology.
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